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Abstract 

The home is a bedrock of Western culture, society and economics. Consumer research draws 

attention to the home as a space laden with meaning and of ubiquitous importance in consumers’ 

lives. However, this literature also reveals inherent misalignments in how we understand the 

home. The home is a site for self-expression, but also a site of conformity to taste, aesthetics and 

expectations of market value. The home is a site for family practices, which may conflict with 

social norms of tidiness that manifest in the home. The ubiquity of the home masks its cultural 

complexity. The purpose of this work is to examine how consumers navigate these cultural 

misalignments, multi-level forces, and overall work of creating and recreating the space we call 

“home.” I draw upon Henri Lefebvre’s (1974) model of the production of space as a theoretical 

lens to examine how consumers negotiate the creation of the space of home. Through 21 in-depth 

interviews with consumers engaged in home renovations, four interviews with service providers 

and a purposeful observation of home exhibitions shows, marketing and media, my study reveals 

four major findings which contribute to consumer research and broader theories of space. First, I 

find that part of the reason home renovations are stressful for consumers is that in the process, 

consumers configure the home as a reflection of their personal identity. An outdated home 

reflects an outdated identity. Second, I find that consumers are fearful of an ever-present market-

based anonymous gaze in their home regulating the enactment of their identity. Third, I introduce 

the importance of the role of harmony, as opposed to resistance, in the creation of space. Lastly, I 

introduce a new role in the market, that of a Space Orchestrator. Space Orchestrators are deeply 

embedded in understanding the consumer and the market, which therefore positions them to 

guide consumers to configure their homes in ways that represent both their identity and the 

demands of the market, thus helping to create the home as a space of cultural alignment.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Home is a central space1 in Western society. Of the spaces we live in and that shape us, home is 

perhaps the most sentimental and most meaningful. The home is inextricable from that of self, 

family, community, country and economic worth. It shapes and defines one’s place in the world. 

A home embodies memories, aspirations, hopes, and dreams (Bachelard 1964). People partake in 

creating the physical elements of home, and in creating the meanings the cultural concept of 

“home” come to embody. The home, therefore, is a central part of consumption in that people 

use consumption practices to help configure the physical and imaginative aspects of home. 

Understanding home as a space, and the way home shapes, and is shaped by, consumption, is 

therefore important to consumer research (Sherry 2000). 

 

The middle-class home is of notable cultural importance. In this study, I focus on a culturally 

specific definition of home as the middle-class house. Historically, the home and home 

ownership is intertwined with a country’s freedom and economic prosperity (Cohen 2004). 

Today, the home is the focus of a growing billion-dollar industry centred on home improvements 

and can typically be one’s most valuable economic asset. The home, therefore, is a site of 

economic importance that a variety of vested interests shape.  

                                                
1 In this work, I choose the term “space” (as opposed to “place”) to be consistent with language in critical spatial 
theory and Henri Lefebvre’s model of the production of space, which I use as a theoretical lens. The definition of 
space I use maintains a cultural understanding in which space is socially created and simultaneously socially 
creating. I recognize, however, that consumer researchers tend to use the term “place,” and not “space,” in spatial 
studies. In Chapter Three, I discuss in greater detail the perspective of the concept of space that I use in this work. 
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The home is also the epicentre of private life for individuals and families. The home is an 

exclusive site for the enactment of family (Epp and Price 2008; Epp and Price 2010), where 

families define the boundaries of who and what is included and excluded in or from the family 

(Barnhart, Huff and Cotte 2014). The privacy of the home provides dwellers a space where one 

can enact one’s true self (Belk 1988; Goffman 1959), away from the pressures of public purview. 

 

Consumer research suggests that even though the home is known as an unencumbered site for 

the enactment of family (c.f. Barnhart, Huff and Cotte 2014; Epp and Price 2008; Epp and Price 

2010) and a sanctuary for self-expression (Arsel and Bean 2013) and the enactment of one’s true 

self (Belk 1988), homeowners show concern for what others think of their practices within the 

home (Dion, Sabri, Guillard 2014). The suggestion that homeowners feel concerned that they 

should configure their home in a certain way conflicts with the notion of the home as a site for 

self-expression. Research in other domains explores this conflict, emphasizing that homeowners 

privilege market value over the home’s self-expressive potential (Rosenberg 2011; Rushkoff 

2009). The misalignment in these works—that the home is a site for self-expression, but also a 

site for market value—points to questioning how consumers negotiate the confluence of the 

market and the sanctuary of the home. 

 

Consumer research examines how consumers react to market influences in other spaces such as a 

public square, a parking lot or a shopping mall (Bradford and Sherry 2015; Maclaran and Brown 

2005; Visconti et al. 2010). These studies demonstrate the power of consumers to resist market 
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influences penetrating these spaces. Collectively, this consumer research shows that space is a 

domain for resistance to meanings consumers associate with the market, such as 

commercialization (Maclarn and Brown 2005), alienation (Visconti et al. 2010), and inauthentic 

relationships (Bradford and Sherry 2015). Consumers engage in acts of resistance to transform 

the spaces in ways that reflect their ideals for the space. The finding that consumers resist market 

influences in public spaces suggests that market influences in the home, such as those that favour 

market value over self-expression, would also create the home as a site of consumer resistance. 

Thus, extant literature on space and resistance raises questions about the role of resistance in the 

home.  

 

Overall, consumer research tends to examine the home through the specific facets of what 

happens in the home. Consumer literature draws attention to the home as a space laden with 

meaning and of ubiquitous importance in consumers’ daily lives: it is central to a person’s 

identity and self-expression (Arsel and Bean 2013; Belk 1988; Tian and Belk 2005), the 

enactment of family (Epp and Price 2008; Epp and Price 2010; Wallendorf and Arnould 1991), 

and the enactment of taste, aesthetics, and refinement (Arsel and Bean 2013; Dion, Sabri and 

Guillard 2014; Üstüner and Holt 2010). This literature reveals inherent paradoxes in the way 

consumer researchers understand home. The home is a site for self-expression (Belk 1988), but it 

is also a site of conformity, to taste for example (Arsel and Bean 2010) or a site where 

homeowners worry about what others think (Dion, Sabri and Guillard 2014). The home is a site 

for family practices of doing crafts together at the kitchen table (Epp and Price 2010), which may 
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conflict with social norms of tidiness that manifest in the home (Dion, Sabri and Guillard 2014). 

Thus, the home as the epicenter of consumers’ lives is also a contentious site. Other consumer 

research demonstrates space as a site of resistance to the market (Bradford and Sherry 2015; 

Maclaran and Brown 2005; Visconti et al. 2010), suggesting that the home, too, may be a site of 

resistance. Recent research makes a call to use a spatial perspective to gain further understanding 

to market dynamics including notions of power relations, and the creation and maintenance of 

social relationships (Castilhos, Dolbec and Veresiu 2016), applying this perspective to the home 

also provides a fruitful avenue for consumer research.  

 

Thus, we currently understand the space of home through consumer research that considers 

various facets of what happens in the space of home. We have yet to gain a deeper understanding 

of the meanings that are produced and reproduced through the space of the home, how the space 

of home mediates social relations, and how inhabitants of a specific space negotiate the creation 

of that space. Therefore, while the space of home is incredibly complex and holds cultural 

importance, the home’s ubiquity as a part of middle class North American life masks its cultural 

complexity. The purpose of this work is to examine how consumers navigate the cultural 

misalignments, multi-level forces, and overall work of creating and recreating the space we call 

home.  

 

In this research, I explore how consumers create the space of home. I employ a cultural 

perspective of space that captures a space’s physical and imaginative aspects. In particular, I use 
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Henri Lefebvre’s (1974) model of the production of space as a theoretical lens to enlighten how 

consumers navigate the multi-level forces in the shaping of the physical and imaginative aspects 

of home. To study this topic, I immersed myself in the market of home renovations. This 

immersion included in-depth interviews with consumers engaging in home renovations and a 

purposeful observation of the market surrounding home renovations, that includes an observation 

of home exhibition shows, marketing and media.  

 

My study leads to four major findings. First, I propose that in the creation of the space of home, 

conflicting ideas of what the home should be threatens the homeowner’s identity. A rise in 

magazines, television shows and exhibition shows in contemporary culture on the home and 

home renovations portray that a specific configuration and increasing market value are necessary 

for the home. I extend extant literature on aesthetics and the home in finding that aesthetics is a 

manifestation of an underlying idea that there is a culturally mandated “right” configuration for 

the home. Over time, the specific aesthetic materialization changes but the underlying idea that 

there is a “right” configuration does not change. The idea of a “right” configuration and market 

value are in direct conflict with the socio-historic notion, perpetuated by consumer research, of 

the home as a site for family and self-expression. Thus, this conflict reveals that a consumer’s 

identity becomes closely entwined with the configuration of their home. Therefore, the wrong 

configuration can be a threat to one’s identity.  
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Second, I propose that consumers conceptualize an ever-present anonymous gaze scrutinizing 

and judging the inside of their home. This anonymous gaze stems from representations of the 

home in marketing and media that portray the “right,” and by contrast the “wrong,” ways to 

configure one’s home. These representations are powerful because they speak to the core of 

one’s identity. I conceptualize of this anonymous gaze as akin to the disciplinary power of 

Foucault’s (1977) panopticon. However, instead of regulating one’s behaviour, as is the case 

with Foucault’s (1977) metaphoric panopticon, the disciplinary gaze that I find regulates one’s 

identity. While a panopticon-like surveillance would seem to incite a retaliatory resistance 

among consumers, I instead find that consumers engage in a quest for harmony in the creation of 

the space of home, which leads to my third finding. 

 

Third, I propose that the creation of space entails harmony and cultural alignment. Literature on 

the creation of space, in consumer research and in broader domains, show that most commonly, 

consumers harness the power of space to resist dominant ideologies and logics that manifest in 

the use of space. In my study, I find that consumers’ efforts in the creation of space focuses on 

bringing harmony and alignment between consumers’ dreams and aspirations for their lives, their 

experience, practices and materialization in space of these aspirations, and the representations in 

marketing and media of what the home should be. 

 

Lastly, I propose that consumers draw upon the guidance of outside help to negotiate the creation 

of the space of home. This person, whom I call a Space Orchestrator, is embedded in 
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understanding both the consumer and the market. In their role, a Space Orchestrator is adept at 

envisioning how to materialize a consumer’s vision for their ideal identity and the home as a 

reflection of this ideal identity. They understand how to materially enact the signs and symbols 

that, for consumers, represent their ideal identity. In a second facet of their role, the Space 

Orchestrator is adept at materially enacting a consumer’s ideal identity in a way that appeases the 

anonymous gaze. They do so by using processes represented in marketing and media and 

aligning the materialization of consumers’ ideal identity in ways that match configurations of the 

home in marketing and media. Finally, a Space Orchestrator is adept at aiding with the 

sacralisation of the materials consumers use to build their homes. In the end, this helps 

consumers feel that they have a home that represents both their identity and the demands of the 

market. 

 

With these findings, I contribute to consumer research that considers the home and space more 

broadly. I contribute to consumer literature’s understanding of the home, elucidating how 

consumers construct the home and the forces that contribute to shaping the home. My research 

elucidates the socio-historic and cultural importance of the home as a site for the ideal identity 

showing that many of the consumption decisions in home renovations are difficult because they 

target one’s identity. My research extends extant literature’s perspective on aesthetics in the 

home to show that aesthetics is the manifestation of an underlying idea that there is a “right” way 

to configure the home. I also contribute to reconsidering the sanctuary of the home by showing 
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that Foucault’s (1977) symbolic panopticon also operates in the private sphere of the home in the 

form of an unwelcome anonymous gaze. 

 

More broadly, I make a theoretical contribution to an understanding of space. I extend extant 

literature by contributing to a theoretical understanding of the role of harmony, as opposed to 

resistance, in the creation of space. Lastly, I contribute to the understanding of a new role in the 

market, the Space Orchestrator, and the role this person plays as an intermediary between 

consumers and the market. 

 

This dissertation proceeds as follows. In Chapter Two, I provide an overview of the historic and 

contemporary understanding of the home. Throughout the historical review, I explain some of 

the values that underpin the multiple forces that shape the home. In Chapter Two, I also turn to 

examine the understanding of home in consumer research. I show that this literature draws to 

light several tensions that exist within the home. Chapter Two, overall, draws attention to the 

cultural importance of the home, but leaves us to wonder how consumers navigate the cultural 

misalignments in the creation of the home. In Chapter Three, I introduce the concept of space as 

a theoretical lens from which to examine the cultural creation of the home. I provide a literature 

review of how consumer researchers understand space. I then turn to provide a brief lineage of 

the rise of research from a cultural perspective of space, known as the Spatial Turn, as a 

backdrop to understanding Henri Lefebvre’s (1974) model of the creation of space as a 

theoretical lens. I conclude Chapter Three by introducing my research questions. In Chapter 
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Four, I define my research aims, introduce home renovations a context for this study, and I 

present the research methodology and methods that guided this research. In Chapter Five, I 

introduce the findings from my examination of the creation of the space of home through home 

renovations. Finally, in Chapter Six, I provide a discussion of my findings in this study and 

contributions. I also explain the limitations of this study and make suggestions for future 

research.  
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Chapter 2 

Theories of Home 

The purpose of this dissertation is to examine how consumers navigate the cultural 

misalignments, multi-level forces, and overall work of creating and recreating the space we call 

home. In this work, I draw upon a culturally specific definition of home as the middle-class 

house commonly found in suburban and rural Canada and the United States. This definition of 

home fits into the broader context of the home that is supported by a specific market and by 

government policies and programs, which I will discuss in this chapter. I acknowledge that 

broader definitions of home exist, but focus my study on the middle-class house. Therefore, I 

also focus my study on the market that supports the middle-class house and this market’s 

corresponding market logics. I acknowledge that markets are complex and multi-dimensional 

and represent different classes and genders, but focus on the home as the middle-class house and 

the market that supports this definition of home with its corresponding market logics. 

 

In this chapter, I focus on presenting an understanding of the home. First, I examine the 

historical meanings of the home. Second, I examine how contemporary consumer research 

represents the home. For the historical account, I focus on how meanings of the home evolved in 

North America and Western Europe during the time immediately after World War II when 

family dwellings became more broadly accessible to citizens. Inspired by Miller’s (2001) 

account that the home and its furnishings embody the evolution of cultural values, the historical 

overview provides context for understanding some of the normative beliefs about social life that 
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the home continues to perpetuate today. The second half of this chapter reviews contemporary 

consumer research to reveal its implicit assumptions about the home.  

 

2.1 The Home as an Historical Site of Meaning 

Governments in North America and Western Europe used home building as the strategy to 

rebuild their nations at the end of the World War II. This strategy was especially important in 

Western Europe where in France, for example, one in five buildings were destroyed and over 1.2 

million homes destroyed (Rudolph 2015). In America, the production around home building and 

furnishings filled the economic void created by a halt in war production (Cohen 2004). Home 

construction and mass consumption helped relieve the state of some of the burden of post-war 

rebuilding by spreading that responsibility to citizens through government subsidies and 

mortgage programs (Dupuis and Thorns 1998; Madigan, Munro and Smith 1990; Rudolph 2015).  

 

The modern home quickly evolved into a symbol for a modern nation and the promise of the 

American good life. Governments intended home construction to help modernize Western 

societies and thereby help re-establish the power of these countries on the world stage (Rudolph 

2015). Home ownership represented the fundamental belief in a powerful, independent and 

prosperous America, and the American commitment to a life of progress. During World War II, 

the image of the single-family home represented the promise of a better post-war life (Cohen 

2004). In a prime example, an advertisement for Eureka vacuum cleaners assured women war 

workers that they were “…fighting for freedom and all that means to women everywhere. You’re 
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fighting for a little house of your own, and a husband to meet every night at the door” (Cohen 

2004, p. 74). Messages from government-issued brochures and industry-led home exhibition 

shows cast the single-family suburban home, stocked with modern amenities, as the reward for 

war-time austerity and sacrifices, and the gateway to a better life. This type of war-time rhetoric, 

aimed at boosting morale, reinforced the family home as the centre of the ideal American life.  

 

The modern home not only symbolized the modern nation, but also promised a comfortable life 

and ensuing happiness. The benchmark of a comfortable life was a chicken in every pot in Henri 

IV’s 15th century France. By comparison, a clean, modern home became the benchmark of a 

comfortable life and the birthright of every French citizen post World War II (Rudolph 2015). 

Comfort in the home, a luxury once permitted for kings and bourgeois (Rybczynski 1987), was 

now becoming available to all through the proliferation of the modern home. Hygiene and 

efficiency were at the centre of this comfort. In postwar France, designers created the model of 

the modern home. They designed the modern home in a way to teach occupants, who were 

largely working class living in modern accommodations for the first time, how to live 

hygienically. Initiated through government programs, these French homes included a small 

kitchen designed around the principles of time and motion studies. These homes purposely did 

not have much in the way of shelving because, from the perspective of the designers, if 

uneducated tenants filled them with dirty or dusty items it could pose a threat to good hygiene 

(Rudolph 2015). The design of these homes reflected the aesthetic of modernist minimalist, with 

white tiles and appliances, and was meant to provide cleanliness and efficiency. Designers meant 
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for each part of the home to provide a particular function with little in the way of colour or 

knickknacks within the home. In this model of a modern home, hygiene was the universal 

standard for a comfortable home. Happiness would ensue in a comfortable and clean home. 

Much the same was happening in the United States where the American post-war home was built 

based on the same tenets of modernism—clean, simple and modest. The idea that life should be 

comfortable, and those who live it should be happy, was new and the home was at the epicenter 

of this comfort.  

 

A comfortable and happy life, by way of a modern home, provided an infrastructure which 

emphasized the nuclear family as society’s most important unit. American homes built 

immediately after World War II consisted of small rooms, uncomplicated plans and fully up-to-

date but modest design. Designers built the homes in an efficient layout to maximize comfortable 

livability and economy in a limited space (Jacobs 2015). These small, efficient houses provided a 

shift from the social framework of Victorian America, where Victorian houses managed 

interaction between family and non-family, servant and served, men and women. In suburban 

housing developments, many families no longer resided in proximity to their extended kin. The 

post-war minimalist houses created a specific type of social relations that emphasized 

togetherness for nuclear families (Jacobs 2015). The single-family home promised to protect the 

health of the working-class, preserve the nuclear family and encourage pronatalism (Rudolph 

2015). 
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Access to modern homes grew across population and class after World War II by way of mass 

suburban development projects. For a short time, suburban mass housing delivered a more 

egalitarian America (Cohen 2004).  Historians mark this period as a period of the 

democratization of comfort in North America and Western Europe (Rudolph 2015). In the years 

immediately following the end of World War II, modern homes, and their increasing level of 

comfort, became more accessible to citizens. The US government supported the purchase of 

homes through the Federal Housing Administration (FHA). The FHA insured home mortgages 

with the goal of improving housing standards for citizens. They offered dependable, low-cost 

home financing (Cohen 2004).  

 

Comfort increased as homes became the focus for the implementation of modern technology 

among all households. Prior to this, during the 1920s, creators of modern technology targeted 

upper-middle-class homes. This targeting began to expand in the early 1950s. In this new era of 

comfortable living, American, European and Australian home exhibition shows and marketers 

touted labor-saving home appliances as the way to economize. This message appealed to both 

middle class and working class. The middle class could economize through eliminating servants, 

and the working class by economizing time on house chores (Cohen 2004; Lloyd and Johnson 

2004; Rudolph 2015). Both classes could access the home and home appliances. American 

magazines emphasized a democratic access to homes and all its amenities. Magazine House 

Beautiful proclaimed: “Our houses are all on one level, like our class structure” (Cohen 2004, p. 
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125). The home, now more accessible and offering greater comfort, began to represent a more 

egalitarian access to “the good life.” 

 

In addition to the modern home promising a more egalitarian access to comfort, it also promised 

the working class a way to better their standard of living and lead to a happy life. Magazines, 

advertisements, home exhibition shows and government programs conveyed to consumers the 

ideal home that included a plethora of consumer products promising an improved life was pivotal 

to a happy American life. Marketers believed in the power of modern household appliances as a 

means to a better life (Wilkie and Moore 1999). In 1947, in a series of pictures, Life magazine 

contrasted the life of a family before and after the imagined shift to mass housing post World 

War II. The first series of pictures depicts the family in working-class clothes in a modest home 

where the wife cleans out a coal furnace (Figure 2.1). The second set of pictures depicts a 

postwar order in which the family, dressed in middle-class clothes, lives in a ranch-style home 

with a variety of modern appliances (Cohen 2004). In the happy American life, families not only 

had a roof over their head, but even a minimalist modern home contained a plethora of 

innovative consumer products to make life more comfortable. Headlines captured the notion that 

home ownership promised to deliver a fair standard of living to all Americans (Kozol 1994), 

bringing comfort not only to the family living in the house, but it would also bring a higher 

standard of living to all Americans. Magazines cast the home as the key for the working class 

mobility to middle class. The meaning of democracy now included access for all to a clean, 

comfortable, modern house and the opportunity for ensuing happiness.  
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Figure 2.1: Image from Life Magazine 1947 edition (Kozol 1994) 

 

As accessibility to the modern home grew, so did the consumption of, and for, the home. By 

1955, home builders began to offer greater style differentiation amongst building plans. A 

combination of the housing industry and government programs supporting home ownership fed 

into the post-war’s bourgeoning consumer culture (Cohen 2004; Jacobs 2015). The building 

industry was built on the belief that non-homeowners would become homeowners and existing 

homeowners would “trade up” to a new house (Jacobs 2015). Similar to France where 

government programs and the building industry trained first time homeowners to live in a 

modern home, the American house industry and popular culture trained an inexperienced 

generation of prospective buyers to desire a newer, bigger home—either based on functional or 
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aspirational desires, or both (Jacobs 2015). The kitchen was the epicentre of this growth. A room 

once designed for efficiency—a highly designed laboratory for cooking only—was now the most 

complex and technologically-advanced room in a postwar home. The kitchen required the most 

planning, the most equipment, and the greatest expense. In addition to more elaborate kitchens, 

people’s consumption of the overall home also began to increase. People started purchasing 

multiple homes in a lifetime. This corresponded with a time when the general perception of 

consumption was elevated from frivolous and self-serving, to consumption as the duty of every 

good citizen and of utmost importance for the country’s economic growth and well-being (Cohen 

2004; Jacobs 2015; Packard 1960). By the mid 1950s, against the backdrop of the Cold War, 

industry and popular culture advocated for housing that was not just bigger, but also perceived to 

offer better design (Jacobs 2015). Magazine Fortune equated the upward mobility to bigger and 

better houses with the good life: “American consumers are no longer content with minimum 

standards but demand the abundance, quality and style that used to differentiate the good life 

from ordinary living” (Jacobs 2015, p. 132). The home, once a symbol of a more egalitarian 

America immediately post World War II, evolved into a site for greater class differentiation 

(Cohen 2004). Mass suburban projects, which once constructed the home as a site for simple and 

modest living, began to construct the home as a site for America’s increasing consumer culture. 

During the Cold War era, the home, with all its modern amenities and associated consumption, 

came to symbolize the superiority of the US standard of living and the American way of life 

(Jacobs 2015). 
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The widespread access to a comfortable home, and therefore broader access to the American way 

of life, laid the foundation for a greater project for the potential for all citizens to find happiness 

and personal growth in the home. For the first time post war, mass housing offered installations 

of heating, plumbing, and utilities. These technologies alone did not make the home comfortable, 

but these advancements were making it possible for the modern home to meet dwellers’ 

physiological and psychological well-being. “Organized rationally and filled with equipment that 

would guarantee a family’s health, protect inhabitants from the extremes of cold and heat, and 

liberate women from the hard physical work of housekeeping, the modern home would give, for 

the first time in history, the average person the opportunity for personal growth, whether it be 

intellectual, cultural, or moral” (Rudolph 2015, p. 46). Home exhibition shows and popular 

media portrayed the home as the means for family unity and for personal success. An ethos of 

family togetherness permeated the meaning of the home. Messages purported that families who 

engaged in leisure activities together or pursued individual activities side by side within the 

home would forge strong family bonds (Jacobs 2015). In addition to strong family bonds, the 

domestic ideal focused on the home as the “center for the nuclear family within which each 

member would be able to maximize his or her potential” (Rudolph 2015, p. 108). The modern 

home became a privileged site for both familial and personal happiness. 

 

Essential to the dream of the happy home was women’s agentic role in the home as “domestic 

engineers” to create the home (Jacobs 2015; Rudolph 2015). To diffuse the dream of the modern 

home that guaranteed a happy life, governments used home exhibition shows to educate people 
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on the home. They targeted women, in their role as the housewife, with messages encouraging 

them to recognize the urgent need for home improvement (Lloyd and Johnson 2004; Rudolph 

2015). These messages insisted that housewives deserved low maintenance and easy to care for 

modern furniture as well as labour saving home appliances, and that these conveniences were 

necessary for the health, safety, and happiness of their families. The home could be a source for 

“personal development, family unity, and individual happiness” (Rudolph 2015, p. 109), but only 

if created through the housewife’s commitment, labour and savvy consumption. These messages 

emphasized the onus was on the housewife to create this space.  

 

Planning for, and dreaming of, the modern home became a key activity of homemaking, as did 

taking an active role in designing the modern home (Lloyd and Johnson 2004). In the period 

following the war, interior design replaced household management as the focus of domesticity 

(Lloyd and Johnson 2004). For example, colour was introduced into the home—colourful 

furniture, appliances and tabletops—serving both functional and aesthetic purposes. Kitchens no 

longer needed to be hospital white to be hygienic. New technologies, such as range vent hoods, 

were introduced to maintain hygiene within the home while also promoting consumption. Now, 

not only comfort, but also cheer emerged as the measure of a happy home (Rudolph 2015). With 

this focus on aesthetics and design within the home, “tastemakers now encouraged families to 

mix and match colours to reflect their unique preferences and personality… The move away 

from white not only promoted a consumption mentality, therefore, but also indicated the demise 

of a universal standard—hygiene—in favour of individuality and self-expression” (Rudolph, p. 
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99). The home, and home fashion, was established as an extension of the self, a place for 

homeowners to create a material representation of an identity, a lifestyle and their position in 

society (Bourdieu 1984; Giddens 1991). 

 

2.1.1 Overview of Historic Review 

This brief historical account of the home provides background for understanding how the home 

evolved as an epicentre in contemporary Western life. As discussed, the home is a sacred place 

for major aspects of one’s life: fulfilling a happy family life, supporting one’s country, and 

achieving self-fulfillment and self-expression. The historical account also reveals that 

government, media and marketing, and consumers are some of the many forces and social actors 

that contributed to this evolution.  

 

At a macro-level, this historical account shows how the home has grown to occupy an important 

role in Western economies. Immediately after World War II, mass home ownership was the key 

to boosting the economy. Thus, governments and industry used rhetoric to position home 

ownership as a democratic right of every citizen. Governments and industry equated home 

ownership with the meanings of a strong, prosperous country, a sign of progress and the 

American good life. The historical review reveals that governments in Western Europe, the 

United States, and Australia used home ownership to spread the responsibility of their nations’ 

economic growth from government to citizens. Government mortgage programs financially 

supported this industry, making homes available, for the first time, for mass consumption. In 
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France, the government supported social housing programs while the US government initiated 

home mortgage programs, but both governments precipitated the outcome of raising the role of 

the home in Western life. An entire industry grew out of the desire for home ownership to, today, 

a multibillion dollar industry. Marketing and media were instrumental in perpetuating, and relied 

on, messages that encouraged consumption of and for the home. The home, therefore, emerges as 

a major asset for individuals. Overall, the government and industry played an important role in 

shaping the understanding of the home and its role in Western society. 

 

The historic evolution also emphasizes how the home evolved into the locus for one’s life, first 

as a site for the nuclear family and then as a site for self-realization. The post-war modern 

home’s small size and suburban setting often excluded dwellers from extended family or other 

members outside the family. This arrangement, along with the ethos of family togetherness, 

further emphasized sociability within the nuclear family, placing the home at the centre of 

family. The home further evolved into a site for self-expression and self-realization. In line with 

a liberatory postmodern position in which people create their identities (Firat and Venkatesh 

1995), the historical account describes the evolution of the home into a nucleus for expressing 

one’s identity. Magazines from the building industry and popular culture promised the home to 

provide individuals the place for self-realization. The evolution of the home from the post-war 

minimalist home for efficiency and hygiene to a place for colour and design provided the venue 

for homeowners to express their identities. This evolution suggests that the home has come to 

occupy a central role in fundamental aspects of one’s life.  
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An examination of the home’s cultural evolution reveals the various value systems that permeate 

and manifest through the home, which provides context from which to understand contemporary 

threads of meaning that manifest in the home. Core elements of life are interwoven through the 

home as the central site for the enactment of both family and the self. The historical backdrop 

helps us understand how today, the home represents family, individual expression and economic 

value. I turn now to examine how contemporary consumer research portrays the home. 

 

2.2 Home in Contemporary Consumer Research 

Consumer research is rich with references to the home. With a few exceptions (c.f. Claiborne and 

Ozanne 1990; McCracken 1989), little consumer research focuses on examining how consumers 

draw upon material and symbolic resources to build and reinforce the meanings that, culturally, 

we commonly associate with the home. Consumer literature tends to imply the importance of 

home through examining specific facets of what happens in the home. Three themes emerge 

from a review of the consumer literature that characterize the contemporary home: the home as a 

site for the enactment of family practices, the home as a locus for the extended self, and the 

home as a site for the enactment of taste, aesthetics and refinement. 

 

2.2.1 Enactment of Family Practices  

Consumer literature portrays the home as an important site for the enactment of family practices 

(c.f. Epp and Price 2010; Wallendorf and Arnould 1991) and a physical extension of the family 

entity (Belk 1988). The home is a site where family members forge and reproduce family 
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identity through rituals and practices. Like the historic role the home played in promoting 

sociability within the nuclear family, contemporary consumer literature demonstrates how 

families use the home to engage in the practices that make them a family—such as through 

children doing crafts at the kitchen table, the family watching their favourite television shows 

together, or hosting ritualized family gatherings (Epp and Price 2008; Epp and Price 2010; 

Wallendorf and Arnould 1991). This literature demonstrates that families will physically arrange 

the home in a way that accommodates the enactment of their family practices. Epp and Price 

(2008) show how a family rearranges the home to accommodate the family dining table as a 

means to better enact the practices they associate with being a family. The home becomes the 

means by which families forge their identity. Contemporary literature perpetuates the 

relationship between the home and family casting the home as a place where families engage in 

the practices that make them a family, and reinforce sociability within the family. 

 

An important part of family identity is the memories that bind the family over time. The home 

provides a container for these memories and shared history (Belk et al. 1988; Curasi, Price and 

Arnould 2004), and provides a site for the family to revisit those memories. Home is an anchor 

to the past and a site for the reviewing of a shared past (Wallendorf and Arnould 1991). 

Consumer research shows that the home is an important site for family members to reconnect 

with their roots and reconnect with family, especially in cases where family members, such as 

children, have moved away from their familial home. The configuration within the home 

provides the setting for families to reconnect, especially around the dinner table (Epp and Price 
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2010; Wallendorf and Arnould 1991). Again, consumer literature perpetuates the notion of home 

as the main site for reinforcing family. 

 

The home is also a site where family members negotiate the meaning of family by defining who 

they include and who they exclude from the nuclear and extended family. Families use the home 

as a site to negotiate disruptions in the structure of the family, (e.g., death, divorce; Epp and 

Price 2008), or to negotiate extending the family (e.g., including a college-aged child’s new 

boyfriend or girlfriend; Wallendorf and Arnounld 1991). Choosing to extend invitations to 

family gatherings at the home help families formalize the boundaries of their family. The rituals 

and practices associated with family provide a venue for this negotiation, such as at 

Thanksgiving dinner or other special occasions that are important to the reinforcement of family. 

 

In addition to the home as a site for families to negotiate who is admitted to the family, consumer 

research explores the home as a site where dwellers define the boundaries regarding the 

admittance of external influences (Barnhart, Huff and Cotte 2014; Epp and Price 2010; Grayson 

1998; Tian and Belk 2005). Families negotiate the boundaries regarding the extent to which they 

permit non-family members into the home, such as hired care-givers (Barnhart, Huff and Cotte 

2014), or the extent to which parents exclude what they consider corruptive influences from the 

outside world (Epp and Price 2010). This literature highlights the contemporary home as a site 

where families can protect and control the home as an intimate space reserved exclusively for the 

family. This literature also highlights that family values manifest through practices and rules 
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within the home. Such values pertain to how the family ought to raise children, the meaning of 

external influences (e.g., television shows that threaten certain family values), and to what extent 

non-family members may participate in family. The home, therefore, is an important site for 

families to establish the boundaries of their family and their family identity.  

 

Consumer research also highlights the home as an important site for families to sacralise 

objects—or imbue them with meanings that are significant to a given family (Epp and Price 

2010). Some consumer research considers how families give meaning to objects that enter the 

home and how consumers recommodify objects by removing them from the home. At the point 

of acquisition, an object holds only a portion of the meaning it may come to hold (Belk 1988). 

Through embedding it in family practices, an object comes to symbolize and hold meanings 

sacred to the family. This research, therefore, emphasizes the home as an important site for 

creating sacralised meanings of the family and imbuing objects with meanings that define family.  

 

Overall, this work sets the home as a backdrop in which families can enact the practices that 

establish their collective identity as a family and imbue their relationship as a family with 

sacralised meanings. In line with historic accounts of the home as the centre for the nuclear 

family, today, as evidenced through the consumer literature, the home continues as a symbolic 

body for the family (Belk 1988).  
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2.2.2 Enactment of True Self and Authentic Relationships 

Consumer scholars cast the home as a locus for the extended and true self (Belk 1988). The 

historic account shows that the home evolved into a site for “personal development…and 

individual happiness” (Rudolph 2015, p. 109). Consumer research shows that the home has 

grown into a key site where individuals enact their identity—both through the dwelling and the 

home’s furnishings (Miller 2008). This research implies that home is the primary location for an 

unfiltered self, and outside of the home, individuals choose how much of that true self to reveal 

(Goffman 1959). This perspective falls in line with the historical domestic ideal, into which 

consumerism was interwoven, of the modern home as the primary source of personal fulfillment 

(Rudolph 2015). Home is a place where one can let down and relax without the pressures of civic 

or work life. Tian and Belk (2005) draw attention to postmodern society where the private home 

life may blur into the workplace. Their study examines how employees negotiate which home 

possession to bring to the workplace, thereby negotiating which aspects and how much of their 

private and true self to reveal to colleagues and which to reserve only for home life. Their 

research emphasizes that the home is, indeed, synonymous with the private, true self. The home 

is cast both as the site for the true self and an environment that is free and safe from the threats of 

the outside world. Tian and Belk (2005) show that people express feelings of vulnerability when 

they feel they have shared too much of their home self at work.  

 

One way that the dwellers privilege the home as a site for the enactment of the true self, is that it 

offers them comfort and stability. Consumer research finds that people use possessions from 

home to make themselves more comfortable outside the home, and in particular, to bring comfort 
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to the workspace (Tian and Belk 2005). People’s possessions from home help ease the separation 

between the home, or family, and themselves. Employees also report that using possessions from 

home in the workplace provides a source of stability in the face of work-related challenges (Tian 

and Belk 2005). Thus, bringing physical elements of home life to work areas extends the comfort 

that home provides to new territories. This work emphasizes the synonymous understanding of 

home and comfort or stability. This finding further emphasizes the home as a private site for the 

self, free of the repercussions of revealing oneself in public. 

 

Consumer research similarly demonstrates how people use not only possessions, but the 

practices from home to revitalize public place more broadly. Bradford and Sherry (2015) 

examine the ritualized practice of tailgating parties whereby party-goers perform domestic 

practices of cooking, sharing meals, establishing neighbours and celebrating family rituals, such 

as graduations, weddings and births, in parking lots and fields. Researchers find that by bringing 

these domestic practices to an otherwise anonymous public place, people establish authentic, 

intimate relationships that would otherwise only be possible in the home. The idea that domestic 

practices are necessary for authentic relationships to flourish perpetuates the notion that the 

contemporary home is the central site for authentic and meaningful relationships. 

 

Overall, whether it is the home possessions that bring feelings of comfort and stability to the 

workplace or home practices, such as cooking and meal sharing, that help create authentic 

relationships outside the home, both streams of research reveal how we understand the 
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contemporary home. It is a site that the literature starkly contrasts with the outside world (e.g., 

the office or public places) as uniquely offering dwellers comfort, security, meaningful 

relationships and the ability to enact one’s true self. In line with the housewife’s historic agentic 

role in creating the home, contemporary consumer literature places the agency with the 

individual for using the home, or its possessions, to create these feelings and establish these 

relationships. 

 

2.2.3 Manifestation of Taste, Aesthetics and Refinement 

A stream of consumer research emphasizes the home as a site for the enactment of taste, 

aesthetics and refinement. Through the context of the home, this research discusses how 

homeowners enact taste through furnishings, décor and practices (Arsel and Bean 2013; Dion, 

Sabri and Guillard 2014), how class manifests through and represents taste (Üstüner and Holt 

2010), how homeowners understand the meanings of the aesthetics they use to enact taste, and 

what these meanings communicate both about the home and about the individuals who live there 

(Arsel and Bean 2013; Dion, Sabri and Guillard 2014; Holt 1998; Üstüner and Holt 2010). The 

historical review articulated how the values of hygiene first manifested in the home through a 

simple, white aesthetic in the home. Eventually, adding colours to the home and the kitchen 

became the norm as an expression of self. Consumer literature shows that, today, consumers go 

to great lengths to achieve a coordinated aesthetic in the home. In addition to showing how 

consumers materially enact a particular taste, this literature highlights that the aesthetic of the 

home, the dwelling and its furnishings, communicates more than simply a style or taste. In some 
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cases, the home becomes a site for conspicuous consumption where consumers use the dwelling 

and furnishings to communicate their economic or class status and refinement (Veblen 

1899/2005; Bourdieu 1984). In other cases, consumers use the aesthetics of their home to create 

their understanding of comfortable or clean (Dion, Sabri and Guillard 2014). This research 

emphasizes the variety of meanings that consumers convey through taste and aesthetics.  

 

Arsel and Bean (2013) examine consumers’ choices in home décor to understand how 

individuals convert taste into practice. The authors examine how things such as the furnishings, 

decorations, and colours one chooses for one’s home make up a particular taste. The home, 

therefore, becomes a site for the manifestation and negotiation of taste. Arsel and Bean (2013, p. 

908) explain that while the home is a site for taste and aesthetics, the underlying goal is “not 

merely a more attractive or tasteful home, but the achievement of meanings through the physical 

transformation of the home.” Consumers exercise aesthetic designs in the home in order, for 

example, to achieve desired meanings of calm, mindful or meditative (Arsel and Bean 2013). 

“Homeyness” is another cultural concept that consumers create through a constellation of 

material resources within the home (McCracken 1989). These articles emphasize a cultural 

understanding of taste within the home that manifests in a feeling, or atmosphere. This work 

suggests that the home is a site where consumers engage in negotiating how to materially enact 

these cultural meanings within the home. 
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In a similar vein, the home communicates how we understand, and ascribe to, cultural norms and 

moral beliefs. In studying tidiness in the home, Dion, Sabri and Guillard (2014) demonstrate how 

home dwellers negotiate the cultural understanding of tidiness (and untidiness) in the home. The 

authors show how normative pressures and moral beliefs shape tidying practices. They examine 

how consumers sometimes allow transgressions to these norms (e.g., the home is not kept as tidy 

on weekends as during the workweek) which the dwellers deem acceptable. They also show, 

however, how breaking these normative conventions of tidiness can elicit shame and 

apprehension. One homeowner felt shame that her sister-in-law cleaned her kitchen upon a visit. 

She worried that the misalignment of her tidiness practices with the norms would elicit her in-

laws to think of her as a bad wife for their son. In this case, the literature demonstrates how the 

practices associated with the home affects this homeowner’s identity as a wife, and how deeply 

embedded the home is with moral beliefs of how to live. The historical threads of the housewife 

as responsible for creating a home for her family, persist in the contemporary home. These 

feelings of shame also demonstrate that homeowners are concerned with what others think of the 

practices in which they engage inside their home. In this same study, researchers showed that 

other informants express that these practices hold a moral order in which a tidy home helps them 

feel better. Feeling better, or feeling like a bad wife, demonstrates how deeply meanings of social 

norms and self-representation manifest in the home and through the everyday practices 

associated with the home. These practices, from choosing décor to daily tidying, reflect and 

represent cultural norms and moral beliefs. This further emphasizes the home as a site for the 

negotiation and manifestation of cultural norms and moral beliefs. 
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The home as a site that represents and communicates economic status, class and refinement 

persists today, as demonstrated in the consumer literature. Historically, as discussed, the home 

morphed from its potential to provide a more egalitarian society, to a place that emphasized class 

differences. By the mid-1950s, American suburbia began to segregate and exclude certain 

classes. Consumer research demonstrates how the home persists as a site for the middle-class to 

practice their cultural capital through the display of fashion, wealth, and elite tastes of home 

décor (Üstüner and Holt 2010). Along the lines of the research that emphasised the home as the 

locus for the extend self (Belk 1988), the home is central to consumer identity construction 

through conveying a consumer’s class or desired class (Üstüner and Holt 2010). Central to the 

display of class is the neighbourhood in which one lives. Üstüner and Holt (2010) describe how 

informants emphasize the outside aesthetics of their house and the houses in their neighbourhood 

as a signal of class. They use aesthetics to differentiate themselves from people of other classes. 

This research emphasizes the importance of aesthetics of the home as symbols that represent and 

communicate deeper meanings of class. 

 

The home is also a site where refinement helps define cultural capital within the middle class. 

Üstüner and Holt (2010) emphasize the home as a site where consumers negotiate these practices 

and this good taste. In their study on the consumption practices of Turkish middle-class 

consumers, they demonstrate that the middle-class have a set of standards by which they live. 

Habits of leaving shoes outside the door and hanging a mat off the railing, practices they 

associate with a peasant lifestyle, mark transgressions to their ideas of good living (Üstüner and 
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Holt 2010). Those who understand and abide by these rules demonstrate cultural capital. This 

literature treats the home as an expression of the owner’s cultural capital to understand and enact 

good living practices (Holt 1998; Üstüner and Holt 2010).  

 

This consumer research also highlights that the home is a site for conformity. We see that a set of 

rules guides the art of good taste and good living, which consumers must navigate (Arsel and 

Bean 2013; Dion, Sabri and Guillard 2014). A set of rules and cultural norms guide household 

decoration, norms for hosting guests, cleanliness and the ways of using the home. Historically, as 

discussed, home exhibition shows educated people into the art of middle class living (Jacobs 

2015; Rudolph 2015). This notion of the home being at the epicentre of the “right” way to live to 

uphold middle class values persists today. 

 

2.2.4 Overview of Consumer Literature 

The consumer literature reveals the home is the primary source for the enactment of family, the 

enactment of self and a source for self-expression. The literature emphasizes that the centrality of 

the home to one’s life occurs through small transformations of the home—from family meals, 

where families transform a kitchen, dining room or living room into a place of festivity, to the 

rooms of a home that homeowners transform into personal identity through the display of 

possessions, or through enacting taste and class through a chosen aesthetic, the physical 

transformation of the place is necessary to create the home. This literature implies that 

homeowners constantly create and recreate home.  
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2.3 A Culmination of Home in History and Consumer Literature 

The historical review emphasizes the evolution of the home’s deep entwinement with Western 

life. It also reveals the many forces that have contributed to shaping the home—from 

governments touting the home as a democratic right for all, and the source of economic value, to 

industry encouraging the purchase of coloured kitchen appliance as a form of self-expression. 

The consumer literature emphasizes that the homeowner is at the centre of negotiating these 

multiple forces through the practices of daily life, homeowners constantly engage in rituals of 

transforming and creating home. The home is not a given, but a place that homeowners are 

agents in creating. 

 

The consumer literature also reveals that the home can at times be a site of cultural 

misalignment. The home is a place where one is free to reveal one’s true self and express that 

true self in whatever ways one chooses. However, the literature also shows that as much as the 

home is a site for self-expression, it is also a site of conformity. The taste that manifests in the 

aesthetics of the home convey deeper meanings of class enactment, tidiness and cultural capital. 

There is an expectation that the home will conform to taste and aesthetic expectations that drive 

economic value. Comparing the literature that casts the home as a site for self-expression with 

the literature that shows that the home is a site for the enactment of taste and market value 

(which the media often prescribes), the home is a site of misalignment between self-expression 

and cultural norms. This literature dually contrasts the home as a site for self-expression, but 

where homeowners show concern for what others think of their practices within the home. The 
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consumer literature similarly points out that as much as the home is a site for the enactment of 

family, it is also a site where values of tidiness manifest. Having access to toys and crafts 

necessary for the enactment of family can conflict with values of maintaining tidiness within the 

house. With all these forces acting within the home, conflicts and contradictions manifest in the 

home. In the constant creation and recreation of the home, there is no easy template to follow. 

Through the daily practices of living in a home, homeowners must deal with contradictions every 

step of the way.  

 

Thus, the literature illustrates that the variety of forces that manifest in the home are not 

necessarily in alignment. Consumers negotiate these forces through daily practices, constantly 

engaging in transforming and creating home. We have yet to understand the complexities of the 

creation of home and how consumers negotiate misalignments in the forces and social actors that 

shape home. Drawing inspiration from Dion, Sabri and Guillard’s (2014, p. 586) call to 

“consider home as an abstract notion that emerges from the ordinary,” in this dissertation, I want 

to deepen an examination of the apparent misalignments that are entwined with the cultural 

enactment of the home.  
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Chapter 3 

Creating Space: Space as a Theoretical Lens 

Home is central to Western society. Home is where and how life is lived (Miller 2001). The idea 

of home is both concrete and abstract. It is the space in which one lives, but it is also a site that 

carries values and deeper feelings of caring (Bachelard 1969). As discussed in Chapter Two, the 

home is a site for aspirations and dreams. It is where, through everyday practices, people create 

and perform identity, and it is central to the constitution of family and family values. Values of 

how one ought to live, good citizenship, class, taste and market value all manifest through the 

home. The home is inextricably linked to consumption, where the consumption of the home and 

household possessions enable dwellers to enact identity, family, and other values. Macro 

stakeholders, such as industry and governments have a vested interest in what the home is and 

the role it plays as an economic bedrock for both industry and government. Chapter Two 

enlightened the deep entwinement between home and a nation’s economic prosperity. Home 

ownership is entrenched in Western society as citizens’ democratic right and as a symbol of a 

free, independent and thriving country. Many forces, including individual and macro dynamics, 

converge to shape the home and the meanings it holds in society. This culminates, as Rosenberg 

(2012) explains, in the home as “the epicenter of…citizens’ emotional bonds, leisure practices, 

and financial portfolios.” The home is inextricable from that of self, family, community, and 

country. It shapes and defines one’s place in the world.  
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The home as both a material site and a site with many facets of underlying meaning invokes a 

cultural understanding of space. As I will discuss later in this chapter, a perspective of the home 

as possessing underlying meaning departs from a view of space as a concrete, material object, to 

a view of space as socially created and experienced and in which space, in turn, creates and 

organizes society. As Dale and Burrell (2008, p. 6) explain, “this involves a perspective on space 

as socially produced and simultaneously socially producing; as concurrently material and 

imaginary.” In this perspective, an interplay between material, social forces, and the actions of 

people create space. Home, therefore, is produced through the combination of materiality and 

meaning, while at the same time it enables the social production of such things as identity, 

family, class, and taste, all vitally important to people in Western cultures.  

 

Researchers have long been occupied with distinguishing the conceptual difference between 

space and place. In this work, I use the term “space” to be in line with critical spatial theory 

(Lefebvre 1974/1991; Soja 1996, 2009). As I will discuss later in this chapter, the definition of 

space which I engage maintains a cultural understanding in which space is socially created and 

simultaneously socially creating (Dale and Burrell 2008; Soja 2009). Examining the home 

through a theoretical lens of space enlightens the perspective that a confluence of forces socially 

creates the home, both the material home and the home’s underlying meanings. 

 

The goal of this chapter is to build the theoretical tools necessary to develop an understanding of 

the home as space. I begin with a review of the consumer literature to establish the perspective it 
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presents on the creation of space. I then turn to theories of space outside the consumer literature 

to use as a conceptual lens for examining the creation of the space of home. I provide a brief 

lineage of the development of spatial theories as a way to better understand this perspective and 

how it aligns with my research goals. This chapter culminates with a theoretical framework to 

enrich an understanding of the creation of space and my research questions. 

 

3.1 Creating Space: Resistance as a Response to Misalignment 

A review of consumer research provides insight into the perspective this field holds on the 

creation of space. In Chapter Two, I drew upon consumer literature that focused explicitly on the 

home as space. In this section, I include consumer literature from the review in Chapter Two, 

and I extend this review of consumer literature to studies that examine space more broadly. I, 

therefore, also include sites such as retail environments and public space. Examining these 

contexts has enriched my understanding of the creation of space. A review of this literature 

reveals two main themes: (1) multiple levels of forces shape space, and (2) space enables and 

constrains practices.  

 

3.1.1 Multi-level social actors and forces shape space 

3.1.1.1 Industry and government 

Macro-level social actors such as industry and government are integral in creating and shaping 

space. As discussed in Chapter Two, these social actors present forces that are instrumental in 
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shaping the cultural understanding of home. By offering coloured appliances and other 

aesthetics, industry provided the material resources to establish the home as a space for 

expressing one’s self. Industry also contributed to imbuing the home with meanings through 

advertisements that portrayed the home, along with a plethora of modern appliances, as central to 

a happy American life (Cohen 2004; Packard 1960).  

 

Governments are also powerful in granting or limiting access to space. As discussed in Chapter 

Two, post World War II, government programs increased accessibility to homes in the Western 

world. In France, the government sponsored housing programs to increase access to modern 

homes among the working class. The United States government made it easier for families to 

purchase their first home by providing affordable mortgages. Through these economic 

incentives, governments contributed to shaping the single-family home as a cornerstone of 

Western society and the democratic birthright of every citizen. Young couples that once lived in 

a home with extended family now had access to, and expected to, own and live in a single-family 

home. Like industry, governments also helped imbue the home with meanings through rhetoric. 

The family home with all its modern amenities became the reward for sacrifice and hard work 

during the war. War-time government advertisements positioned home ownership as the sign of a 

prosperous and powerful country (Cohen 2004), and eventually as a symbol of the American 

way of life (Jacobs 2015). As such, through material resources and prescribed meanings, industry 

and government contributed to shaping the home as an important space in Western culture.  
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As much as government increased accessibility to the home in post-World War II, broader 

consumer research also shows that government is a powerful force in limiting accessibility to 

spaces. Saatcioglu and Ozanne (2013) explain that exclusion always happens somewhere, and 

therefore, their research emphasizes how space can be a medium for exclusion. Using their 

research as a call to view spaces as sites of possibility, Saatcioglu and Ozanne (2013) point out 

that public policy often imposes restrictive zoning laws to mobile homes that force settlements 

outside city limits. This work enriches the role government plays as a macro-level force in 

shaping space as inclusive or exclusive. 

 

3.1.1.2 Marketers 

Marketers can also act as a macro-level force that shapes space. Early consumer literature that 

examined space focuses on how marketers engineer space to support specific consumer 

behaviours (Aubert-Gamet and Cova 1999; McGrath 1989). Marketers have long been concerned 

with designing environments that convey their sense of brand and promote positive responses 

from consumers. A vast body of retailing literature discusses the actions marketers can take to 

attain retail goals. Overall, this literature shows how “servicescapes transform cultural ideals into 

material realities” (Arnould and Thompson 2005, p. 874-875). In seminal consumer research on 

space, McGrath (1989) demonstrates how retailers of a gift shop stage the store in an effort to 

evoke positive emotional responses in customers. Retailers focus on creating a sense of calmness 

through music and focus on creating an overall atmosphere that is, in itself, “a gift to its 

customers” (McGrath 1989, p. 432). Consumer research evolved to study the role of physical 
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surroundings in consumption settings in a stream of research more commonly known as 

“servicescape” literature (Bitner 1992). In this literature, researchers demonstrate that both 

marketers and consumers contribute to building and reinforcing the meanings in these marketer-

structured spaces (Borghini et al. 2009; Kozinets et al. 2004; McGrath 1989; Sherry 1998). This 

literature draws to attention the central role space plays in creating and conveying ideology 

(Floor 2006). Ideology informs everyday, common-sense knowledge establishing the taken-for-

granted meanings, beliefs, and norms in a culture (Thompson and Tambyah 1999). Different 

forces inherently have different vested interests, which manifest in varying ideological positions. 

In the case of servicescapes, marketers use space as a medium to create and communicate their 

brand ideology. 

 

Consumer research demonstrates that flagship stores such as American Girl (Borghini et al. 

2009), Niketown (Sherry 1998), ESPN Zone (Kozinets et al. 2004) are all examples of retail 

spaces that enable certain ritualized consumption activities and prescribed meanings. The 

American Girl flagship store, for example, provides a space for consumers to engage in the 

highly ritualized consumption activity of dining with their family and American Girl doll. In the 

American Girl store in Chicago, retailers created a semi-formal dining room through layout, 

atmosphere, decoration, and table adornments to “facilitate and stimulate interpersonal 

interaction, the recall and creation of family mythologies and memories” (Borghini et al. 2009, p. 

369). In the dining room, the store provides diners with “cards containing questions that prompt 

conversation and steer it in particular directions” (Borghini et al. 2009, p. 369). These cards 
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provide an example of the materials marketers use to help shape the meanings that the company 

wants patrons to create and hold for the experience. This research demonstrates that retailers 

orchestrate space as a means of conveying a brand ideology that prescribes certain values and 

actions (Borghini et al. 2009). Space, be it a retail site or a home, therefore, becomes on of the 

conduits to convey ideology and logics.  

 

More recently, consumer literature advocates for and provides a conceptual perspective on how 

space matters in market dynamics (Castilhos, Dolbec and Veresiu 2016). Based on a meta-

analysis of current research in consumer literature, Castilhos, Dolbec and Veresiu (2016) draw 

attention to the elements of spatiality in the consumer literature to argue that taking a spatial 

perspective on current research helps elucidate new research questions. In particular, they draw 

to attention that space can be used as a way to protect markets by creating boundaries to protect 

“stigmatized, alterative, counterculture and fringe markets, which facilitates their creation, 

maintenance, and eventual mainstream legitimation” (p. 9). They also highlight how space can 

enforce social conformity, delimit influence and thereby empower specific groups of market 

actors over others. Their work draws into question the role space plays in creating a “consumer 

subject that facilitates gentrification processes, furthering the diffusion of a global consumption 

culture” (Castilhos, Dolbec and Veresiu 2016, p. 14). Overall this work brings to light the 

important role that space plays in market dynamics, which provokes avenues for future research. 
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3.1.1.3 Consumers 

Researchers also focus on how consumers engage with physical space to co-create the cultural 

meanings that underlie space (c.f. Debenedetti, Oppewal and Arsel 2013; Maclaran and Brown 

2005; Peñaloza 2001; Thompson and Arsel 2004). This research reveals that consumers both co-

create meaning in accord with, and in resistance to, dominant ideologies and logics for the space.  

 

Consumers sometimes co-create meaning in accord with the dominant ideologies and logics for a 

space. In Chapter Two, I discussed how the home is a site where consumers conform to cultural 

norms and social beliefs of how to materially enact prescribed beliefs of modern taste (Arsel and 

Bean 2013) and tidiness (Dion, Sabri and Guillard 2014). In these cases, for the most part, 

consumers engage in practices that align with culturally prescribed norms of taste and tidiness. 

This research also shows how consumers adopt and put into practice their own understandings of 

these culturally prescribed norms. Consumers take mass market products, such as furniture from 

Ikea, and adapt it to their own tastes, but do so in a way that still falls in line with prescribed 

aesthetic and meanings for a modern style (Arsel and Bean 2013). Similarly, the home is a space 

where consumers interpret and negotiate dominant meanings of tidiness (Dion, Sabri and 

Guillard 2014). Consumers give personal meaning to their ways of tidying, but negotiate 

transgressions to dominant ideas of tidying. For example, Dion, Sabri and Guillard (2014) show 

how one informant practices tidiness by sorting her children’s toys in separate containers, while 

another informant considers her home tidy as long as all the toys are hidden from sight. In both 

cases, this research shows that consumers subscribe to overall logics of tidiness, but adopt their 

own version of how they should enact tidiness in the home through negotiating the dominant 
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logics of tidiness. Therefore, space is a site whereby consumers negotiate the enactment of 

dominant ideologies and logics.  

 

Consumers sometimes also deliberately resist the dominant meanings of a space. This research 

shows consumers engaging in resistance to commercialization (Maclaran and Brown 2005) and 

globalization (Thompson and Arsel 2004) in retail spaces, or resistance to certain uses of public 

space (Bradford and Sherry 2015; Visconti et al. 2010). Maclaran and Brown (2005) examine an 

offbeat shopping centre to consider how consumers resist a renovation to the space and the 

meanings the renovation holds. Consumers felt that the addition of chain stores and a redesign to 

minimalist décor incorporated underlying meanings of commercialization in the shopping centre. 

Loyal patrons to this shopping centre felt betrayed by the refurbishment, rejecting the mall and 

its new arrangement. Customers stopped returning and retail sales dropped by 50 per cent. This 

study, along with existing research on flagship stores (c.f., Borghini et al. 2009; Kozinets et al. 

2004; Sherry 1998), extends an understanding of how marketers and consumers co-create space. 

Maclaran and Brown (2005), however, demonstrate that consumers will resist if marketers 

subvert, rather than support, the meanings consumers hold for a space. We see that from a 

retailers’ perspective, the creation of space entails a precarious balance to maintain a level of 

alignment between consumers’ and marketers’ meanings for a space. 

 

Consumer research also shows at a macro-level how consumer resistance to a space can shape 

the offerings in a market. In response to the standardized ambiance that Starbucks’ coffee shops 
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offer across the globe, Thompson and Arsel (2005) show how local coffee shops thrive by 

specifically designing their shops to offer an alternative to Starbucks. Local coffee shops offer 

alternative décor, music, and visual art in their coffee shops. Through this deliberate design, 

consumers come to associate local coffee shops with underlying meanings of a corporate-free, 

authentic, and communal coffee shop. These meanings exist explicitly in response to a resistance 

to Starbucks. It is these alternative spaces that enable anti-globalization practices and meanings. 

In this case, resistance to a certain type of space leads to the creation of an alternative space and 

the creation of an alternative to the mainstream market (Castilhos, Dolbec, Veresui 2016). These 

spaces are instrumental in creating and conveying meanings and supporting certain practices. 

 

Together, these studies emphasize the important role that marketers maintain in the organization 

of space, and how consumers react when a marketer-structured environment misaligns with their 

ideals for the space (Maclaran and Brown 2005; Thompson and Arsel 2004). Space is a site 

where constraint or liberation can occur (Saatcioglu and Ozanne 2013). In addition to 

emphasizing space as a process that consumers constantly create as an interaction between 

physical space and human activity (Maclaran and Brown 2005), this research also emphasizes 

that the creation of space is a deliberate act—through the actions of marketers to structure the 

space, or through the actions of consumers who resist the marketer-structured ideologies and 

logics of the space.  
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Consumer research also establishes, however, that consumers are agents in reinforcing their 

beliefs about what space is and how people ought to use it, and that consumers sometimes 

actively resist dominant ideologies and logics for a space. Consumers negotiate the dominant 

ideologies and logics of a space by engaging in consumption practices to transform public space 

in ways that reflect their ideals for the space (Bradford and Sherry 2015; Visconti et al. 2010). 

Visconti et al. (2010) show that street artists engage in the aesthetic transformation of a public 

space as a means to reclaim the space from commercial interests. The act of producing street art 

in public spaces is a manifestation of the artists’ beliefs that this public space is for civic and 

social engagement, and should not only serve commercial interests. In another examination of 

the transformation of public space, Bradford and Sherry (2015) demonstrate that football game 

spectators revitalize a public space. As I discussed in Chapter Two, consumers assert their ideals 

for public space of communal intimacy and sharing by engaging in practices associated with 

what is commonly known as a pre-football game tailgate party (Bradford and Sherry 2015). 

Here, consumers transform parking lots into a lively, friendly space where neighbours return 

every year to share in a festival-like campout and gathering. Consumers reassert the idea that 

meaningful and authentic interaction can occur in public spaces. Together, this literature 

demonstrates that consumers transform public spaces in ways that reveal their ideals for these 

public spaces. In both cases, we see that consumers actively transform the public spaces in ways 

that remove the meanings of commercialization and reassert civic engagement and community. 

This research shows us that consumers are active in creating, resisting, changing and maintaining 

the meanings associated with these respective spaces and in some cases actively, and physically, 
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transform spaces to reflect the ideals they hold for those spaces. The studies thus far also reveal 

how the misalignment of ideologies or logics underlying space leads to acts of resistance to such 

things as globalization and commercialization. 

 

3.1.2 Space enables and constrains practices 

As much as this literature draws awareness to the forces that shape space, and how these forces 

shape the use of space and the meanings space conveys, this same literature also helps reveal 

how space enables and constrains practices. Space is a medium that can enable certain practices 

and disallow or constrain other practices.   

 

Spaces can enable playful (Kozinets et al. 2004) or illicit practices (Goulding, Shankar, Elliot 

and Canniford 2009; Karababa and Ger 2011). Kozinets et al. (2004) show how ESPN Zone 

Chicago enables consumers to engage in playful consumption. ESPN Zone is a themed restaurant 

and entertainment centre with a stadium-like design, over 200 television screens hanging from 

the walls and ceilings, and a 10,000 square-foot arena for actual and virtual game play (Arney 

1998). The playful nature of this environment allows consumers a space to engage in enjoyment, 

fun and satisfying activity through computer-mediated sports games like baseball, basketball and 

hang gliding. The space enables consumers to feel as though they are pro-athletes, or even to 

imagine themselves being an Olympic athlete about to receive a medal. The configuration of this 

space emphasizes watching and being watched on screens or in playing fields. Some of the 

patrons perform during game play while others act as spectators cheering, offering encouraging 
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tips, or quietly watching the performers. This space allows a site where adults can engage in a 

type of playful behaviour that may not be acceptable in other restaurants or entertainment 

centres. It enables dreams of feeling like a professional athlete and gives patrons a stage to 

perform. The authors argue that this space allows and encourages a type of surveillance, which is 

liberating for performers. Space, therefore, can be liberating and allow certain practices that may 

not be acceptable in other spaces. 

 

Similar to the liberating power of space, Goulding et al. (2009) show how the organization of 

space in night clubs enables a calculated and drug-induced suspension of the rules and norms of 

everyday life. At a more macro level, this research demonstrates that a shared understanding 

between club promoters and authorities allows this space to enable contained illegality in which 

patrons consume ecstasy and other illegal drugs. In other spaces, social norms or laws may deem 

such practices illicit, but in this case space enables such practices. This research speaks, again, to 

the power of space to enable certain practices.  

 

By enabling certain practices, space contributes to much greater societal shifts. Karababa and 

Ger (2011) show how the coffeehouse was a space that enabled early modern Ottoman society to 

similarly engage in illicit practices, which eventually lead to a shift in Ottoman society. These 

coffeehouses offered a space for patrons to engage in illicit behaviors of hedonistic leisure, 

pleasure and extra-marital sex, all sinful in the Islam religion. Within the coffeehouse, many 

patrons “did not accept the [state and religious] moral codes but instead constructed their own 
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ethics” (Karababa and Ger 2011, p. 752). Again, in this case, space enabled specific types of 

illicit practices. With the coffeehouse as the exception, the Ottoman society tended to abide by 

prescribed behaviours and manners of consumption. Through the coffeehouse’s role in enabling 

the pursuit of pleasure, Karababa and Ger (2011) argue that the coffeehouse enabled early 

modern Ottoman society to move from prescribed manners of consumption to more negotiated 

modes, which was instrumental in the rise of their consumer culture. This research shows the 

enabling ability of space, therefore, holds the power for much greater societal reconfiguration. 

 

As discussed earlier, Maclaran and Brown’s (2005) research on the off-beat shopping centre, 

demonstrated consumer resistance to a space, however, their research also provides an example 

of how space can enable and constrain certain practices. In its original form, the offbeat shopping 

centre created a utopian-like marketplace where shoppers could engage in reversing the normal 

order of everyday life, allow their imaginations to run, and feel a sense of privacy and protection 

from the hustle of the main street shopping (Maclaran and Brown 2005). The original 

hodgepodge of eclectic shops and the shopping centre’s eccentric design created a space where 

consumers could engage in discovery and exploration. The refurbished shopping mall, however, 

and its perceived assimilation to mainstream shopping, no longer provided a space for this same 

type of meaning creation. Reconfiguring the physical form of the mall and changing its 

commercial offerings subverted consumers’ utopian meaning-making activities. The renovated 

shopping centre “no longer evoked the same sense of discovery or exploration” (Maclaran and 
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Brown 2005, p. 317). This research provides a compelling example of the ability of space to both 

enable and constrain practices and the meanings consumers associate with these practices. 

 

3.1.3 Overview of Consumer Literature 

Overall, this literature review reveals the importance of space, and its co-constitutive relationship 

with society whereby societal forces shape space, and space enables and constrains practices in 

society. This literature draws attention to the multi-level social actors and forces that shape 

space, including macro-level actors such as government and industry, as well as individual-level 

actors, such as consumers. Together these forces create physical space and the cultural meanings 

society associates with these spaces. This literature also brings to light the role space plays in 

enabling or constraining practices. In some cases, space offers a site for resistance and liberation. 

In other cases, however, space constrains and excludes both meaning-making and people. 

 

Thinking of home from a cultural understanding of space implies that the home, too, must be a 

site that societal forces shape, and that also enables and constrains practices in society. Home, 

however, is embedded in the normalcy of everyday life. As discussed in Chapter Two, home is 

vitally important to individuals and to governments and industry. Consumer literature discusses 

various perspectives integral to the nature of and creation of home, however the focus tends to be 

on isolated activities within the home. The ubiquity of the home masks the important cultural 

work that creates the home and all its meanings. The research aim, as raised in Chapter Two, is 

to consider the activity of creating the space of home, taking into account the home’s central role 
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in culture and the multiple levels of cultural influence on the home. These many cultural 

influences inevitably present consumers with types of misalignments in their cultural 

construction of the space of home. In order to examine this otherwise ubiquitous cultural activity, 

and to bring to light both the forces that create the home and the processes by which this creation 

occurs, I draw on theories of space to form my conceptual lens. 

 

3.2 The Spatial Turn 

I begin with providing a brief lineage of the rise in research that understands the world from a 

spatial perspective, also known as the Spatial Turn. This brief historical account provides a 

backdrop from which to better understand how a theory of space is instrumental in addressing 

my research aim.  

 

In academic disciplines, a “turn” implies a retrospective survey of the underlying assumptions of 

a disciplinary field and a purposeful call to reorient the dominant thought in that discipline. The 

Spatial Turn occurred in correspondence with a post-structuralist turn across the arts and 

sciences that moved to recognize that “position and context are centrally and inescapably 

implicated in all constructions of knowledge” (Cosgrove 1999, p. 7). This turn occurred in 

response to a long-standing ontological and epistemological bias in human sciences toward a 

positivist approach to interpreting the world; a perspective that favoured reductionist approaches 

with little emphasis on the cultural. At the time, scholars argued that science was falling short 

when applied to creative and imaginative human beings. These scholars challenged the idea that 
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all things are quantifiable or that a measurable truth exists waiting for scientists to discover and 

explain (Cresswell 2012). Therefore, this post-structuralist cultural movement was a movement 

to reposition the concept of culture at the centre of methodological and theoretical focus. A 

cultural perspective attunes researchers to the social processes in which people create their 

identities, define values and beliefs, and give meaning to the world around them. The Spatial 

Turn is part of this post-structuralist cultural turn, in which the perspective of space shifted to 

consider space as a social construction relevant to understanding the human experience, social 

relations and the production of culture (Warf and Arias 2009). 

 

The defining writings of the Spatial Turn were published in the 1970s from broadly two schools 

of thought—Geography and Philosophy. Geographers Edward Relph (1976) and Yi-Fu Tuan 

(1977) pioneered the Spatial Turn in the discipline of geography. They argued for a deeper 

understanding of place—that is, space that is laden with meaning (Relph 1976; Tuan 1977). This 

seminal work established an emphasis in Geography upon the distinction between space and 

place and the characteristics and processes that define a place as opposed to a space. In a second 

school of thought, French philosophers Michel Foucault (1972/1980) and Henri Lefebvre 

(1974/1991) emphasized the importance of establishing spatiality, instead of time, in the lens of 

seeing the world (Warf and Arias 2009). Their perspective, therefore, emphasizes the distinction 

between space and time. 
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Proponents of the Spatial Turn in Geography propose that the first wave of thinking about space 

takes a necessarily materialistic view of space. Positivist epistemologies that favour a 

quantifiable understanding of space informed early spatial thinking (Soja 1996). Thus, the little 

research that studied space prior to the Spatial Turn predominantly tended to study the surface 

appearances of space, and provide a spatial explanation for the biophysical processes of a space 

(Soja 1996). Some believed that this type of research tended to erase the human from spatial 

research. Researchers favoured measurement, quantification, and observable facts over the 

intangible and interpreted world of feelings and emotions (Ley 1980).  

 

One branch of the Spatial Turn, from the discipline of geography, is called “humanistic 

geography.” Yi-Fu Tuan’s (1976) book Space and Place: The Perspective of Experience, is one 

of the key texts in humanistic geography. In his book, Tuan (1976) calls on scholars to consider 

the relationship between people and the world through “the perspective of experience.” 

Phenomenology was most central to the work of humanistic geographers in the 1970s (Tuan 

1971; Relph 1976; Seamon 1979). Phenomenology focuses on discovering the essence of what 

things are (Cresswell 2012). This approach asserts that it is important to first understand the 

essence of what you are studying. A key question for humanist geographers, therefore, which 

had never been asked before in Geography arose: What is place? Thus, the work most central to 

humanistic geographers tends to examine what place means and how it differs from space. 

Human geographer Tim Cresswell (2012, p. 112) explains, “a place has a location but it is also a 

physical landscape with a particular shape and, perhaps most importantly for humanistic 
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geographers, it has meaning.” In this perspective, place is also a way of relating to the world and 

the experience of people. In humanistic geography, focusing on place attunes scholars to how 

humans relate to their environment, and how they bring meaning to make space into place. 

 

The move to spatial thinking amongst French philosophers Foucault and Lefebvre occurred in 

response to a perceived bias in which the study of time prevailed over the study of space. Soja 

(1996, p. 140) argues that at the time, dominant thought provided “an overdeveloped historical 

contextualization of social life and social theory that actively submerged and peripheralized the 

geographical or spatial imagination.” Historicists “linearized time and marginalized space by 

positing the existence of temporal stages of development, a view that portrayed the past as the 

progressive” (Warf and Arias 2009, p. 2). Lefebvre maintained that philosophers must not ignore 

the importance of space and made a call for philosophers to move away from understanding 

space as a concrete, material object, to an ideological, lived and subjective concept (Warf and 

Arias 2009). Little is known about how Foucault and Lefebvre influenced each other, if at all, in 

their respective works on spatiality; however, they both wrote roughly at the same time, both in 

Paris, so it is likely that the unsettled civil climate in Paris in the 1960s and 1970s influenced 

their thinking (Soja 2009). Overall, the work of French philosophers contributed to a rise in 

prominence of space as socially constructed, rather than given, which was also in line with 

humanistic geographers’ focus on the phenomenological nature of space. In their respective 

works, Lefebvre and Foucault developed the idea that the existing ways of thinking about space 

were not adequate for creating ontological and epistemological parity between space and time. 
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They explicitly began a radical rethinking of the ontological, epistemological, and theoretical 

relations between space and time (Soja 2009).  

 

At a time when philosophers tended to think of space as fixed, Foucault focused on questioning 

the assumption that time is fluid and space is not. Foucault asked why is it that so many think of 

time as movement, dynamic, and development, while they consider space is fixed, an 

unproblematic background, the stage or container of social processes and history (Soja 2009). 

Foucault focused on understanding space as a site with more layers of meaning than immediately 

meets the eye. Foucault focused on places out of the ordinary, where alternative forms of social 

organization take place (e.g., hospitals, asylums, prisons), to examine how power relations are 

implicit in landscape. He brought to attention how space embodies capitalism, surveillance and 

power, which, at times, can create unjust or oppressive spaces. 

 

It is Lefebvre who extends a model of thinking about the creation of ordinary spaces. Lefebvre 

introduced a model for understanding the production of space that is premised on the idea that 

philosophers needed a more comprehensive way of spatial thinking. Like Foucault, Lefebvre 

recognized that the space a society produces can negatively affect lives, but that people can act to 

change unjust or oppressive space. With this in mind, Lefebvre’s model helps bring to light the 

multiple forces that shape the continuous creation of space. Lefebvre refers to the production of 

space as a trialectic relationship in which people produce spaces, spaces produce people, and this 

production has both historical and social meaning (Lefebvre 1974/1991).  
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Overall, drawing upon the notion of space as socially constructed provides a fruitful lens for 

considering the creation of home. Subsequent to the foundational work that precipitated the 

Spatial Turn, spatial research tends to follow one school of thought or the other in their use of 

space or place. Scholars have long debated the conceptual differences between space and place. 

De Certeau (1998, p. 117) offers a succinct characterization of the nuance: “In relation to place, 

space is like the word when it is spoken…space is a practiced place.” Accordingly, “space can be 

thought of as a meaningful place” (Joy 1998, p. 24). For the purpose of my research, I prefer not 

to engage in the conceptual debate of the meanings of space versus place. Rather, I subscribe to 

the overall essence of the Spatial Turn, which considers the necessarily social and cultural 

aspects of space, it considers space as socially created and socially creating, and considers the 

phenomenological aspect of space as lived and experienced by people. As mentioned earlier, I 

use the word “space” to be in line with critical spatial theory, which is the language Henri 

Lefebvre uses in his model of the production of space. Lefebvre’s model provides the tools for 

an understanding of the social and material interplay in an active, social production of space 

(Dale and Burrell 2008). I turn now to explain Lefebvre’s model of the production of space as a 

theoretical lens for my research.  

 

3.3 Henri Lefebvre’s Production of Space 

Henri Lefebvre is most known for his work La Production de l’Espace, published in French in 

1974 and translated to English in 1991. In this work, Lefebvre argues that all space is socially 

produced. For Lefebvre, space is not a thing, but it is a set of relations—it implies, contains and 
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obscures social relationships. Space is neither a fixed setting for action, but “the outcome of past 

actions…space is what permits fresh actions to occur, while suggesting others and prohibiting 

yet others” (Lefebvre 1991, p. 73). Lefebvre’s point of view is reflective of thought during the 

Spatial Turn that is premised on the notion that the concept of space has emerged in Western 

thought from a traditional Cartesian logic, which results in producing a material, quantitative, 

fixed perspective on space. Thus, “in Lefebvre’s hands, space becomes redescribed not as a dead, 

inert thing or object, but as organic and fluid and alive; it has a pulse, it palpitates, it flows and 

collides with other spaces” (Merrifield 2000, p. 171). Lefebvre sought a way to capture the actual 

process of the production of space, as a way to “render intelligible qualities of space that are both 

perceptible and imperceptible to the senses” (Merrifield 2006, p. 108). His model for 

understanding the production of space incorporates the idea that space is continuously produced 

and reproduced through social relations. From the present space, Lefebvre’s approach shifts 

backwards, to conceptually retrace the past production of space, and then propels forward to also 

consider what is yet to come (Merrifield 2006).  

 

Lefebvre’s main premise is that space is a complex social construction that is based on values 

and the social production of meanings, which in turn affects spatial practices and perceptions. 

This argument emphasizes the processes of production in the way of thinking about space. 

Instead of the static view of space in which “…space is prior to whatever ends up filling it” 

(Lefebvre 1991, p. 15) he argues that the object of interest with regards to space “must be 

expected to shift from things in space to the actual production of space” (Lefebvre 1991, p. 37, 
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emphasis in original). Thus, as opposed to seeing space as the backdrop or stage on which social 

processes and relations happen, according to Lefebvre, space is constituted by social relations, 

which are in turn constituted by space. Integral to understanding the social production of space is 

the connection between two aspects of materiality: the physical aspect of materiality and the 

imaginary aspect of materiality. The physical aspect of a space is quite literally the material 

arrangement of the space, and the imaginary aspect is the cultural meanings and memories we 

associated with objects and places (Dale and Burrell 2008). The imaginary aspect of a space 

conveys its social, cultural and historical meanings.   

 

Lefebvre’s framework involves three dialectically interconnected dimensions of the production 

of space. He deliberately develops characterizations of social space as triads as to avoid 

theoretical tendencies toward dualisms, dichotomies and antagonisms. Lefebvre’s ‘spatial triad,’ 

as he calls it, captures the lived experiences of people. From his perspective, space is the primary 

locus of lived experience in the world. Lefebvre argues that space is the foundation of our 

engagement with the world (Watkins 2005). Lefebvre’s goal with the triad was to facilitate an 

engagement between making both theoretical and practical sense of our contemporary life-

worlds at micro- and macro-levels (Soja 1996). The triad is intended to enable both abstract 

conceptions and lived experiences as a coherent entity. “It is this process of creation and being, 

the production of present space rather than the privileging of a singular aspect of space, which 

needs to be apprehended as fully as possible if a richer understanding of the world is to be 

achieved” (Watkins 2005, p. 211). In Lefebvre’s framework, space is produced by the dynamic 
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interrelations between three ‘moments’ of social space: spatial practice, representations of space, 

and representational space.  

 

 

Figure 3.1: Lefebvre’s Model of the Production of Space 

 

Representations of space (conceived space) is space as planned and executed by professionals. 

Lefebvre says it is “the space of scientists, planners, urbanists, technocratic subdividers and 

social engineers…” (1991, p. 38). These are deliberate conceptions of space, which necessarily 

embody various ideological interests. It is the dominant space in any society. Lefebvre says this 
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is always a conceived space, which implies a world of abstraction. It is space represented by 

plans, maps, designs, institutional rules and symbols. This is the dominant order for space. For 

example, as discussed in the historical review of the home in Chapter Two, this node would draw 

attention to the conscious design by planners to achieve certain values of hygiene in the home. In 

this node, Lefebvre ties conceived space to relations of production, in which representations of 

space allow for an order or design to perpetuate relations of power. The conceived space 

embodies ideologies of how space ought to be. 

 

Representational space (lived space) is the “space as directly lived through its associated 

images and symbols, and hence the space of ‘inhabitants’ and ‘users’” (Lefebvre 1991, p. 39). 

Thus, it has two major elements: (1) everyday space as lived by inhabitants and users in ways 

informed by cultural memories, images and symbols imbued with cultural meaning; and (2) the 

emotional and experienced interpretations of these spaces. In the former element, this ‘moment’ 

in space captures the social creation of space so that signs, images and symbols are made 

material. The latter element describes the phenomenologically experienced space. This aspect of 

space is felt more than thought (Merrifield 2000, 2006). Together, these elements in this moment 

of space captures phenomenologically experienced space overlaid with ‘imaginary spaces’ in 

which the images and symbols are made material (Dale and Burrell 2008). An example of this in 

the home is the hearth, a material part of the home which has long been the symbol of the home 

and the “welcoming, warm, and relaxing” feelings it provokes (Mallett 2004, pp. 81-82). Lived 

space involves a fusion of conceived and perceived spaces with the actual lived uses by people. 
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Lefebvre explains that this is the dominated space that “the imagination seeks to change and 

appropriate” (1991, p. 39). Thus, this lived space becomes the terrain for “counterspaces,” spaces 

of resistance to the dominant order. Soja (1996) argues that in lived space, spatial knowledge is 

open to revision and construction of new meanings. This is the space for social struggle (Soja 

1996).  

 

Spatial practice (perceived space) is the observable, the concrete and the physical: it is 

“production and reproduction, and the particular locations and spatial sets characteristic of each 

social formation” (1991, p. 33). These are the spaces we know and experience on a day-to-day 

level (e.g., work, home, places of leisure) and its maintenance through routine in the space. 

Spatial practices have a close affinity with people’s perceptions of the space in their everyday 

world (Merrifield 2000), hence perceived space. The way one perceives space shapes their sense 

of and experience in that space. Spatial practice is mediated by the conceived and the lived. Thus, 

it captures aspects of the routines of daily life that align with official representations of space, 

and it captures how spatial practices may be affected by representational space. An example of 

this in the home is the configuration of a dining room to accommodate the routinized practice of 

family meals, and the perceived experience as in line with representations of space. The 

perceived experience of the practice is mediated by the imagined lived space and conceptions by 

representations of space.  
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Lefebvre’s model of the production of space draws attention to the different kinds of forces that 

contribute to shaping a space and its meanings. It also brings to light the various contradictions 

that exist within space, and pays attention to the historical evolution from which these 

contradictions derive. Each node in his model helps draw attention to the forces and underlying 

ideologies that contribute to the production of space. His model is, therefore, ideally suited to my 

research goal of examining how the meanings of home emerge from the confluence of multi-

level forces and consumers’ practices in the home.  

 

3.4 The Home: A Space of Cultural Misalignments  

The literature review earlier in this chapter, brings to light the cultural importance of space. 

Space can enable or constrain practices, it can be a site for the reproduction of, or resistance to, 

dominant ideologies and logics. Many forces manifest through space, therefore, each shaping it 

in a different way. Consumers use space as a means to assert their ideals.  

 

As I discussed in Chapter Two, the home is ubiquitously important in Western culture. The home 

is idealized to be the centre of one’s life, family, and identity. The home is also essential at a 

macro level; it is a central unit by which governments organize society and is of economic 

importance for the prosperity of a nation and for individuals. Consumer literature tends to 

present the home through various facets of what happens in the home without explicitly 

considering the creation of home. However, consumer literature that examines space more 
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broadly, gives reason to believe that like all these other spaces, the home, too, is a powerful 

space.  

 

A closer examination of the home presents many potential cultural misalignments inherent with 

the home, the meanings it holds, and the place it holds in society. At a macro-level, government 

and industry have a vested interest in the economic prosperity associated with the family home, 

and at an individual level, the home is often the homeowner’s largest asset, so they too have a 

vested interest in maintaining the home’s market value. However, the home is also considered 

the focal site for the enactment of family and individual identity. The macro and individual level 

economic interests clash with the individual interest of the home as a site reserved for the family 

and self. Homeowners should be able to enact their true selves in their homes, however, other 

forces (e.g., market value) may conflict with consumers’ ideas for identity enactment in the 

home (Rosenberg 2011). 

 

Consumer literature also demonstrates the ability of space to constrain and enable certain 

practices. Historically, the home is thought of as a site for the enactment of identity, a space 

where homeowners can reach their full potential. There is an implicit assumption in consumer 

literature that the home easily enables these enactments. Other literature suggests that it takes 

work for the home to offer such enabling power. Literature on the family within the home 

intimated that the home must sometimes undergo transformations in order to accommodate 

family practices (Epp and Price 2008). Other literature demonstrates that attaining a certain style 
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or atmosphere in the home involves difficult cultural work (Arsel and Bean 2013; McCracken 

1989). Therefore, what is missing from the consumer literature on space is a focus on the 

particular cultural misalignments that may hinder the creation of the space of home. The 

prevalence of idealized notions of the home masks the cultural complexity of this space. Micro- 

and macro-level forces converge to present multiple points of misalignments with the creation of 

home.  

 

Lefebvre’s model of the production of space attunes us to the micro and macro level dynamics 

within which one immerses and engages in constructing the space called “home.” The model, 

therefore, provides a lens to guide an understanding of the forces and their interactions in the 

very purposeful, important, and complex cultural actions of creating and recreating the home. 

Therefore, as research questions, I ask, what does the construction of the cultural space called the 

“home” look like? How do consumers navigate the cultural dynamics and ensuing misalignments 

involved in the creation of the space of home? What cultural meanings does understanding the 

creation of the space of home reveal? By drawing upon Lefebvre’s model of the production of 

space, I seek to understand the ubiquitous cultural project of the creation of the space of home. 
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Chapter 4 

Methodology 

In this chapter, I describe the empirical research I undertook to examine the creation of the space 

of home. First, I summarize my research goals based on the literature reviews from Chapters 

Two and Three. Next, I introduce home renovations as a relevant context for this examination. 

Finally, I discuss the methodological approach I took with this research and I outline the research 

methods I employed for this study.  

 

4.1 Research Goals 

The goal of this research is to examine the multi-level forces and processes by which space 

shapes, and is shaped by, consumption. In particular, with this work, I seek to understand the 

processes by which consumers, marketers and socio-historic forces interact in the creation of the 

space of home. I seek to reveal the underlying meanings that manifest through space in the 

creation of home.  

 

4.2 Home Renovations as a Research Context 

The process of home renovations serves as the research context for this research. This context is 

ideal for my research goals for several reasons. First, home renovations necessarily entail a 

transformation of space. Whether by way of new paint and fixtures, or a complete rebuild of a 
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home, renovations necessitate a physical transformation of the home. As discussed in Chapter 

Three, transformations of space reveal the ideals and meanings people hold for that space 

(Bradford and Sherry 2015; Visconti et al. 2010). Examining the transformation of space also 

helps to identify the forces that contribute to shaping the meanings and ideals consumers and 

society hold for the ideal space.   

 

Second, home renovations entail negotiations between multiple actors (e.g., homeowner, 

builder/contractor, interior designer). A context with negotiations between multiple actors falls in 

line with my theoretical positioning to examine the multi-level forces that interact in the creation 

of space. Home renovation projects reveal a rich negotiation of the complex relationships 

between consumers, the market, government structures and marketing and media. In a home 

renovation project, at every step of the way consumers face a multitude of decisions (Arsel and 

Bean 2013), often negotiating pressures between choosing to have what they want, or what a 

designer suggests, or to maintain or increase the market value of their home. Many different 

interests are at force when consumers make decisions about home renovations. Thus, because 

home renovations provide the opportunity to see multiple negotiations in the creation of space 

and the underlying meanings in these negotiations, it is an ideal context.  

 

4.2.1 Home Renovations as an Important Consumption Phenomenon 

The industry surrounding home renovations is large and growing. In 2010, 42% of homeowners 

in ten major Canadian markets renovated their homes (Canada Mortgage and Housing 
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Corporation 2012). In 2015, Canadians spent more than $70 billion on home renovations or an 

average equivalent of $5,000 per household (Altus Group 2016), which is a $45 billion increase 

since 2006 (Atchison 2016). Not only do consumers spend a great deal of money on renovations, 

but often they incur debt to engage in renovation projects. Economists report that 40 per cent of 

consumers reach into a line of credit for their renovations, and an additional 20 per cent 

refinance their mortgages to pay for renovation expenditures (Atchison 2016). A Bank of Canada 

(2012) report found that debt financed an average $8 billion in annual renovation spending 

between 1999 and 2010 in Canada, including loans borrowed against the existing value of real 

estate through home equity lines of credit. Thus, home renovations is a part of life for many 

Canadians, and Canadians are increasingly comfortable with borrowing money to do 

renovations.  

 

The growth of home renovations resulted in changes in the market. In the past two decades, 

home hardware retailers have grown into retail supercenters. Home Depot, Lowes, and Rona, are 

a few examples of retailers that specialize in selling home hardware materials directly to 

consumers and to contractors for home improvement. In 2014, the home improvement industry 

market size was estimated at $303 billion US. At the time of publication, the market was 

expected to grow by 5.7% in 2015 and continue to increase at a growth rate of 4.5% between 

2016 and 2019 (Soni 2015). As a result of the growth in this industry, new roles also grew within 

the market. Working with an interior design went from being a sign of wealth to a much more 

common practice among homeowners. Home renovations plays an important role in 
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contemporary culture. Cultural influences in Canada and the US encouraging home renovations 

are pervasive in the form of television stations and magazines devoted to home renovations (e.g., 

HGTV). These media outlets contribute to a proliferation of representations of the home in 

conveying idealized images of the home. These statistics speak to the significance of this market, 

yet few studies in consumer research focus on better understanding this relatively new and 

significant market. 

 

4.3 Research Methodology and Methods 

The goal of the research methodology for this study is to capture an understanding of the creation 

of the space of home, through the process of home renovations. Using Lefebvre’s model of the 

creation of space as a theoretical lens calls for a methodology that examines the cultural 

discourses about the home and home renovations (i.e. representations of space) and the 

consumers’ lived experiences in their homes (i.e. spatial practices) and their dreams or 

aspirations for their homes (i.e. representational space).  

 

With regards to understanding consumers’ lived experience and dreams and aspirations for their 

homes, my goal is to understand the meanings consumers ascribe to their experiences, taking into 

consideration the broader context of the market within which these experiences are embedded 

(Holt 1995; Thompson, Locander and Pollio 1989). Gaining an understanding of the cultural 

context in which consumers live is a useful starting point from which to draw out the taken-for-

granted meanings that individuals may not explicitly articulate (Belk, Fischer and Kozinets 
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2013). A methodology aimed at gaining insight into the consumer experience, while taking into 

consideration broader forces at play (e.g., cultural discourses) is consistent with the culturally-

based theoretical lens adopted in this research. 

 

To address my research purpose, I engaged in dual research methods: observation, and in-depth 

interviews. The goal of employing these methods was to develop thematic descriptions of 

individual experiences while also examining the cultural context in which these experiences are 

embedded (Thompson 1997). Table 4.1 provides a summary of my data collection. 

 
Research	Method	 	 Record	Type	 Transcribed	pages	 Hours	of	

Observation	
Home	Exhibition	
Show	

Attended	
Montreal	home	
exhibition	

Field	notes	
	
Digital	photographs	

7	pages	
	
29	photos	

5	hours	

Media	Observation		
	

Television	
shows	
	
Magazines	

Field	notes	
	
Field	notes	

47	pages	
	
16	pages	

78	hours	

In-Depth	Interviews	 A	total	of	25	
interviews	with	
18	people	
	
	
	
Reflexive	notes	
on	interviews	

21	interviews	with	14	
homeowners	
	
4	interviews	with	4	
service	providers	
	
Field	Notes	

660	pages	of	transcribed	
interviews	
	
68	photos	of	
renovations	
	
28	pages	

	

Table 4.1: Overview of Data Collection 

 

4.3.1 Observation 

I engaged in an observation of the market surrounding home renovations by way of two key 

observational sites: (1) home exhibition shows; and (2) a purposeful sample of popular culture 
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(i.e. television shows and magazines) surrounding home renovations. In my observations, I 

aimed to “look beyond what people say to understand the shared system of meanings we call 

‘culture,’” (Goulding 2002, p. 25). Understanding the cultural context of home renovations 

allowed me to better situate consumers’ perspectives and understandings of their experience 

engaging in home renovations. Lefebvre’s model of the production of space as a research lens 

sensitized me to the variety of structures of interest that contribute to shaping the market for 

home renovations. Drawing upon the historical evolution discussed in Chapter Two, this 

theoretical lens also sensitized me to the cultural evolution from which contemporary cultural 

discourses evolved.  

 

4.3.2 Home Exhibitions Shows 

I attended one major home exhibition show that occurs annually in Montréal, Québec. Home 

exhibitions, where companies showcase their latest products to consumers and retailers, take 

place in many major cities in Eastern Canada over various weekends in the winter and fall each 

year. I selected the Montréal home show as a very large show in a major city within proximity to 

Kingston, Ontario. I attended this exhibition to immerse myself in the context, and to focus on 

experiencing, as a consumer would, the options available and types of decisions involved in 

home renovations. Additionally, I investigated how marketers position their offerings. This show 

provided rich visual data that helped to reveal unarticulated consumption messages. During the 

exhibition, and at the end of the exhibition, I recorded observations and notes in a notebook. 

These data serve as part of my field notes. With these field notes I intended to capture every 
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aspect of my “sensory, social and communicative experiences” including what I thought, felt, 

“…saw, heard, smelt, touched, and tasted” (Belk, Fischer, and Kozinets 2013, p. 71). These field 

notes contributed to the emerging cultural understanding I gained of the market surrounding 

home renovations and its corresponding market logics. 

 

4.3.3 Media Observation 

I did a purposeful observation of select media and aspects of popular culture as another 

observation point, using television shows and magazines. The media observation was not 

intended to be a comprehensive review, but a purposeful sample aimed at better understanding 

the cultural discourses in the market surrounding home renovations, and consumers’ experience 

in that market. Table 4.2 captures the specific magazines and television shows that I included in 

this media analysis.  

Point	of	
Observation	

Show/Magazine	 Hours	of	Observation/Issue	Dates	

Television	Shows	 - Flip	or	Flop	
- Leave	it	to	Bryan		
- Love	It	or	List	It	
- Income	Property	
- One	Bryk	at	a	Time		
- Property	Virgins	
- Rehab	Addict	
- Humble	Home	Hunters	
- Fixer	Upper	

Approximately	78	hours	of	observation	
	

Magazines		
	

- Better	Homes	and	Gardens	
- Canadian	Home	Trends	
- Style	at	Home	
- Canadian	Living	
- Chatelaine	

	

Sept	2015-March	2017	issue	dates	
	

Table 4.2: Magazines and Television Shows included in Media Analysis 
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Over the course of one year, I subscribed to the following home magazines: Style at Home, 

Better Homes and Gardens, and Canadian Home Trends. I also subscribed to lifestyle 

magazines, Canadian Living and Chatelaine, but that also featured home renovation tips in 

almost every issue. I chose these magazines, in part, based on my pre-understanding (Arnold and 

Fischer 1994) of the market surrounding home renovations in which I had heard friends and 

family talk about using when engaging in renovations. I also chose this sample of magazines 

based on learning from informants through interviews the magazines that they used to garner 

ideas and recommendations for their home renovations projects.  

 

Each month, when I received these magazines, I would spend time going through the pages, 

images, advertisements and reading select articles. As I looked through these magazines, I 

recorded observations that reflected the theoretical positioning and research purpose with which I 

was working. I recorded observations that were surprising or curious to me, and my reactions to 

these observations. I also recorded mundane observations. I took notes while I looked through 

these magazines, which contributed to my field notes. These field notes contributed to the 

contextualized understanding I was gaining of the market representations of the home and the 

process of home renovations. Through these notes, I captured “the subject’s and ethnographer’s 

interactive assessment of, and response to…” these market observations (Page 1988, p. 165). 

Over time, I looked for emerging patterns in my observations that would lead to themes and 

more abstract understandings of the market. 
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I watched a variety of home renovation television shows. These shows were available online 

through the Home and Garden TV (HGTV) website.2 I watched a variety of shows, focusing on 

shows that featured a home renovation, but I did not limit my observation to only home 

renovation scenarios. My observation included the following shows: Flip or Flop, Leave it to 

Bryan, Love It or List It, Income Property, One Bryk at a Time, Property Virgins, Rehab Addict, 

Humble Home Hunters, and Fixer Upper. First, as part of my selection criteria, I selected shows 

that focused on home renovation projects in a home the owners planned on living in. I excluded 

any shows in which homeowners or contractors were conducting renovations with the end goal 

to sell or rent the home. Although I excluded these shows from my main analysis, I still included 

a few in my observation to help familiarize myself with the entire market surrounding home 

renovations. Similar to my selection of magazines, I chose to watch this selection of shows based 

both on my pre-understanding of the market surrounding home renovations and based on 

interviews with informants. Thus, my selection began with shows that I had heard friends or 

family use to garner ideas for their home renovation projects. I extended this sample to include 

shows that during interviews my informants noted they had watched. During and after an 

episode, I recorded observations and notes, which also contributed to my field notes. As I did 

with the magazine observation, during the media analysis of television shows, I also recorded 

observations that were both surprising and curious to me, and mundane. These field notes 

contributed to my contextualized understanding of the market place and allowed me to draw out 

                                                
2 The Home and Garden Television Network, more commonly referred to as HGTV, is a Canadian-based speciality 
television channel. The network’s programming focuses on following people, real-estate agents, and home service 
providers through various processes of home purchase, home renovation, and home sales. Its programming also 
offers tips on Do-It-Yourself home projects, and home style and design tips. Available online at: 
http://www.hgtv.ca.  
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higher level, abstract themes (Spiggle 1994) that eventually lead to an understanding of these 

specific market logics.   

 

4.3.4 In-Depth Interviews 

I focused my data collection on phenomenological interviews (McCracken 1988; Thompson, 

Locander and Pollio 1989) with people who had engaged in, or who were engaging in, home 

renovations. I also interviewed service providers in the home renovation industry. I recruited 

informants through colleagues, friends and family. I continued recruitment using the snowballing 

technique asking informants if they knew other people I could interview. I recruited informants 

in two different cities—one large city in Western Canada and one small city in central Canada. I 

focused on recruiting people who shared a definition of home as the middle-class North 

American home. With this definition as the starting point and by virtue of the snowballing 

technique, my recruitment procedures resulted in a relatively homogenous group of middle-class 

people who engaged with a middle-class market with corresponding market logics for their 

consumption surrounding home renovations. Within my sample of middle-class informants, their 

professions and therefore salaries ranged broadly, but for the most part, these informants 

engaged in a similar market with corresponding market logics. I engaged in data collection until I 

reached a point of saturation in which no new themes were emerging from the data.  

 

I conducted 21 interviews with 14 different homeowners. Of these cases, I delved into three 

cases by conducting multiple interviews at various stages of the renovation projects over the 
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course of three months to one and a half years. Also, of all the cases, four of the interviews 

involved interviewing a couple together. The rest of the interviews were conducted with one of 

the homeowners. Except for two cases, all informants hired contractors to complete the home 

renovations. The level of involvement from homeowners with hired contractors was still 

significantly high, requiring daily management prior to and during the renovations. 

 

I followed the conventions of phenomenological interviewing, allowing informants to tell their 

own story (Thompson, Locander and Pollio 1989). Guided by an interview protocol (Appendix 

A), I would begin interviews by asking a little about the informants’ background, family 

situation, how long they had lived in the home, if they had ever done renovations before. I would 

then lead into asking about the renovations they were planning or had undertaken. I would then 

focus the interview on understanding the informants’ experience with the renovation project. I 

used questions and probes to elicit informants’ description of the renovations, problems or 

tensions they encountered, how they resolved those problems or tensions, what resources they 

used to help with the renovations, and what outcomes they hoped to achieve with the 

renovations. With informants whom I followed over the course of the renovations, the 

conversations also included the small details of the decisions and problems they encountered on 

a daily basis throughout the renovations. In some cases, informants shared with me photographs 

of their renovation projects. Some also shared magazine clippings or website addresses they used 

to inspire their renovation project. For some interviews, I was at the site of the renovations, in 
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which case some informants allowed me to take photographs. These photos also contribute to the 

data I collected. 

 

In addition to homeowners, I conducted interviews with four service providers in the home 

renovation industry. I interviewed an electrician, an interior designer, and a contractor, all of 

whom provided services to homeowners whom I had interviewed. I also conducted an interview 

with a real estate agent. In these interviews, I focused on understanding their role in the home 

renovation industry. I asked about the common problems they faced in their jobs doing 

renovations and how they resolved these problems. These interviews helped me to identify how 

consumers and marketers may sometimes have conflicting ideas about home renovation projects 

and how they negotiate these differences. 

 

Depending on informants’ preferences, the interviews took place either in their home or in 

another agreed upon public meeting place. In one case I conducted interviews over Skype video. 

Each interview typically lasted one hour, with some interviews extending to one and a half or 

two hours. All interviews were transcribed to a Word document, which I used for analysis. Prior 

to conducting interviews with informants, I received ethics clearance from the General Research 

Ethics Board at Queen’s University (Appendix B). Table 4.3 presents an overview of the 

informants I interviewed for this study who were homeowners engaged in renovations. Table 4.4 

presents an overview of the service providers I interviewed for this study. 
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Pseudonym	 Role	 Age	 Profession	 Number	of	
Interviews	 Nature	of	Renovation	 Stage	of	

Renovations		
Gabrielle	 Homeowner	 50s	 Family-run	

business	
1	 Complete	master	bathroom	

renovation,	and	minor	
renovations	in	the	kitchen	

Post	
renovation	

Lynn	 Homeowner	 60s	 Retired	teacher	 1	 Complete	home	renovation	
while	maintaining	heritage		

Post	
renovation	

Christine	&	
Mark	

Homeowner
s	

40s	 Stay-at-home	
mom	&	engineer	

3	 Knocked	down	existing	home,	
designed	and	built	entirely	
new	home	

Throughout	
renovation	

Heather	&	
Ryan	

Homeowner
s	

50s	 Part-time	
teacher	&	sales	
professional	

5	 Complete	kitchen	renovation	 Throughout	
renovation	

Robbie	 Homeowner	 70s	 Retired	teacher	 1	 Redo	and	finish	basement;	
renovations	conducted	by	
home	owner	with	the	help	of	
a	friend	

Post	
renovation	

Denise	 Homeowner	 40s	 Marketing	
executive	

2	 Surface	renovations	to	the	
entire	main	floor;	floors,	
paint,	and	finishings	redone	

Throughout	
renovation	

Jacqueline	 Homeowner	 50s	 Stay-at-home	
mom	

1	 Renovation	of	entire	home,	
including	a	gutting	of	the	
kitchen,	and	an	addition	to	
the	main	floor	

Post	
renovation	

Olivia	 Homeowner	 40s	 Stay-at-home	
mom	(previous	
professional)	

1	 Complete	kitchen	renovation	 Post	
renovation	

Janice	 Homeowner	 60s	 Lawyer	 1	 Complete	renovation	of	a	
two-bedroom	condo	into	a	
one	bedroom	condo	

Post	
renovation	

Johnnie	 Homeowner	 	 Retired	stay-at-
home	mom	

1	 Complete	renovation	of	
family	home;	including	floors,	
windows,	kitchen,	all	
bathrooms	

Post	
renovation	

Andrea	 Homeowner	 50s	 Education	
administrator	

1	 Renovation	of	kitchen	
cabinets,	entire	renovation	of	
all	bathrooms,	all	baseboards	

Post	
renovation	

Elizabeth	 Homeowner	 60s	 Lawyer	 1	 Complete	condominium	
renovation	

Pre-
renovation	

Karl	&	Kelly	 Homeowner	 30s	 Engineer	&	
marketing	
professional	

1	 Complete	bathroom	
renovation	and	kitchen	floor	

Post	
renovation	

Betty	 Homeowner	 60s	 Retired	 1	 Finish	basement	 Pre-
renovation	

Table 4.3: Overview of Informants (Homeowners) 
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Pseudonym	 Profession	 Number	of	years	of	
experience	

Number	of	
Interviews	

Owen	 Electrician	 15	 1	
Sandra	 Interior	designer	 25+	 1	
Lori	 Real	estate	agent	 20+	 1	
Bob	 Builder	 20+	 1	

Table 4.4: Overview of Informants (Service Providers) 

4.3.5 Interpretation 

I adopted a hermeneutic approach, in that my understanding of the research site was in constant 

evolution, with the aim of reaching a fusion of horizons with the data (Arnold and Fischer 1994; 

Thompson 1997). My interpretation was guided by Lefebvre’s model of the production of space 

as the theoretical lens. In Chapter Five, I discuss further how Lefebvre’s model contributed to 

my analysis and findings. In line with Spiggle (1994), the goal of my interpretive data analysis 

was to code, categorize and analyze the data for common categories until the themes reached 

saturation. As is common with interpretive data analysis, I conducted these steps in an iterative 

fashion until reaching the point of saturation. This involved first going through individual 

interviews to code informants’ experiences with renovations. I then looked for patterns across 

these codes to place them in higher order themes. I did this as an integrative process across cases. 

At this stage, I also analyzed data from the observations I undertook through my immersion in 

the context surrounding home renovations. This data helped me develop a more complete 

understanding of the representations of space (e.g., how/what designers and planners propose a 

house should be, ideologies existent in the marketplace) and how consumers negotiated them in 

their own experiences. In my final stage of analysis, I further developed an understanding of the 

emergent themes of informants’ experiences as they pertain to relevant literature. In the next 

chapter, I present the findings that emerged from my investigation. 
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Chapter 5 

Findings 

My analysis reveals four major findings. I structure the findings section in two parts. In the first 

part in this chapter, I discuss the first three findings. These findings, overviewed in Figure 5.1, 

explain what constitutes, for consumers, each moment in the production of the space of home, 

and how misalignments in the interaction between these moments contributes to stress for 

consumers. In the second part of this chapter, I discuss the last finding, where I turn to 

understand the outside person consumers draw upon to help navigate re-alignment amongst the 

moments in the creation of space and the characteristics of the role of this outside person. 

 

Lefebvre’s model of the production of space informs the overall findings in this study. In 

particular, two key components of his model provide the foundation for the analysis and, 

therefore, findings. Recall from Chapter Three that Lefebvre’s writing followed a Marxist 

tradition. Lefebvre’s premise is that space reproduces the capitalist system, therefore, his model 

was meant to empower socialists to expose and decode the ideologies and logics that underlie the 

creation of space (Merrifield 2006). Thus, Lefebvre’s model supposes that harmony in space is a 

necessary component of a thriving capitalist system, and socialists could use resistance to break 

the capitalist system. From this perspective, the model embeds the important roles that harmony 

and resistance play in the creation of space. Thus, in applying this lens to my study, I am 

especially attuned to the role of harmony and resistance in the creation of the space of home. In 

addition, Lefebvre’s model of the production of space captures the multi-level forces that 
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contribute to shaping space, both the micro-level actors and macro-level forces. I turn now to 

discuss my findings in detail. 

5.1 Production of the Space of Home 

 

Figure 5.1: Model of Findings 

By applying Lefebvre’s spatial triad, I explain the three dimensions of the production of the 

space of home. I outline how consumers’ representational space (lived space) is the vision they 

hold for the ideal home and the ideal life it will enable them to live. Consumers’ spatial practice 

(perceived space) in their current home, however, constrains the enactment of their envisioned 

ideal life often because their home is not configured to accommodate consumers’ ideal life. This 

conflict highlights a misalignment of symbols between the symbols of their lived space and 

their current spatial practices. To ease this misalignment, consumers engage in renovating their 

home. Representations of space (conceived space) as portrayed by media, interior designers, 
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real estate agents and builders, present consumers with logics for the way the ideal home ought 

to be. The ideals conceived of in representations of space, however, sometimes conflict with 

consumers’ spatial practices, which captures a misalignment with the expectations of others 

and manifests as consumers’ fear of scrutiny from an outside “other.” The logics portrayed by 

representations of space also sometimes conflict with consumers’ vision for their ideal lived 

space, which leads to a misalignment of logics and manifests in a tension between the notion of 

home for family and a site for self-expression, and the home for market value.  

 

5.1.1 Representational Space (Lived Space) of Homeowners’ Dreams 

Recall that representational space (lived space) is “space as directly lived through its associated 

images and symbols” (Lefebvre 1991, p. 39), in which those images and symbols are made 

material. This ‘moment’ in the production of space captures the phenomenological aspect of 

space as people feel and experience it. Applied to the context of home renovations, in this 

moment of Lefebvre’s spatial triad, people envision a dream for their idealized home, the images 

and symbols that represent their ideal life, and how they will experience the idealized life that 

their dream home will enable them to live. Through informants’ descriptions of their ideal lived 

space, a logic emerges, which I call the logic of the home as a space of self. A “logic” captures 

the assumptions, values, and beliefs through which people in particular contexts provide meaning 

to their socially constructed worlds (Ocasio and Thornton 1999; Thornton 2004). In the context 

of the home, socio-historic forces contribute to shaping the home as a site for family, self-

expression and self-fulfillment. I turn now to examine how this logic emerges in the data.  
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In informants’ idealized visions of their life, their ideal home is a site for self-expression that 

enables their ideal family life and their ideal identity. Christine, a stay-at-home mom of two, 

describes the home she and her husband are preparing to build on the site of their current family 

home. They have decided to bulldoze their two-bedroom 850 square-foot 1940s bungalow to 

build a new home for their family. Christine dreams of how the kitchen in her new home will 

enable her ideal family life: 

Christine: Just wait until you come to my new house and you see my new kitchen, you’ll 

be like wow! [giggling]  

 

Interviewer: What is your new kitchen going to be like? 

 

Christine: Oh, it’s going to be lovely! There’s going to be a ton of storage space, there’s 

gonna be an island. So like nice big counter space. I’m going to have a pantry. A corner 

pantry. I’m going to have a gas cooktop. I’m going to have two ovens!... Yes! You don’t 

need it all the time, but when you’re doing your Christmas baking or having Christmas 

dinner, or Thanksgiving, or a big family dinner, a second oven will be very handy… And 

a double sink… And my sink will overlook the backyard, so I can be doing the dishes and 

looking out and watching the kids play. [Sigh] 

 

Christine’s vision for the ideal life is made material by the images and symbols that, for her, 

represent the ideal life. In Lefebvre’s concept of lived space, the material and the cultural are 
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fused so that signs, images and symbols are made material (Dale and Burrell 2007). For 

Christine, in her ideal family life, she cooks meals for extended family and watches her children 

play outside. The materials in her kitchen, as featured in Figure 5.2, such as the gas stovetop, two 

ovens and a double sink overlooking the backyard are the materials that contribute to the lived 

space that will allow her to enact her ideal family life. 

 

Cultural memories inform lived space as do images and symbols imbued with cultural meaning. 

As discussed in Chapter Two, a family participating in shared activities in the home resonates 

with the historical image of home as the centre of family. It also resonates with the image of 

home as presented in the consumer literature on family. Family-readiness, or the notion that you 

are ready to host extended family and friends, is an integral part of the ideal home (Hand and 

Shove 2007). Across informants, renovations to include materials and symbols that better 

accommodate these family gatherings is an important aspect of the ideal home, even if for some 

informants, these gatherings only occur once or twice a year. 
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Figure 5.2: Christine’s “dream kitchen” (Photos by Christine; used with permission) 

 

In Christine’s home, her envisioned ideal kitchen also embodies the cultural memory of the role 

of the wife at home. She dreams of how her lived space, comprised of the right materials and 

organized in the right way (i.e., the sink overlooking the window), will transform daily life in a 

way that allows her to tend to housework while the children play in the backyard. In this vision 

of the ideal family life, family members assume distinct roles where Christine takes care of the 

housework, while her children play in the backyard (Lloyd and Johnson 2004; Munro and 
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Madigan 1999). In a post-renovation interview, Christine was enacting this very role in her new 

kitchen. I arrived at her house to find her baking a sheet of cookies in both ovens to have fresh 

baked cookies for her children when they arrived from school. The new materials in Christine’s 

home, like a double oven and a double sink, all organized in a particular way, contribute to and 

symbolize the configuration of a lived space that enables the enactment of her ideal identity.  

 

Similarly, Denise, a middle-aged vice-president at a marketing firm, highlights that her ideal 

lived space is an instrument to enact her ideal life and a site for self-expression. After breaking 

up with her long-term partner, Denise explains the renovations underway in her home serve as a 

way for her home to reflect the career-oriented, independent woman she is becoming. The 

renovations will help fulfill “the new Denise,” the ideal person she sees herself becoming: 

The new Denise likes simplicity a lot…You know, I really want to be that independent, I 

want to be like sophisticated, independent, career-oriented woman. And I wanted my 

environment around me to fit that. Because I’m not having kids. I am independent. And I 

wanted to have that home that reflected that. Simplistic yet modern. Comfortable. 

Because home is my place of retreat.  

 

I like things that are clean, sleek lines, simplistic, I’m not a knick-knack person, you 

don’t see a ton of knick-knacks in my house. …my bedroom, um, it’s sophisticated yet a 

little feminine… I love my [new] bed. A huge king sized bed. And I bought myself like a 

new kind of chandelier. I wanted sort of a chandelier in my room as a touch of 
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femininity. And it’s not the traditional chandelier. It’s got a rounded outside to it that’s 

silver and then crystals that hang in the middle. (Denise) 

 

Denise describes the images and symbols that, for her, represent her ideal identity. For Denise, 

“clean, sleek lines,” and no knick-knacks are the symbols of the modern and sophisticated life 

that she envisions for her ideal life. Self-expression of sophistication and independence is also 

symbolized by the king-sized bed for one that she houses in her bedroom, accented by the 

“rounded” chandelier as a symbol of femininity. Informed by their respective ideal family and 

identity, Denise and Christine both draw upon images and symbols that are imbued with cultural 

memories and meaning, and that for them, represent the ideal lived space. 

 

In the lived space, spatial knowledge is open to revision and construction of new meaning (Soja 

1996). Denise’s previous quote captures her in the process of revising and constructing new 

meaning for her space as her identity evolves with her changing life situation. This revision 

occurs at the individual level, where Denise re-envisions her identity, and therefore re-envisions 

the symbols and images that allow for self-expression in her lived space. Previously, she 

mentioned, “I’m not having kids. I am independent,” therefore, her life now is taking new 

meaning. She is moving from a stage in her life, where she lived in a couple with the possibility 

of a family life, to an independent, single life. In this process, she re-envisions the symbols for 

self-expression of her new life that she wants her space to reflect. 
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Cultural memories also inform Lefebvre’s notion of representational space. In a cultural memory 

of the home, as discussed in Chapter Two, the ideal home enables each member to maximize his 

or her full potential (Rudolph 2015). Denise wants her home to reflect the life she wants at home, 

but also the “career-oriented” life she leads at work. Denise’s representational space for her 

home post-renovations embraces the historically-fueled idea of the home as a site that promotes 

her aspirations and allows her to maximize her full potential inside and outside of the home. The 

cultural-historic position of the home as a privileged site for the enactment of family, and for 

self-expression manifests in Christine and Denise’s dreams for their homes, which captures the 

logic of the home as a space of self. Through the visions for their homes, as a space to enact 

family and individual identity aspirations, Christine and Denise emphasize the capacity of lived 

space—the combination of cultural memories, and the material and symbolic—to embody their 

life ideals. While informants express visions for their ideal home, they contrast these visions with 

their spatial practices in their current home, which I now turn to discuss. 

 

5.1.2 Spatial Practices (Perceived Space) in the Current Home 

Spatial practice, as discussed in Chapter Three, is the observable, concrete and physical moment 

of space. Spatial practice has a close affinity with people’s perceptions of space in their everyday 

world (Merrifield 2000), hence perceived space. Applied to this study, this moment in 

Lefebvre’s spatial triad captures the spatial practices, and the perception consumers hold for their 

experience in their current homes pre-renovation. Also, recall from Chapter Three that 

representational space mediates spatial practices. Thus, applied to this study, I show how 
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consumers’ vision for their ideal lived space clouds their perception of their spatial practices in 

their pre-renovated homes. 

 

Christine describes the bungalow she and her husband were living in before commencing to 

replace it with a new home: 

…it was an 850-square foot house built in the late 1940s. And we thought, ugh yeah, two 

bedrooms, now we’re having two kids, we need more space. […] But, it was once we 

started having kids that we started to realize that just the layout of the place, like built in 

the 1940s, everything is so closed, there was no open concept back then. And my biggest 

complaint about that house was the kitchen. It was just small and there was no counter 

space and there was no storage space and…You have no idea how much I hated that 

kitchen. It was horrible. […] 

 

And it was a good house, like, for a while. …so once we had kids, we were like it’s 

getting squishy. [The basement had] very low ceiling heights…if I didn’t tip my head 

sideways at the bottom of the stairs, I’d whack my head on the bulkhead at the bottom of 

the stairs. …And there was mould growing in places… The hot water heater…was old 

and terrible and I couldn’t even fill a bathtub full of warm water…it was a piece of junk. 

The windows were…such poorly insulated windows. […] I could not clean in between 

the sliders. So they were like permanently dirty. And it drove me nuts…. And just the 

draftiness in the winter, the kids’ bedroom was really cold because there’s no insulation 
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in the interior walls, they had the coldest bedroom in the house. Just stuff like that it 

drove me crazy. And the kitchen, the kitchen was the worse! Tile [countertop] and grout 

in between the tiles… So every time you wipe your counter, something gets stuck in the 

grout. And it, it’s just not clean, no matter how many times you clean the counter there’s 

still something gross and gunky in the grout. It’s just disgusting. Like, my kitchen was 

my worst nightmare. 

 

Christine goes through the gamut of problems with the configuration of the bungalow her family 

lived in. She emphasizes the observable, concrete and physical aspects of how the home 

constrains the practices that are important to her ideal lived space. In this perspective, Christine’s 

“worst nightmare” is this house. Contrasted with Christine’s dream kitchen that has “big counter 

space,” extra storage space, double ovens for baking, and a kitchen sink overlooking the 

backyard, her current home is dirty, cramped and cold.  

 

In Lefebvre’s triad, spatial practice is mediated by the lived space. Thus, in the lived space, 

consumers imagine what their life will be. This vision informs their experience and the way they 

perceive their spatial practice. Christine’s perception of her home contrasts with the ideal she 

holds for her imagined lived space. Recall that Christine’s ideal lived space enables her to fulfill 

her ideal family life and her role in the ideal family life. Compared to the image of her future 

ideal lived space, Christine perceives that the space of her bungalow restricts the practice of this 

ideal role.  
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One way that lived space mediates spatial practice is through the cultural memories that inform 

Christine’s ideal lived space. Some of these cultural memories of what the home is and ought to 

be, persist in the way Christine perceives her home. In Chapter Two, I discussed how the 

historical standard for a comfortable modern home was hygiene. Hygiene, as an important 

component of good housekeeping, persists in Christine’s complaint that the countertop was 

“gross and gunky…just disgusting.” She also mentions the mould growing in the home, and the 

windows that were impossible to clean. Her perception is that the space prohibits her from 

maintaining hygiene within the home and, therefore, constrains her ideal identity in the home. 

This problem, however, will be gone in her idealized lived space. By contrast, the spatial 

practices in her new home will enable her ideal identity. Thus, the way she perceives her current 

space relative to her idealized lived space constrains the practices she associates with her ideal 

life.  

 

According to Lefebvre’s model, spatial practices are mediated by the lived space. In part, 

Christine’s perceptions of the shortcomings of her home exist in contrast to her idealized lived 

space, which enables her ideal life. Such a misalignment between consumers’ experience of their 

spatial practice (including how they perceive that experience) and the symbols that represent 

their idealized lived space is a source of stress amongst informants. This misalignment and stress 

is often at the root of their decision to embark upon renovations. I turn now to examine the 

misalignment between lived space and spatial practice.  
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5.1.3 Misalignment of Symbols Between Representational Space and Perceived Space 

The misalignment of symbols is the notion that consumers’ actual spatial practice misaligns with 

the symbols and images in consumers’ vision for their ideal lived space. This misalignment of 

symbols manifests in consumers’ perception that their space needs a change. 

 

Denise’s experience of misalignment occurs because she transforms her vision for her ideal lived 

space—from couple life, to a life of sophistication and independence. Thus, in a new version of 

her ideal lived space, she envisions a different configuration of images and symbols that are 

expressive of sophistication and independence. Thus, Denise explains her discontent with the 

spatial practice in her current home. She explains how her current home, which at one time was 

up-to-date, is out of date with her current and ideal identity: 

Yeah, so I got a painter, she came in and repainted everything. I had her repaint, and I 

mean everything. Repainted the cupboards, the cabinets in the kitchen, so I knew I 

wanted a brand new look because the entire colour palette of my house previously needed 

to be changed. Everything. I mean it all matched at the time, but it was an out of date 

colour. I needed to bring more colours. And my tastes have changed too, you know, I 

very much see myself as more that corporate, independent woman, I wanted my place to 

have a little more sophistication and style to it. I like things that are a little bit more 

modern. (Denise) 

 

The symbols and images that represented Denise’s previous identity, made material by the colour 

palette in her house, are out of date with her reenvisioned sophisticated and independent identity. 
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Thus, although she talks about the colours being out of date and her tastes changing, what is out 

of date is the materialization of those original symbols to her ideal life. She is no longer the 

Denise of a couple, she is “sophisticated, independent, career-oriented” Denise. The symbols and 

images in her home neglect to represent that meaning and, therefore, restrict her ability to 

practice her new identity. Thus, she now perceives the experiences of her spatial practice as 

misaligned with her ideal lived space.  

 

The misalignment between lived space and spatial practice manifests in consumers’ perceptions 

that the spatial practices in their current unrenovated homes hinder consumers’ ideal lived space, 

and therefore, hinder their ideal life. This misalignment prompts consumers to reconfigure the 

space by way of renovations. However, while consumers embark upon renovations as a means to 

enact their ideal family life and identity, they also infer that an outside pressure exists to 

reconfigure space to certain standards. Denise’s account, that her home is an “out of date 

colour,” infers some outside forces deem that more “up-to-date” colours exist. This inference of 

an outside pressure speaks to Lefebvre’s representations of space, or the space as represented by 

designers, magazines, and television shows. I turn now to examine the forces outside the home 

and how they contribute to shaping the space of home. 

 

5.1.4 Representation of Space (Conceived Space) by Marketers and Media 

Recall that representations of space is space as conceived, planned and executed by 

professionals. These are deliberate conceptions of space that embody various ideological 
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interests. Plans, maps, designs, institutional rules and symbols represent these conceptions of 

space. My observation of the market surrounding home renovations captures the representation 

of the home by marketing and media. Representations of the home, through home exhibition 

shows, home television shows, and magazines, portray a logic of the ideal life. In the context 

surrounding home renovations, I discuss two logics that marketing and media portray for the 

ideal life. 

 

5.1.4.1 Logic: The Right Configuration for the Ideal Private Life 

Marketing and media present a logic of the right configuration for the ideal private life. Media 

representations promote an aesthetic transformation, by way of renovations, as a symbolic act to 

achieve the ideal life. These representations provide a materialization of the symbols and 

institutional rules for the ideal life. This logic furthers the socio-historic notion of the home as a 

site for family and a site where one can fulfill their full potential. Part of this logic is the need to 

have the right materials in the right configuration for the ideal life. Whether one lives alone or 

with a family, representations of space portray certain configurations as the “right” configuration 

for the ideal life. The ideal configurations focus largely on two areas of the home: the kitchen as 

a site of professionalism and sociability within extended families and friends, and the master 

suite as a site for privacy, relaxation and rejuvenation. 

 

A bright, spacious, open, and professional kitchen that offers unencumbered counter space and 

abundant storage is an integral part of representations of the ideal family life. In my field notes 
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on observations attending a home exhibition show, I reflect upon the display of industrial 

appliances for home use:  

“The appliances on display were something you would otherwise see in a restaurant 

kitchen. Huge stainless steel fridges, gas ranges with six to twelve heat spots and multiple 

ovens stacked together. What was once an industrial kitchen is now a home kitchen.” 

(Field Notes, 2014-03-15) 

 

Industrial-like appliances for the home (Figure 5.3) contribute to the materials that symbolize the 

ideal kitchen. Appropriating industrial appliances symbolizes a professionalization of the 

kitchen. In the ideal open-concept plan, the kitchen is often visible from the living and dining 

areas of the home. This configuration is reminiscent of the kitchen’s socio-historic move from a 

“back region” in the house (Goffman 1959) to a focal gathering point in the house. Industrial 

appliances speak to their efficient and proficient ability of the home, and the homeowners, to 

accommodate busy families and extended family gatherings. Both their size and power, which 

provide abundant storage for food in the refrigerator and double ovens for cooking large meals, 

emphasize the ideals of family-readiness, or the ability at any time to host friends and family 

with food and drink (Hand and Shove 2007). 
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Figure 5.3: Photo of kitchen appliances display at home exhibition Montreal features industrial 

sized fridges and double ovens (Photo by the author) 

 

Representations of space present the right configuration for these industrial-like appliances in the 

home. A promotional photo by the same company that displayed the industrial kitchen 

appliances, demonstrates how these pieces fit together to form the ideal kitchen (Figure 5.4). 

This image also captures the additional material components that configure the ideal home: a 

window above the sink overlooking the yard, and an open concept kitchen with an island or an 

area for family members to gather around. 
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Figure 5.4: Promotional material collected at home exhibition show from Maison Ethier 

 

The open concept space represents the home as a site of sociability and busyness. The magazine 

Style at Home emphasizes the utility of an island for family togetherness in a busy household: 

“Trish [interior designer] wanted to create a way for Nicole and Nial’s son, Nathan, 5, to 

be able to participate in mealtime prep, so she got rid of the table and chairs and 

incorporated a few stools at the island. ‘It’s a great place for him to colour or play while 

Mom and Dad are working in the kitchen,’ says Trish.” (Style at Home, Feb 2016, p. 44)  

Open concept facilitates everyday domestic interactions between members of the immediate 

family, and provide that interaction at extended family gatherings. Such a configuration 

deliberately brings people, and the routines of daily life together. In a culture that aspires to a 
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busy and overworked lifestyle (Bellezza, Paharia and Keinan 2016) the kitchen with its open 

concept and industrial appliances becomes a centre for coordinating daily life (Graesch 2009). 

The configuration and appliances are status symbols of a busy life and the tools necessary for a 

busy life. The kitchen, a site for work for the parents, is also in part a site of leisure for children 

and extended family (Stevenson and Prout 2015). The abundance of space and configuration 

accommodate leisure in the kitchen and open living/dining area amongst family and friends. 

 

In this representation of space, there is an implication that with the right combination of 

materials, that are properly configured, a happy private life ensues. The right configuration leads 

to the home as a space for family gatherings and family happiness. Home television shows 

celebrate the achievement of the right configuration for the ideal life. In a common ending in 

these shows, extended families and friends gather around the kitchen for a post-renovation 

celebration, which further emphasizes the ideal of sociability in the home. Figure 5.5 captures 

the end of one episode of Fixer Upper celebrating the ideal life post kitchen renovation. In this 

scene, the husband is preparing hamburgers for his guests at a party with extended family and 

friends. He says loudly, getting everyone’s attention, “Ok guys, raise your hand if you want 

cheese on your burger.” To which there is a cheerful reply from the group and everyone raises 

their hand. He replies, “Alright, that’s what I’m talking about!” In this typical ending, the space 

enables the ideal family life of being together and partaking in a meal together. Behind the 

crowded room, unseen in the featured image, are the industrial stainless steel appliances, and 

abundant counter and storage space as depicted in media representations of the home. The 
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representation of space entrenches these material symbols and configuration as necessary for the 

ideal life. 

 

 

Figure 5.5: Happy family gathering post kitchen renovation (Fixer Upper, HGTV Network, aired 

Dec 21, 2016, http://www.hgtv.ca/shows/fixer-upper/videos/first-home-with-timeless-class-

819201603840/) 

 

An abundance of space and optimum use of the space is an integral aspect of the right 

configuration for the ideal life. In addition to the open concept kitchen/dining/living area, 

symbols for open space and organization extend to the bedrooms and bathrooms. In the 
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bedrooms and bathrooms representations of space associate the abundance of space, open areas 

and brightness with relaxation and rejuvenation. 

 

In an episode of A Bryk at a Time on the HGTV network, the show host renovates homeowner 

Azam’s master suite (bedroom, bathroom, and walk-in closet). Prior to the renovation, the show 

host described the poor use of space in the bathroom: “This bathroom, it’s crazy ...that [bathtub] 

is a huge waste of space! Look how big the space is [for the shower], and you’ve got this tiny 

little alcove for the shower.” Before and after photos of Azam and his wife’s bathroom capture 

the reconfiguration of space and the more optimal use for that space (Figure 5.6).  

 

 

Figure 5.6: Before and after photos of the master bathroom (One Bryk at a Time, Season 2, 

Episode 13, August 14, 2016) 

The host contrasts the poor use of shower space pre-renovation, with the current optimal use of 

space. “Do you remember that crammed shower? That you had to kind of duck under?” Azam 

responds, “Yeah, duck. And there was no light and we had to shower in the daytime, oh my 

god!” In representations of space, the optimal use of the space leads to an improved life. In this 
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example, Azam is no longer limited to showering in the daytime when natural light shines in the 

shower stall.  

 

The host further explains that, “Creating those clean lines [in the bathroom] is what gives it the 

impact.” Clean, open, organized spaces are symbolic of organization that leads to relaxation and 

rejuvenation in the home. In modern representations of the home, “clean lines and unadorned 

surfaces intentionally evoked an ordered, hygienic, and implicitly better world” (Scanlan 2011). 

They allow homeowners a place in their home to relax and unwind from the pressures of the 

outside world. Bathrooms have undergone a transformation from a focus on hygiene to also 

incorporate feelings of well-being, self-care and ensuing rejuvenation (Quitzau and Ropke 2015). 

The host explains that the renovation in the bedroom focused on making the space “feel more 

cozy.” With a specific focus on the master bedroom and bathroom, the home is promoted as a 

sanctuary, a site for self-care and rejuvenation.  

 

Television shows about home renovations constantly perpetuate an idea that life before 

renovations is chaotic, wrong, disorganized, cramped, out-of-date, and life after renovations is 

organized, open, bright, modern, and ideal. The home is a site of sociability and a sanctuary, but 

only by way of the proper configuration and materials. In most representations of space, the pre-

renovations home does not meet the right configuration for the ideal private life, which interferes 

with the homeowners’ ability to maximize the use of space, the utility of the home, and the 

family’s overall happiness.  
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5.1.4.2 Logic of the Market 

Maintaining market value is another logic of the ideal home presented in marketing and media. 

This logic furthers the socio-historic meaning of the home as part of a prosperous economy. Lori, 

a real-estate agent who has over 20 years of experience, emphasizes the need to minimize 

customizations as a pretext for maintaining market value. According to Lori, one way to 

maximize market value is to resist the temptation to customize the home. She explains that 

minimizing customization is even a point of contention between her and her husband in their 

home: 

And I always say that to people when they ask me what they should, or involve me in 

decisions, and I even have to do that with Jonathan [Lori’s husband] here, he says, “I 

don’t care about resale,” and I’m like, “Well, you have to! That’s your…” I always try to 

say, you want to live how you want to live, but… in order to maximize your asset, you’re 

casting the net as wide as possible for a seller. Each time you do something that’s more 

custom, that’s for you, you’re narrowing, you’re tightening up that net. (Lori) 

 

The logic of the market maintains that homeowners should not make their home too unique. Lori 

explains that even if homeowners want to design their home in a way that reflects their ideal 

lived space as a reflection of their ideal identity, they must be aware that customizations to the 

home have the potential to negatively impact the home’s market value. The logic of the market 

emphasizes the home as an “asset,” and prioritizing changes that make the home more valuable 

in lieu of changes that make the home more in line with homeowners’ ideal lived space. The 
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market logic promotes pride in ownership and maintaining market value over the lived 

experience (Rushkoff 2009).  

 

Maintaining market value encourages homeowners to have a home ready for public display. Part 

of this logic is the notion that at some point, a potential buyer could be looking at the home, in 

which case, the closer the home is to market ready and the more appealing it is to a wide range of 

buyers, the better the homeowner’s position to maximize home value. Whether or not 

homeowners plan on selling their home, the idea that the home is ready, at any time, for sale on 

the market emerges as a powerful logic.  

 

Thus, Lefebvre’s representations of space applied to the home reveal the design, symbols, and 

institutional rules of the ideal home. The representations of space present two logics that 

symbiotically enhance each other. In one logic, the home is a site that homeowners should 

configure in a particular way for family sociability, relaxation, and rejuvenation. In current 

representations of space, designs, aesthetics and symbols for these meanings include industrial 

appliances, and clean, open, organized spaces. If homeowners follow the logic of the right 

configuration for the ideal private life, they will also enhance the logic of the market, in which 

the right configuration maximizes market value. Thus, the two logics work together to promote 

and enhance each other in which the right configuration for the ideal private life is also a 

configuration that increases market value. Consumers sometimes struggle to align their spatial 

practices with representations of space. The misalignment between homeowners’ spatial 
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practices and representations of space, and fear of this misalignment, contributes to a 

misalignment with the expectations of others. 

 

5.1.5 Misalignment with Expectations of Others (Anonymous Gaze) 

Recall that in the process of home renovations, consumers want to materially enact a spatial 

practice that is representative of their idealized lived space. In most visions for the idealized 

lived space, informants characterize it as a space for the enactment of their ideal family and 

identity. This ideal is often misaligned with their current spatial practice, or the observable, 

concrete and physical space, and the perceptions homeowners hold of that space. Thus, 

consumers embark upon home renovations to align their spatial practice with their idealized 

lived space. During the renovation, however, as consumers engage in the material enactment of 

their idealized lived space, they are faced with the logics of the ideal home as presented by 

marketing and media. Potential misalignments occur between spatial practice, or the way 

consumers configure their homes by way of the renovations, and the representations of space 

presented by marketing and media. This misalignment with the expectations of others from 

representations of space emerges as a stress or fear of “getting it wrong,” or making a wrong 

decision by the standards of others. 

 

The misalignment with expectations of others manifests through informants consistently 

reporting on the fear of making the wrong decision in their home renovations. Heather struggles 

to make the right decision when it comes to choosing tiles for the backsplash in her kitchen 
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renovation. In discussing tile choice for the kitchen backsplash, Heather compares two white 

tiles, that to the untrained eye appear almost identical in colour, style and shape. She laments the 

decision, carefully considering the slight differences in the tiles, and how the tiles would mesh 

together with the other aspects of the kitchen. She is anxious about making the right decision, 

and turns to others to guide the process: 

Anyway, so right now we’re trying to decide between this tile and this tile for the back-

splash. …This is new and everybody’s in love with the crackle-tile. I’ve always liked the 

crackle finish. And it’s a little bit more irregular, so it’s not that kind of really clean 

precision look. It kind of has that bit more of natural authentic look about it. And so does 

this one but it’s a cleaner, whiter finish. And the problem is, is that the sink that we’ve 

bought, it’s not necessarily a problem, but it’s super white. So when you look at the tiles 

compared to both of these, they both look dirty in comparison to my new sink. […] 

 

So like when you’re trying to sort of piece it all together in your mind, it’s hard to know, 

well, if we go a little off-white is it gonna look really awkward against the sink? Or will 

we even care? […] Well, I’m sure John, my guy [Heather’s contractor] will, he would 

say, “Sometimes if you try too close to match it up it does look bad.” Ryan’s [Heather’s 

husband] thinking is that you expect the sink to be white and you're not gonna be worried 

about it because your eye’s going to be following all of these different other things going 

on. I’ve put in a text to Megan, Ryan’s sister who’s the decorator, to come and help us 

make the final call. Ryan thinks it doesn’t matter either way, that you could get away 
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with it, and my daughter thinks that this relates better to this fabric and that, you know, 

she feels like, and it looks better with the kitchen, whereas this looks very much more 

crisp and sort of more sterile, like, more sharp. And that this suits this better. It’s a bit 

more relaxed looking, a little bit more aged and antiquey-looking. What’s your feeling? 

(Heather, Interview 1) 

 

Heather has a deep-rooted anxiety that she might choose the wrong tiles. To help make the 

decision, Heather curates opinions from four other people. She imagines what her contractor 

would tell her to do, she asks her family, and a decorator their opinion on the choice. Finally, she 

turns to me, the interviewer, and asks my opinion. The extent to which Heather gathers other 

people’s opinions highlights not only her unease with this decision, but her desire to align what 

she likes with others’ approval.  

 

Part of the unease Heather displays aligns with how the media conveys the representation of the 

ideal home by way of scrutiny, admonishing those who are not living up to the ideal life. In 

many home television shows, the expert host emphasizes the problematic current state of the 

home by expressing their disapproval with the home. Typically, the host speaks to the camera 

without the homeowners around to point out everything wrong about the home. On these 

television shows, it is not only experts who criticize the insides of homes, regular people also 

partake in criticizing. Television shows on HGTV repeatedly portray a scenario in which 

potential homebuyers scrutinize the previous owners’ choices. In one example, a couple on a 
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show takes a first glance at the kitchen, one partner exclaims, “Oh it’s so bad!” The other agrees, 

“I’ve never seen anything like that!” The first partner continues, describing how terrible “the 

colours, the floors, the cabinets” are, and finishes by saying, “I’d actually be a little embarrassed 

to have anyone over.” Visitors to the home ridicule the home owners’ choices to the point of 

disbelief that anyone could happily live there. In all of these shows, a critical public eye is ever-

present in people’s homes casting shame on the homeowners for their poor choices in how they 

chose to construct their space. 

 

The portrayal in the representations of space presents a notion that some other person is looking, 

critically and judgmentally, at the construction of their home. Segments of the show, in which 

the host speaks to the camera, reveal to viewers how others may actually think and talk about the 

state of another’s home. The judgements on these homes are not only from experts, but from 

regular, everyday couples and families. The constant scrutiny and judgement is a reminder to 

watchers that the people judging could be their neighbours, their friends or family. Experts in the 

field, such as interior designers, real estate agents, and contractors then reinforce criticisms.  

Much of the unease Heather experiences aligns with fear of the type of criticism found in the 

representations of space. Part of Heather turning to others for their opinion on her tiles is that 

representations of space portray regular people as important forces in this scrutinizing. By 

vetting others’ opinions she mitigates some of the potential of their scrutiny.  
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Heather also introduces an anonymous other, and the opinion they hold over the choice of tile. 

Heather says, “everybody’s in love with the crackle-tile.” Here, she infers that there is an 

anonymous generalized judgement on the tiles. In Lefebvre’s model, it appears that 

representations of space not only provide logics as a guide for how the home ought to be, but 

these representations also intimate that judgement and criticism ensue in a space that does not 

follow these logics. Heather tries to reconcile her desire to have a home that reflects her ideal 

lived space, but also the ideals as portrayed in representations of space. By aligning her choices 

with those of others, who could be doling out the criticism, she tries to placate the potential for 

criticism. 

 

Thus, fear of the scrutiny of other people is a source of unease for homeowners engaged in 

renovations. Gabrielle, recently moved into a new home with her husband and two teenage 

children. She explains that each room in the house has beautiful hardwood floors, but because 

none of the floors match, she feels that other people do not like the floors, and she finds it 

difficult to enjoy them: 

And the people that owned it [the home] before us, owned a flooring store. So actually 

most of the [hardwood floors in the] house is maple, but one room is cherry. Another 

room is a pickled something, so it’s got kind of a pinky tone to it, luckily that’s my 

daughter’s room. And then another room is like a cherry with really quite distinctive 

colors, like almost like a grain, the wood has an interesting grain. […] I think they must 

have just used whatever was left over at the store. So I know people don’t like it because 
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it’s a bit of a patchwork quilt, but at least it’s hardwood. And I’m not about to rip it up 

because it’s still beautiful wood. It’s okay. (Gabrielle) 

 

Gabrielle points out, “I know people don’t like it.” Like Heather who pointed out that 

“everybody’s in love with the crackle-tile,” here too, by referring to “people,” Gabrielle 

introduces an anonymous other who casts an opinion on the inside of her home. She offers an 

uneasy “it’s okay” when reflecting upon her sentiments toward them. Representations of space 

cloud Gabrielle’s spatial practice. The underlying notion that other people may not like the floors 

in Gabrielle’s house makes it difficult for her to enjoy them. In Lefebvre’s model, the spatial 

practice is an outcome of the way inhabitants see space, which is informed by representational 

space (her idealized lived space) and representations of space. Gabrielle perceives the floors as  

targets of potential scrutiny, which affects her spatial practice with them. She offers an uneasy, 

“it’s okay,” suggesting her discomfort with the floors. Applying Lefebvre’s spatial triad as the 

theoretical lens helps us see that people cannot envision their “spatial practice” without it being 

mediated by the confluence of the representations of space (and the conflicting logics it 

presents), and their own idealized lived space. As they think of the material practices in the 

house, they are confronted with the “other.”  

 

In a similar vein, the potential scrutiny of an anonymous other comes up again when Gabrielle 

discusses the kitchen in the house she and her husband recently purchased; highlighting that in 

its current state, other people would find the kitchen is out of date: 
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The kitchen was quite dated… But the option would be rip out the whole kitchen, redo 

it… I talked to a couple of kitchen people and one person had suggested I repaint the 

cherry because it’s considered a dated color. It’s probably a ten-year-old kitchen… And 

she suggested painting it all white and I thought, “White paint on red is going to chip and 

you're going to see the red through it, it’s going to look terrible.” The red, it’s a nice 

wood, a beautiful wood color. So I was like, “I’ll just keep it,” I like it… I think you start 

to lose touch with what's modern. I like it, I just kept it because I like it. And I think part 

of it now is, it’s not always about what’s in style, I don’t have to have the latest look in 

my home. I think if it’s what I like, it doesn’t really matter. What I’m comfortable in, 

what’s homey for me. But I think, it’s probably, if somebody were to come in my house 

that was a more modern, with it, fashionable person, they’d probably go, “Yeah, it needs 

to be redone.” (Gabrielle) 

 

Gabrielle expresses how the spatial practice in her home is clouded by the fear of scrutiny as 

captured in representations of space. Gabrielle points out that if “somebody were to come in my 

house that was a more modern, with it, fashionable person,” they would think the kitchen would 

need to be redone. For Gabrielle, as is the case with her floors, the scrutiny of an outside person 

looms in her kitchen, threatening her enjoyment of the cherry wood cupboards. Although she 

also points out that the cupboards are for her and “if it’s what I like, it doesn’t matter,” Gabrielle 

still demonstrates anxiety that an anonymous gaze on her kitchen may deem it out-of-date. 
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Gabrielle struggles because she knows that her home misaligns with the representations of the 

ideal home often portrayed in media. 

 

Thus, we see that homeowners are fraught with anxiety over the constant presence of an 

anonymous gaze criticizing and scrutinizing the home. Informants express anxiety that their 

home is subject to scrutiny whether or not the home is open to public viewings, for example, 

during the sale process. The looming threat of the ever-present gaze haunts the decisions our 

informants make regarding their home renovations, which demonstrates how representations of 

space mediates consumers’ spatial practice. 

 

5.1.6 Misalignment of Logics  

To ease the stress from the misalignment between spatial practice and representations of space, 

consumers often align their spatial practice to the logics they see in representations of the home 

by marketing and media. Aligning their spatial practice to representations of space, however, can 

conflict with consumers’ vision for their ideal lived space. I term this the misalignment of logics, 

which captures the misalignment between the logics that underlie representations of space and 

the logics that underlie consumers’ ideal lived space. This misalignment emerges as a stressful 

experience in which consumers want their lived space to reflect their ideal family and identity, 

but also feel they need to follow the logics of the representations of space. The misalignment 

manifests in consumers negotiating, and worrying about, the unique features in their homes. 
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The misalignment of logics is evidenced in the way consumers stress over unique customizations 

in their homes that otherwise follow a configuration found in representations of space. Heather 

begins by describing the one-of-a-kind tiles she commissioned to install behind the stovetop in 

her kitchen: 

So behind my range, I found this woman in Oregon, online again, who hand-makes tiles, 

so I have 24 hand-made tiles coming. Yeah, and they look like this. So it’s a willy-leaf 

pattern… And I’m getting mine in a matte blue color… And nobody’s ordering in blue 

right now, everyone’s ordering green. So, I’ll have a very unique back-splash… So I’ll be 

the only one. She [the tile artist] said, “Nobody’s been buying those tiles and you’re the 

first one.” (Heather, Interview #1) 

 

Heather emphasizes the uniqueness of these tiles, which, for Heather, reflect her idealized 

identity. These tiles reflect Heather’s idealized lived space, in which the tiles make material the 

symbols that constitute her ideal lived space. Heather imbues these tiles with the meaning that 

they are a reflection of her uniqueness. While Heather’s tiles are unique, earlier in the interview, 

Heather explained that the idea for a set of patterned tiles in the backsplash behind the stovetop 

originated from a designer’s image she found on the website Pintrest (Figure 5.7).3 In searching 

out a similar configuration, Heather found an artist who designs one-of-a-kind tiles. She shares 

her delight at the comparative uniqueness of these tiles over the magazine featured-tiles, “So 

other people will have this [tiles featured online], but nobody else has those willow tiles.” 
                                                
3	Pintrest is a website where users can upload, save, and sort images (known as pins) through collections known as 
pinboards (Pintrest.com 2017). Homeowners often use the website as a way to browse for and save ideas for their 
home.	
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Instead of emphasizing that she did not find the exact tiles featured in the online image, she 

emphasizes that not everyone will have these tiles. This emphasis captures that Heather’s ideal 

lived space, as a reflection of her identity, consists of a unique twist on an otherwise common 

configuration. 

 

While the tiles that Heather has commissioned are unique, they also meet a configuration 

supported by representations of space in the sense that magazines and online images feature the 

style of putting a cluster of accent tiles behind the stovetop. The configuration for Heather’s 

kitchen (Figure 5.8) carries striking resemblance to the logic of the right configuration for the 

ideal private life, which is represented in the photo from Pintrest (Figure 5.7). She has an 

industrial gas-stovetop, abundant countertop, storage drawers and cupboards. Double ovens line 

her wall, and not featured in the image, there is a window above her sink overlooking the yard. 

All of these elements follow the logic discussed in Section 5.1.4.1 as the materials symbolic of 

an ideal private life. In more closely comparing Heather’s kitchen configuration (Figure 5.8) to 

that featured in the online image (Figure 5.7), Heather even follows details such as the hidden 

hood vent above the stovetop, the white subway tiles lining the backsplash, and built-in lights 

under the cupboards. She also stages the stovetop and counters in a similar manner, with a tea 

kettle on the range and cooking utensils surrounding the range. We see that while Heather’s 

backsplash is unique to her kitchen, it still follows a configuration commonly portrayed in 

representations of space.  
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Figure 5.7: Representations of a kitchen Heather found and used for her kitchen renovation 

(Pintrest) 
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Figure 5.8: Heather’s renovated kitchen (Photo by Heather, used with Heather’s permission) 

 

However, while Heather is thrilled to have one-of-a kind tiles, and expresses her excitement 

about how they allow for unique self-expression, she also expresses concern that this patch of 24 

tiles may be too unique for the logic of the market: 
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But at the end of the day, I hope if we ever sell the house, nobody has a problem with it, 

but... And my backsplash will be very unique. I hope nobody has a problem with that. 

Probably will, adds a little oomph to it. I mean you never know. (Heather) 

 

Heather’s worry, as discussed earlier, first focuses on installing crackle tile instead of regular 

tile. Notice how the crackle tile in Heather’s kitchen (Figure 5.8) deviates from the photograph 

from Pintrest featuring smooth tile (Figure 5.7). Second, Heather begins to worry about a 

misalignment between her idealized lived space, which allows her to express herself through 

unique tiles, and the logic of the market, which promotes market value over lived experience (as 

discussed in Section 5.1.4.2). Heather goes on to describe a television show she once saw in 

which the buyers demolished a highly-customized home with delft blue tile, opting instead to 

build a new home from scratch because the home was too customized. She worries that her 

customized tiles may lead to the same response from future buyers: 

I like to watch reality TV shows…and one of the ones I watch is Million Dollar 

Listings… Anyways there’s this one house that was in Beverly Hills for $26 million. It 

belonged to a famous director. He had all the bricks brought over from England. He had a 

whole backsplash around the stove area made out of delft blue tiles, which are these 

really popular, expensive tiles. And he died suddenly and his wife didn’t want to live 

there without him anymore, so they decided to put the house on the market. So it was a 

very beloved home, had some of the best views in Beverly Hills, private location, and had 

a lot of the checks, you know? So this international buyer came along, said he wanted it, 
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and then it came out he was going to demo [demolish] it. Huge, huge beautiful English-

style mansion estate in Beverly Hills, and all that delft tile. Like that’s what I was 

thinking, I’m like, mine is much less expensive than that. But when you think about 

putting your personal stamp on things, you know, and you become emotionally attached 

to things because you picked these tiles and they were hand-made by somebody. All of 

that kind of stuff and she was, so the daughter-in-law that lived in this house was 

struggling emotionally with the fact that they’d sold the house, which is what her mother-

in-law wanted. But she’d always had these attachments to the house because she 

appreciated a lot of the special things and somebody else bought it, and just 

“whoo!”...started from scratch, wanted something more modern. (Heather) 

 

Heather reinforces that her unique tiles represent her “personal stamp” on her home. As we saw 

with Christine and Denise earlier, Heather, too, aligns her idealized lived space with her ideal 

identity. The unique tiles are symbolic for Heather of her unique identity. Heather’s experience 

of procuring the tiles contributes to her personal journey with these tiles, furthering their 

personal meaning to her and her attachment to them. She cherishes and appreciates these 

handpicked, handcrafted tiles, which for her represent her ideal lived space as a reflection of her 

identity. However, she compares her unique tiles to the highly-customized house featured on a 

home television show, and worries that her tile customization could lead to destruction by future 

buyers. Heather worries about the logic of the market, which encourages consumers to maintain 

the market value of their home by minimizing customizations. Heather’s anxiety also extends to 
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her identity. Opening her home to potential buyers and having them reject it to the point of 

demolition is a direct threat to the idea of home as a lived space as a reflection of the 

homeowner’s identity and family. Given that the home is a locus for the extended self (Belk 

1988), a reflection of the ideal identity, opening one’s home to potential buyers and having them 

reject it to the point of demolition is a direct threat to the self. Thus, consumers’ ideal lived space 

can conflict with representations of space. 

 

The home is an extremely important space for people as it allows them a lived space to enact 

their ideal family and identity. Therefore, the home, and the project of renovations, is entwined 

with the core of their identity. However, while consumers focus on materially enacting their ideal 

life through the home, they also struggle to maintain alignment between their idealized lived 

space and logics that condone deviations from representations of the configuration for an ideal 

private life. This creates tremendous worry and stress for consumers while they construct this 

space.  

 

5.1.7 Summary 

The process of shaping the space of home is contentious. Lefebvre’s spatial triad brings to light 

the many forces that shape home, including socio-historic and contemporary micro- and macro-

levels, the vision consumers hold for their homes, their experiences in living in their homes, and 

the many stresses that occur in trying to coordinate these forces and ideals. In constructing the 

home, consumers are caught between the vision for their ideal home, a spatial practice that does 
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not always align with their idealized vision, and logics of representation of space that can be at 

odds with their idealized vision. These divergences lead to three domains of misalignments: a 

misalignment of symbols, a misalignment with expectations of others, and a misalignment of 

logics. In the next section, I turn to understand how consumers manage these misalignments and 

to arrive back at the idealized image of home. 

 

5.2 Negotiating the Stress of Misalignments 

In producing the space of home by way of home renovations, consumers face constant 

misalignments between the three elements identified in Lefebvre’s spatial triad. From trying to 

envision the symbols and images that make their ideal lived space, to bringing these to practice 

in their everyday spatial practices, and aligning both with representations of space in marketing 

and media, consumers struggle to know where to start with renovations, and how to make 

decisions throughout the process. In this section, I examine how consumers draw upon other 

people to help them negotiate the three misalignments discussed in Section 5.1. 

 

One of the reasons consumers turn to other people to help guide the process of home renovations 

is because the process is so demanding. Janice explains that managing renovations is a busy and 

difficult process, one that would be impossible with her career as a lawyer: 

You have to decide how much control you want, and what you want, and how you accept 

that in the outcome. I don’t know if that makes sense. Because I have a very busy 

practice, every time I’ve renovated, I’ve given a lot of control away and things haven’t 
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always been exactly as I would have wanted. But I’ve come to terms with the fact that I 

either work for a living and pay for the renos, or I watch over the renos and work part 

time. Because it’s a big job, even for small things. If I was doing my own personal time, 

picking and choosing and all the rest of it, and watching over the contractors and stuff, I 

would not be able to carry out a full-time practice. 

 

Janice captures the scale of the task of creating space. She emphasizes that, “it’s a big job, even 

for small things.” As discussed in Section 5.1, creating the space of home involves managing 

many forces. Managing all those forces, and aligning the elements in the production of space, 

proves a difficult and time demanding task, as Janice explained. To help her with the task, Janice 

engages another person—an acquaintance whom she has consulted in the past on home 

renovations. While relinquishing control to this other person is a necessary part of renovations 

for Janice, she is not completely at ease with entrusting this acquaintance to handle much of the 

renovation to convert her two-bedroom condo into a one-bedroom condo: 

I pretty much gave her [my acquaintance] carte blanche because she had done the 

renovations in my home previous and I really liked the way they turned out. […] And so 

we did those [consultations] all by emails and texts and phone calls and Skypes, all that 

sort of thing. And she would send me pictures of how things were progressing and I 

would try not to have a heart attack! 
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Janice compares the stress of having someone else manage and control the decisions pertaining 

to her home renovation to the possibility of having a heart attack. Relinquishing this control is 

Janice’s only option since she works full-time.  

 

Janice provides one example of many informants who turn to others to help guide their home 

renovations. I turn now to understand the intricacies of how drawing upon others helps 

consumers in the process of renovations. In particular, consumers rely on other people to help 

them resolve misalignments amongst the moments in Lefebvre’s spatial triad in the process of 

creating home. I also examine how consumers negotiate with the people they turn to for guidance 

in the process of achieving alignment. 

 

5.2.1 Alignment of Symbols 

Consumers engage with other people in the process of home renovations to help them with an 

alignment of symbols. Recall that a misalignment of symbols is the notion that consumers’ actual 

spatial practice misaligns with the materialization of symbols and images in consumers’ vision 

for their ideal lived space. 

 

Homeowners may have a feeling or an abstract idea of what will represent their ideal lived space, 

however, most informants report that they find it difficult to know how to materially enact that 

vision. In a common narrative, Janice explains this difficulty, “And that’s why I’m glad I had my 

friend help me with all this. I couldn’t have envisioned it myself.” Janice refers to the difficulty 
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she has with envisioning how to materialize her ideal lived space into her everyday spatial 

practice. She, therefore, turns to an outside person for help. 

 

Christine, like Janice, also explains that the interior designer she hired to help with the 

renovations has the ability to envision how small samples will translate into a full scale, 

coordinated home, something she is unable to do: 

It’s interesting. You find all of these components. You’re, like, ‘Well...?’ That’s why you 

have the interior designer, to help you find things that will look good together. Because 

all we did was start with a piece of granite. Then she helped us pull together all of these 

other parts, and if I had had to do that by myself, I would have been really stressed out. 

…we picked out a hardwood, and cabinet colors. Once we had that, then she started 

picking up tiles to try to coordinate. So we laid them all over the floor in the flooring 

place… Now that it’s in on a big scale, I really like how it turned out. But you don’t 

know it, right. On a small scale you might think it’s gonna look good, but then if it 

doesn’t in the end, that would be really disappointing. […] I have to send her an email 

thanking her for all her help with picking this out... […] tell her how well it’s all come 

together. (Christine) 

 

In this role, the interior designer has a vision for configuring Christine’s spatial practice in a way 

that aligns with the vision she holds for her idealized lived space, and she knows which materials 

to choose in order to achieve that alignment. Christine’s interior designer is adept at curating the 
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tiles, granite, hardwood, and cabinet colours that will work together to achieve the ideal for 

Christine’s lived space. Christine captures the process her interior designer engages in to align 

her lived space and spatial practice—the interior designer has a vision for, and is able to 

“coordinate,” the materials that enact Christine’s vision for her lived space in her spatial practice.  

 

Interior designers also echo this sentiment of “having a vision,” which helps characterize the role 

they play in the alignment of symbols. Sandra, an interior designer with over 25 years of 

experience, explains: 

…most people don’t have the vision of what it’s going to look like when it’s done 

whereas I do. It’s kind of a little gift I have. 

 

The vision that homeowners and service providers refer to is the vision for how to enact 

everyday spatial practices in a way that meets individual ideals for lived space. Homeowners, as 

discussed earlier, have a vision for their ideal lived space, however, recall that this element of 

space is comprised of images and symbols that are then made material in the spatial practice. 

Homeowners rely on someone else to guide how to materialize the symbols for their ideal life 

into everyday spatial practice. 

 

Guiding the material enactment of consumers’ ideal lived space is particularly easy when 

homeowners both feel, and can envision, the alignment. Throughout the journey of Christine’s 

new home build, in addition to the interior designer, she also relies on guidance from 
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salespeople. Christine explains that she made the decision to get double ovens instead of the 

planned standard full range with oven after talking to a salesperson at the appliance store: “And 

in the end I picked the one with the double wall oven because that’s my dream kitchen and I’m 

living there forever and never moving.” 

 

It is easy for Christine to accept the suggestion from the salesperson because it meets the ideals 

of her “dream kitchen.” For Christine, recall that the double ovens are a symbol of her ideal role 

in the family as a mother and wife, baking for her children or for extended family meals. When 

there is a clear alignment between consumers’ ideal lived space and the spatial practice, heeding 

others’ advice is stress-free. With the help of these other people, a salesperson in this case, 

consumers weave together the materials that enact their ideal lived space in their spatial 

practices. 

 

Achieving and maintaining alignment between moments by following the guidance of others still 

requires care and caution. Elizabeth worries that Annika, her interior designer, does not fully 

understand the ideal Elizabeth holds for her lived space: “Because I just find, with designers—

she’s very good—they get these ideas, and I said to her, ‘Well, we have to have a rough idea as 

to how much this is going to cost.’” Elizabeth further explains this discrepancy and her ensuing 

worry: 

Because I got a little bit worried. My husband, one of his partners had used her, this gal 

[Annika, the interior designer], and he actually had a young family, and she’d 
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recommended this pillow that turned out to be $1,000. Then I started getting, “Whoa! A 

pillow for a thousand dollars? Like, forget it. I’m not paying $1,000.” She came over and 

saw some of my stuff, so I didn’t want to tell her that I got one of these pillows at 

HomeSense, for 50 or 75 bucks. We haven’t done the pillows yet, so I’m just a little 

[worried]... (Elizabeth) 

 

Underlying Elizabeth’s anxiety is an unease that Annika may repeat for Elizabeth’s home what 

she did for someone else’s home. Homeowners do not just want a one-size fits all plan for their 

space. For Elizabeth, it is imperative that her spatial practice aligns with her ideal life and 

identity. For the other family Elizabeth described, purchasing a $1,000 pillow may suit the 

enactment of their ideal life. For Elizabeth, however, the option of a $1,000 pillow does not suit 

the vision she holds for her ideal life, and therefore, her ideal lived space. Elizabeth worries that  

Annika’s plans for her home may lead to misalignment between lived space and spatial practice. 

For the most part, Elizabeth relies on Annika for guidance on most decisions, which helps relieve 

some of the stress Elizabeth feels throughout the process of home renovations. However, 

Elizabeth is on guard with every decision, ensuring alignment. 

 

This example demonstrates the fragility of achieving and maintaining alignment between 

moments of space, and the work involved in keeping outside help in line with consumers’ visions 

for their ideal lived spaces. As a result of a need to keep outside help on track with a consumer’s 

vision for their ideal lived space, decisions become a negotiation between the homeowners and 
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the people they turn to for help. Although Elizabeth entrusts Annika, her interior designer, with 

the overall vision for the condominium renovation, as she explains, she sometimes must keep 

Annika on track with regards to how she envisions the material enactment of her ideal lived 

space: 

Elizabeth: I really have relied on our designer. She and I, we get along really well, but 

sometimes we do battle a little bit. Not battle, I shouldn’t say it. She had a certain idea 

about this design for what I’m going to get for a chandelier, or whatever you want to call 

it, for the dining room. And I thought it was too… I didn’t like it. It’s too spacey. So we 

haven’t settled on that… I wanted one of these little crystally things you know, […] and 

she wants something different. And she said, “Elizabeth, it’s more like a builder’s thing,” 

and she’s probably right, “and if you have it in here, you’re a lady… You’re going to say 

‘Mmm.’” Ya know. It’s like a builder issue, which she’s probably right about that. 

 

Interviewer: What does she mean by a builder issue? 

 

Elizabeth: I think she means every builder in an upscale place uses this type of...it’s in 

Vogue. I think that’s what she’s saying. […] I was thinking something more like this. 

Something like that [points to a photo], but she doesn’t think I will like it in a year’s time. 

So we’ve agreed to put it on hold.  
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Elizabeth grapples with the discrepancy between her vision for the dining room chandelier, and 

Annika’s vision for the chandelier. Annika, in her role as the designer, privileges herself as able 

to understand the type of person Elizabeth is, and feels therefore equipped to guide the design 

that will align with Elizabeth’s identity. She tells Elizabeth, “you’re a lady…” and implies that a 

standard builder’s chandelier, the one that every builder puts in condominiums, would not 

sufficiently allow Elizabeth to enact her identity in the condominium. Through the negotiation, 

Elizabeth’s designer guides Elizabeth on the meanings her ideal lived space should hold (i.e. that 

she is a lady), and guides the symbols that represent these meanings (i.e. the chandelier). Annika 

positions herself as holding superior insight to foresee that even though Elizabeth may like the 

chandelier now, she will not like it in a year.  

 

Elizabeth heeds Annika’s advice, explaining that perhaps Annika knows best what she wants in 

her home: 

Maybe I’m a little bit too impulsive, so she’s probably right about that. […] Because 

what she did pick out with me, which I would never have probably gotten myself, but I 

really like it… as you come in to the hallway area, the entrance area, these walls sconces, 

they’re like a bracelet. And they’re not shiny, but sort of a silver...brushed nickel. That’s 

what it is. […] That’s in the hallway and the wall sconces going down there. And then in 

the bedroom, there’s two by the fireplace. And they’re the same genre, so to speak, not 

matching but they’re circular and different, black with the brushed nickel. And that 

would be something I would never pick on my own. But we went to the Lighting Center 
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and she shows me this. And then I’m thinking about it and I say, “Let me think about it.” 

And then I said, “Oh, what the heck! Let’s go with it because it looks intriguing.” So she 

might be right. That’s why I’ve held off on the dining room chandelier. (Elizabeth) 

 

In the example of the sconces, even though at the time Elizabeth was unsure, Annika aligned 

Elizabeth’s perceived spatial practice, or material enactment of the home, with Elizabeth’s ideal 

lived space. This speaks to Annika’s visionary power, as discussed earlier, to envision how to 

align spatial practice with lived space. The trust Annika built with Elizabeth by aligning the 

sconces with Elizabeth’s identity leads Elizabeth to consider a chandelier that she otherwise 

would have refused. In negotiating the chandelier choice, Elizabeth and Annika negotiate the 

symbols representative of Elizabeth’s identity, and therefore, how to enact Elizabeth’s ideal lived 

space. Elizabeth’s case demonstrates that making these decisions is stressful for homeowners 

because the decisions speak to how lived space and spatial practice are brought into alignment. 

Elizabeth’s explanation of liking the sconces demonstrates the happiness and ease that ensues 

achieving alignment.  

 

5.2.2 Alignment with Expectations of Others 

Homeowners also turn to other people to help them align their home renovations with the 

expectations of others. Recall that a misalignment with expectations of others occurs between 

spatial practice, or the observable, concrete, and physical ways renovations transforms homes, 
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and the representations of space presented by marketing and media. This misalignment emerges 

as a fear of “getting it wrong,” or making a wrong decision by the standards of others. 

 

The example of how Annika proposed a vision for Elizabeth’s home by using images from a 

magazine demonstrates her role in aligning Elizabeth’s perceived spatial practice with 

representations of space: 

Actually, originally, when she [the interior designer] brought us the design and 

everything, which was great... What’s that show? There is a show on one of the home 

renovation ones. […] Anyway, [in the show] she’ll go in and she’ll lay out, “Here’s the 

granite,” puts together a whole thing and presents it to the homeowner. That’s kind of 

what she [Elizabeth’s designer] did. She came to us. She said, “Here’s a picture from a 

magazine. This is the way I envisage you would like your home.” […] So she presented 

us with this idea, like a modern flare but with some of our things and then new things. So 

she brought in the picture, then the wood. She suggested that walnut, and then the granite. 

She brought in the granite. And she brought in the countertops for the bathrooms and the 

flooring, and she said, “What do you think about this?” If I didn’t like it, I would have 

said, “Forget it. Bring me something else,” but we really liked it, so that was it. We didn’t 

go shopping at all. (Elizabeth) 

 

By virtue of using a picture from a magazine, Annika creates a vision for Elizabeth’s home that 

marketing and media deem acceptable. She chooses an image that aligns with Elizabeth’s ideal 
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lived space of a “modern flare” while integrating new and old. By choosing this configuration for 

Elizabeth’s home, Annika aligns Elizabeth’s ideal lived space with representations of space.  

 

Representations of space inform both the ways and the process by which homeowners should 

transform their space. Annika is following a process for the renovation from representations of 

space, in which she presents Elizabeth with a picture of what her home could look like. In one 

type of these shows, designers present homeowners with two or three options for their home 

renovation. The homeowners choose one option, and during the show, their home is transformed 

into a new place. These shows portray designers as possessing a keen ability and confidence to 

visualize the homeowners’ spatial practice in a way that representations of space deem 

acceptable. Elizabeth is comfortable proceeding in this manner, in which Annika presents an 

option for their home and Elizabeth agrees to it, because Elizabeth has seen this process on 

television home shows. Thus, part of Annika’s ability to ease stress and anxiety is by purporting 

to know the “right” way to renovate a home. She does so by following the process characterized 

in representations of space, which allows her to strike an alignment between the homeowners’ 

version of their ideal spatial practices and representations of space. 

 

In some cases, homeowners make home renovation decisions without outside help. In contrast to 

Elizabeth’s case in which she feels alignment and ease, for homeowners who do not use outside 

help, they are unsure how to achieve this alignment between their spatial practices and 

representations of space. Denise, the marketing executive who is renovating the main floor of her 
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home, represents one case in which the homeowner makes her own decisions and the stress that 

ensues. In this example, she has decided to paint her dining set and reupholster it. She explains 

her uncertainty with her decision:  

Denise: I was talking about the dining room and the chairs. […] Because some people 

said forget the chairs, Denise, maybe buy new chairs, which I thought about. 

 

Interviewer: Some people at the stores? 

 

Denise: Uh no, like my mom did that with her set, she bought new chairs, kept the same 

table. I brought over my neighbor to, you know, help me with the fabric, a second 

opinion, kind of thing and she said the same thing, “Buy new chairs Denise! Get white 

chairs.” And I thought, “Well, I got these chairs, what am I going to do with the chairs?! 

Store the chairs in the basement?” Like, no, I know it’s going to cost a lot of money, it 

really is more money than actually buying a new dining set. […] Well, by the time I 

actually picked the fabric… Wooo! Oooo! It was a little more than that! [Laughing] I did 

a quick little, do I do this? Holy shit! Or do I go get new chairs? What do I do? Anyway, 

I thought, “I’m here now, I picked the fabric. I’m committed….” Like, let’s just go! Do 

the chairs! Do the chairs! 

 

Denise is unsure whether she will achieve alignment in her spatial practice with representations 

of space. She explains how she doubted herself throughout the process, asking herself, “What do 
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I do?” She expresses the stress that ensues from trying to achieve alignment without the guidance 

of a dedicated person: 

Look, shit, I hope that when this is all done it really comes together! Because you know, 

you’re visualizing it, and I’m doing this fast! And I’m hoping it’s all going to look good! 

(Denise) 

 

Denise mentions that she tries “visualizing it,” but that she is not sure it will look good. As 

discussed earlier, the role of outside help is to visualize the spatial practice. For Denise, without 

the guidance of someone with a keen “vision” for the space, she is unsure of the outcome. 

Mainly, she worries whether it will “look good.” Denise implies that outside standards of what 

“looks good” exist, which refers to representations of space. However, because she does not 

work with someone who is aligned with representations of space, she is uncertain about her 

decisions. In contrast to Elizabeth who works with someone embedded in representations of 

space, Denise experiences much more uncertainty. Her uncertainty leads her to consider a 

contingency plan:  

Hopefully I’ve made the right decision. If I haven’t, it was a costly one. [Laughing] […] 

And then I figured, you know what Denise, you’re going to use it, I don’t know, maybe 

fifteen years down the road. If you want then get rid of the chairs and get new chairs. 

 

Throughout this dialogue, Denise laughs anxiously, revealing her unease with the potential 

outcome. For Denise, this potential misalignment shapes how she perceives her spatial practice, 
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which is with unease. Denise’s case demonstrates that when consumers do not have a trusted 

outside person to guide how to enact the spatial practice in a way that aligns with representations 

of space, stress ensues.  

 

5.2.3 Alignment of Logics 

Homeowners also rely on others to help guide an alignment of logics. Recall that a misalignment 

of logics occurs between the logics of the representation of space and the logics underlying 

consumers’ idealized lived space. This misalignment emerges as a stressful experience in which 

consumers want their lived space to reflect their ideal family and identity, but also feel they need 

to follow the logics of the representations of space, such as maintaining market value and having 

the right configuration for the ideal private life. Thus, consumers turn to outside help to negotiate 

installing the customized features in a way that will align with their home’s market value. 

 

Service providers demonstrate their ability to align homeowners’ ideal lived space with 

representations of the ideal home in marketing and media. Loir, a real estate agent, talks about a 

young family who recently bought an older home and how their plans to renovate it align with 

their ideal lived space of an open concept home: 

The little white one [house] across the street… So charming... The way that family with 

kids is going to live, is with an open kitchen and a main floor family room.  
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She explains that in order for the family to have their ideal lived space, with young children, they 

want to have an open concept home. She supports the idea that the family should renovate the 

home to enact that ideal family life. In the logic of the right configuration for the ideal private 

life, an open concept kitchen/living area is a component. Recall the magazine clipping that 

explained a configuration for the home that allowed young children to sit at an island in the open 

concept kitchen/living area while mom and dad prepared dinner. In this case, Lori approves of 

the family’s ideal lived space because it aligns with representations of space of the open concept 

found in marketing and media. 

 

Service providers also caution against renovating the home in a way that does not align with 

representations of space, even to the detriment of homeowner’s vision for their ideal lived space. 

Sandra, an interior designer, showing me pictures of a bathroom renovation she did for a client 

explaining how they removed the bathtub in a master suite to replace it with a walk-in shower, 

but how she would not have permitted this conversion in the main bathroom: 

This used to be a bathtub [pointing to a photograph of a walk-in shower]. So as long as 

it’s not in the main bathroom, I have no problem taking that out and reconstructing it into 

a walk-in shower. It’s just that when you go to sell the house most people are moving into 

the newer neighborhoods are younger. They have kids, they want a bathtub. 

 

Sandra explains that removing the bathtub from the main bathroom could diminish the home’s 

market value. Although homeowners’ vision for their ideal lived space may include a walk-in 
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shower, because it misaligns with the logics of market value in representations of space, Sandra 

is not supportive of the change to remove the bathtub from the main bathroom. Compared to the 

case of the real estate agent discussing the young family, she was supportive of renovating to an 

open concept because this vision of the homeowners’ ideal lived space also aligned with the 

logic of the right configuration for the ideal private life. Service providers constantly provide 

guidance on balancing homeowners’ vision for their ideal lived space and marketing and media 

representations of space.  

 

While outside help can ease the stress for homeowners by aligning their ideal lived space to 

representations of space, sometimes this outside help gets the alignment wrong. As we saw with 

the case of Christine and the double ovens, when the salesperson’s suggestion aligns with 

Christine’s vision for her ideal lived space, it is easy to get her on board with the decision. 

Sometimes, however, if the homeowner perceives a misalignment between their ideal lived space 

and the vision the outside help suggests, stress and worry ensues for the homeowner. This type of 

misalignment occurs in one instance with Elizabeth. She explains that her contractor 

recommended installing a sound system throughout the condominium. She agreed to the 

installation, but worries now that it neither aligns with the vision for her ideal lived space or with 

representations of space: 

This electrical thing, the sound system thing. God knows. They recommended that, but 

I’m just a little bit worried. Knowing us, we’re not technical people. I’m just worried 

whether we’ll get maximum use out of it. My husband’s plan, frankly, is to live in this 
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place until we either die or we have to go to an assisted living place. So I don’t know if 

this will appeal to somebody if we had to sell. Say something happened tragically or 

whatever, like maybe sell it, so to make it attractive to a seller. That item was about 

$40,000. That was a big-ticket item. (Elizabeth) 

 

Elizabeth is concerned that the sound system does not align with her and her husband’s vision for 

their ideal lived space. Recall, the ideal lived space for homeowners tends to reflect their ideal 

identity. Elizabeth says, “Knowing us, we’re not technical people.” She worries that this feature 

does not align with her identity, and therefore, does not align with the vision for her ideal lived 

space. In addition, she worries, “So I don’t know if this will appeal to somebody if we had to 

sell.” She invokes the logic of the market, fearing that this installation does not align with this 

logic. Between the misalignment of the sound system with her ideal lived space, and the 

potential misalignment of the sound system with the logic of the market found in representations 

of space, Elizabeth is left feeling anxious.  

 

Even though working with an outside person for advice on home renovations can prove stressful, 

the alternative of making decisions without guidance is also stressful. Denise, as discussed 

earlier, opted to engage in home renovation without the help of a dedicated person; however, in 

reflecting upon the process she is going through, she explains how difficult it can be to align her 

ideal lived space with representations of space. She draws upon representations of space through 

pictures she finds in magazines, but in the end, she defers to her painter for guidance:  
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You know, things I hadn’t really thought about before. But it’s just making it your own. 

Picking the colours and the styles and I kind of, I had an idea initially of what I wanted, 

and you know you go through magazines and you see things you like and the colours. 

And that’s kind of where it all started, and looking at getting ideas. So I had lots of ideas 

and then when I brought my painter in, she really, she really helped me pull some of it 

together because she came in with all the colour swatches, right. And said, ok, hey, we 

could do this this colour, and helped me put it together there, but I haven’t used an 

interior designer or anything like that, I’m just doing it myself. Yeah. (Denise) 

 

For Denise, although she did not hire dedicated help, she relies on her painter for advice. 

Consulting with the painter on colours puts Denise’s mind at ease. The root of her worry lies 

with her dining set for which she did not receive professional guidance. Denise, like many 

informants, expressed a deep anxiety about making the right choice for her dining set, ensuring 

that she enacts her ideal lived space in a way that the market also accepts. Christine, who used an 

interior designer to help make all the decisions, explains the process: “You hear these horror 

stories about people building houses and how hard it is and all the choices and the trauma, but it 

was not. It was not that bad.” This example contrasts the confidence and ease a consumer feels 

with dedicated help versus the stress that persists with the uncertainty of whether the consumer 

achieves alignment amongst the moments of space when they make decisions on their own. 
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5.2.4 Regaining the Ideal Lived Space 

After working with outside people to help align the three elements in the production of the home, 

consumers still feel some unease with their space. Employing the help of an outside person to 

configure their space is in itself a misalignment of logics. The socio-historic idea of the home 

portrays it as a site for their ideal life, it is a site for the family and individual to enact their ideal 

identity, however, this logic is threatened by virtue of having an outside person guide the vision 

for, and enactment of, a consumers’ idealized lived space. Working with an outside person to 

guide the renovations creates a misalignment of logics. The final step in the production of home, 

therefore, is for homeowners to reclaim the space as their own and realign the logics. 

 

Informants explain that they go through a ritual of making the space their own, as a way to 

realign logics. Now that the majority of the renovations are completed in Olivia’s home, she 

explains how she plans to finish the space: 

It’s made a huge difference in the feeling of the space and granted we have not put 

anything back in the walls yet. But it sort of feels like a blank canvas in a way and I’m 

sure we won’t just replace the pictures in the exact same spot that they were before 

because…it just is ready to be, I guess, personalized to us. Whereas before, we were sort 

of putting our things on walls that other people had painted and that sort of thing. I 

don’t…maybe it’s more of a spiritual thing, but it sort of feels like our space now. […] 

Certainly putting pictures up on the walls is the key. I think the hazard of having an 

entirely white space is just open space. And it kind of needs character, it sort of has the 

right feeling. But it can’t just stay white. […] [I have] art work that I would like to put up 
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that was not up before. Because it’s now the way we like to it be, the background is the 

way we would like it to be. So now, it’s that second layer of personalizing it. […] I have 

a lot of materials, about 30 years worth of National Geographic maps that are just I mean 

most of them are totally inaccurate now but I'm dying to do something with them as 

something to put on the wall. (Olivia) 

 

Olivia describes that she and her husband are happy with the renovations, but in order to truly 

make the home their ideal lived space, she relies on a “second layer of personalizing.” She 

explains that the background is in place, implying that the walls, windows, and floors are all 

renovated in a way that reflects her perceived spatial practice and representations of space. All 

the personalization she discusses are components that are relatively easy to remove from the 

home. Thus, she finds a way to customize her ideal lived space that does not violate the logic of 

the market, which guides against customizations to the home. While some research argues that 

external forces undermine self-expression in the home (Rosenberg 2011), I find that homeowners 

align self-expression of the lived space with representations of space to arrive at a space that 

fulfills both self-expression and the logics of the market. 

 

Recall that lived space is the terrain for resistance to dominant order. Olivia and her husband 

may have configured their home in a way that aligns with representations of space, the dominant 

order for space, however, personalizing the space is the way they resist this dominant order. For 
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them, the home becomes a space they can reclaim as their own through a layer of 

personalization.  

 

5.2.5 Summary 

Overall, I reveal the role that others play in helping guide homeowners. Broadly, this other 

person helps homeowners achieve balance between the elements that produce space. More 

specifically, this other person achieves balance by aligning homeowners’ ideal lived space with 

their perceived spatial practice. They do so by way of their ability to envision a homeowners’ 

ideal identity and help them curate the materials to enact this ideal lived space in spatial 

practices. They understand the representations of space, and therefore can help homeowners 

align their spatial practices in ways that representations of space deem acceptable. In this way, 

they help to appease scrutiny, and homeowners’ fear of scrutiny. Lastly, this person helps 

homeowners to align the logics for the ideal life found in representations of space with the vision 

for their ideal lived space. They do so by guiding homeowners to include elements in their ideal 

lived space that are supported by the logics of market value, and the logics of the right 

configuration for the ideal private life. 

 

Understanding this role also helps to understand the root of the stress for homeowners in the 

process of home renovations. The overall stress homeowners experience is in trying to bring into 

harmony the three misalignments discussed in Section 5.1—their vision for their ideal life in 

their home (ideal lived space), the materialization of their home that allows them to enact their 
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ideal life and identity (perceived spatial practice), and the expectations of others for the home 

(representations of space). Misalignments between the elements in the production of space 

contribute to stress and anxiety that homeowners defer to an outside person to help guide the 

creation of home. However, homeowners negotiate the control they relinquish to the other 

person, because essentially they are negotiating their ideal identity and family life, and how their 

ideal identity and family life gets materially enacted in ways the market also deems acceptable.  
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Chapter 6 

Discussion and Conclusion 

In this research, I capture consumers at the centre of creating the space of home. Drawing upon 

Lefebvre’s model of the production of space, in Chapter Five, I provided an understanding of 

each element, or ‘moment’ as termed by Lefebvre, in the creation of space, and how consumers 

negotiate misalignments between these moments of space. This understanding helps generate 

several insights into the link between consumption and space, making contributions to consumer 

literature. 

 

6.1 A Clash of Logics: Putting Identity at Stake 

A first contribution of this research arises from extending the literature that examines practices 

associated with configuring the home (Arsel and Bean 2013; Dion, Sabri and Guillard 2014). 

Extant consumer research discusses how consumers practice normative systems of taste (Arsel 

and Bean 2013) and normative ideas of tidiness (Dion, Sabri and Guillard 2014) in the home. 

Thinking about these studies through a Lefebvrian lens, overall, both studies provide 

perspectives on how consumers integrate representations of space, be it a taste regime or norms 

of tidiness, into their spatial practices. In my research, I also examine how consumers integrate a 

normative system (i.e. a representation of space) into their spatial practice and idealized lived 

space. However, my research extends extant literature’s perspective to show the logics that 

underlie representations of space. Examining these logics leads to understanding how consumers 
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negotiate the conflict between the logic of lived space as a site for self-expression and the 

underlying logics of representations of space that one’s home should be market-ready, and 

therefore, not too unique.  

 

The logics of consumers’ idealized lived space emphasize the home as a site for self-expression, 

in which one should feel free to express their self through images and symbols. As a result of the 

logics that instill a belief that the home is a site of self-expression, a consumer’s identity comes 

to be closely entwined with the way they configure their home. Part of the conflict between these 

logics stems from the cultural imperative to build one’s identity, and the home as a premier site 

for self-expression. In part, the cultural shift from building houses to live in, to building houses 

as a site for self-expression (as discussed in Chapter Two) underlies the pressure for consumers 

to appropriately configure the home as a reflection of their identity. The perspective of the home 

as a site for self-expression falls in line with the liberatory effects for consumers of 

postmodernism (Firat and Venkatesh 1995), where consumers should use the home as a means 

for self-expression. The logics underlying lived space emphasize the importance of configuring 

one’s home for one’s self and family.  

 

By contrast, however, the logics that underlie representations of space emphasize that the home 

should follow a certain configuration for the ideal life, which should also align with logics of 

increasing and maintaining market value. Representations of space present the “right 

configuration” through an endless array of aesthetic regimes that constantly evolve and change. 
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The average consumer cannot keep up with aesthetics of the day, but the underlying logic 

remains the same: there exists a right configuration for the ideal home, and this configuration 

supports market value. Thus, this finding extends literature to demonstrate that the aesthetic in 

representations of space is the normative manifestation of the logic of the right configuration for 

the ideal life and the logic of the market. Over time, the aesthetic materialization of these logics 

may change, but the underlying logic that there is a right way to configure the home does not. As 

a result of these logics instilling a belief that the home is a site of self-expression, an outdated 

home represents an outdated identity. 

 

These logics portray the notion that consumers’ lived space and spatial practices conflict with 

representations of space. Extant research argues that home renovation television shows 

proliferate a unified aesthetic that increases the market value of a home, but compromises 

homeowners’ expression of self in the home (Rosenberg 2011). Rosenberg (2011, p. 16) 

contends that consumers use home renovations to remove previous “identity-laden symbolic 

work of decoration” to better align the home to market tastes. I find, instead, that homeowners 

use home renovations to better enact their selves, while doing so in a way that also aligns their 

ideal lived space (or self-expression) with representations of space. Recall Heather who installs 

features in her home that uniquely express her identity, but not so uniquely as to conflict with 

market logics. Thus, I propose that in the creation of the space of home, it is not a question of 

favouring market value over self-expression, but these forces can work together in shaping how 

consumers come to enact space. Consumers create the space of home through negotiating an 
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alignment between representations of space and their ideal lived space, which is where they 

exercise self-expression. In the end, homeowners have a home that meets both the logics of the 

right configuration and the logics of the market, while at the same time living out ideals for their 

lived space.  

 

The unified aesthetic to which Rosenberg (2011) refers, is also reflective of Castilhos, Dolbec 

and Veresiu (2016, p. 14) questioning how space plays a role in creating a “consumer subject 

that facilitates gentrification processes.” One may consider that following a unified aesthetic is a 

key component of gentrification. In part, my findings respond to Castilhos, Dolbec and Veresiu 

(2016)’s question of how a consumer subject facilitates the gentrification process. As my study 

shows, consumer subjects participate in following a market logic for their home, which manifests 

through aesthetics. From one perspective, one could consider that following an aesthetic 

contributes to gentrification. I show, however, that consumers follow a unified aesthetic in a way 

that also allows them to express their individual identity. Thus, while the aesthetic they choose at 

a macro-level may represent gentrification, the meanings they create around this transformation 

are very personal. This finding helps enlighten the meanings that consumers make in a process 

such as gentrification, and therefore enlightens how consumers contribute to the process of 

gentrification.  

 

The confluence of the logic of the home as a site for self-expression and the cultural imperative 

to use one’s home as a site for self-expression, with the logic that there is a right way to 
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configure the home which manifests in constantly changing aesthetics culminates in consumers 

being unsure how to navigate decisions for their home renovations. 

 

6.2 The Anonymous Gaze  

By examining the creation of space from the perspective of Lefebvre’s spatial triad, and better 

understanding the misalignment of logics, my research reveals that part of the stress homeowners 

experience through home renovations stems from the perception of an anonymous gaze 

scrutinizing and judging the decisions they make for their homes. Informants report stress 

ranging from worry that the combination of sample materials they choose will not “look good” 

on a large scale, to worrying that others may reject the customizations to the point of demolition. 

While on the surface, these anxieties may seem to stem from the stress of choosing from an 

overabundance of options or from taste anxiety (Rosenberg 2011); a closer examination 

demonstrates that the fear of criticism from an anonymous other threatening a consumer’s 

identity underlies the stress. The logics underlying representation of space are so powerful 

because they target the consumer’s core identity. Thus, I introduce the notion of an “anonymous 

gaze” that is ever-present in the home, ever judging, scrutinizing and threatening the home and 

homeowner. Drawing from Gabrielle’s description of her fear of rejection of her kitchen 

cupboards, I characterize this anonymous gaze as “more modern, with it, and fashionable.” The 

anonymous gaze is representative of someone who understands how the home should align with 

the logic of the market manifested in contemporary aesthetics as representations of space portray. 
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The gaze is ever-present in the home, ready to scrutinize and judge the decisions homeowners 

make.  

 

The notion of an anonymous gaze resonates with portrayals in representations of space. The 

personal manner by which representations of space convey logics further emphasizes the threat 

of getting it wrong to a homeowner’s identity. As discussed in Chapter Five, representations of 

space portray the logics by way of scrutinizing the current configuration of people’s homes. 

Existing research suggest that representations of space are an arm’s length away from the 

homeowner. Unlike accessing a website as a guide for home configuration (Arsel and Bean 

2013), in this study, the representations of space convey the idea that an uninvited judgement 

could originate from one’s real estate agent, a neighbour, or a family member. Previous research 

shows that homeowners feel ashamed if friends or family present in the home discover 

transgressions to normative systems (Dion, Sabri and Guillard 2014), however, the judgement I 

find exists whether or not a person enters the home. The logics in representations of space imply 

that this ever-present judgement scrutinizes homeowners. Like informants in a study by Dion, 

Sabri and Guillard (2014), homeowners are fearful of this judgement because it focuses on 

identity and how identity is enacted. The portrayal in representations of space suggests that not 

only experts criticize the home, but regular people shopping for a new home also criticize 

previous owner’s choices. Like Dion, Sabri and Guillard (2014), who explain the social dangers 

of transgressions to representations of space (or to normative ideas of tidiness) as a threat to 

one’s identity, I found that this anonymous gaze threatens one’s identity. Further, this portrayal 
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contributes to the fear that at any time a gaze could be cast upon the home, criticizing how 

homeowners configure their homes. The finding of an anonymous gaze draws into question the 

notion that the home is a site that offers dwellers the freedom to enact one’s true self (Goffman 

1959).  

 

My analysis illustrates this anonymous gaze as a version of Foucault’s (1977) panopticon. 

According to Foucault, the metaphoric panopticon creates an oppressive surveillance of 

individuals. Even though they are not under constant surveillance, the fear that they may be 

under surveillance means they act as though they are under surveillance, which overall results in 

bringing about discipline in society. Based on my analysis, in the home, the anonymous gaze is 

an ever-present threat of surveillance, which manifests in a fear of making the wrong choices for 

home configuration. Applying this analogy to my context, I find that in line with Foucault’s 

panopticon, the surveillance consumers experience in their homes is uncomfortable, at times 

prompting consumers to feel they should restrain the desires they hold for the enactment of the 

space of their homes. Homeowners are fearful of the social repercussions they may face if their 

spatial practices do not align with representations of space. 

 

Finding that an anonymous gaze, akin to Foucault’s panopticon operates in the home contributes 

to thinking of the home in a new light. Foucault tends to examine the panopticon from an 

institutional perspective, in prisons, for example. Similarly, other consumer research tends to 

consider forms of Foucault’s panopticon in commercial or public places (c.f. Kozinets et al. 
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2004). However, my work shows that the panopticon, and its associated surveillance, operates 

within the home. This finding draws into question the idea of the home as representative of the 

pinnacle of privacy in society (Allan 1989; Munro and Madigan 1993).  

 

Foucault’s panopticon implies that one’s behaviour is under surveillance, however, such 

surveillance in the home implies that one’s identity is under surveillance; I draw upon consumer 

literature to further this point. Consumer literature applies Foucault’s panopticon to show how 

consumers desire surveillance in consumption settings in a phenomenon Sherry et al. (2001, p. 

499) term the “obverse panopticon” (c.f. Goulding et al. 2009; Kozinets et al. 2004; Sherry et al. 

2001). Kozinets et al. (2004, p. 670) refer to the obverse panopticon as “a physical structure 

designed specifically to enable the consumer’s desire to be observed.” They argue such a 

structure provides consumers with the opportunity for a new sense of identity in a performative 

and celebrity-like role. This consumer literature suggests that surveillance, desired or not, targets 

one’s identity. I build upon this finding to emphasize that unlike Foucault’s panopticon in which 

behaviour is under surveillance, in the home, surveillance targets an individual’s identity. The 

combination of an unwelcome surveillance focused on a consumer’s identity helps to explain the 

importance of the cultural endeavour of the creation of the space of home through renovations. 

A panoption-like surveillance at the micro-social level, within the home, would seem to incite a 

retaliatory resistance among consumers. Consumer research shows that consumers usurp 

dominant social order through acts of resistance (Kozinets and Handelman 2004), especially in 

cases that threaten consumers’ self-expressive capabilities (Kozinets 2002). Consumer research 
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examines consumers in practices that allow them to resist the dominant order, examples include 

by engaging in subtle acts of rebellion (Holt and Thompson 2004), or more overt actions of 

attending Burning Man festival (Kozinets 2002). Thus, we may expect that surveillance within 

the home would provoke acts of resistance to the anonymous gaze. I find, by contrast, that 

consumers engage in a quest for harmony through the creation of the space of home. I turn now 

to examine the role of harmony in the creation of space. 

 

6.3 Space: A Quest for Harmony 

In a third major finding, I contribute an understanding of the importance of harmony in the 

creation of space. Lefebvre’s model of the production of space draws particular attention to the 

role of harmony as necessary for the production of space, and resistance as a tool to reimagine 

and reconfigure space. Lefebvre premises his spatial triad on an understanding of space as a site 

that “the imagination seeks to change and appropriate” (Lefebvre 1991, p. 39). Lefebvre argues 

that space is a terrain to resist the dominant order (Soja 1996). Similarly, in a common 

characterization of space in other literatures, space is synonymous with acts of resistance. Across 

consumer research, scholars report how consumers transform space through resisting dominant 

ideals of how space ought to be. Consumers use street art to transform public places as an act of 

resisting commercial interests (Visconti et al. 2010). Similarly, consumers transform parking lots 

to resist dominant ideas that public places have lost communal intimacy (Bradford and Sherry 

2015). Organizational behaviour literature also considers space as a site for institutional work to 
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manifest through acts of resistance (c.f. Hiatt, Sine, and Tolbert 2009; Lawrence and Dover 

2015). In broader literature, researchers consider space as a locus of resistance (Antonsich 2011).  

 

In my study, I find that harmony plays an important role in the creation of space. In the context 

of home renovations, the struggle to bring space into harmony is what prompts consumers, first, 

to engage in renovations. Recall that consumers have an idealized vision for their lived space 

which they ultimately want to align with their spatial practices and representations of space. The 

stress and anxiety that homeowners feel throughout home renovations lies in trying to create and 

maintain harmony through the various moments in the creation of space. Thus, misalignments in 

the moments of space are stressful for consumers, hence, striving for harmony is an underlying 

force in the creation of space. Thus, I make a theoretical contribution to extend Lefebvre’s model 

of the production of space to show that consumers can be agents in creating space through acts of 

harmony, instead of necessarily through acts of resistance. 

 

I also find that part of the challenge of achieving harmony in the creation of the space of home is 

that the moments that constitute space are inherently contradictory, and in constant flux. First, as 

discussed earlier, the logics underlying the ideal lived space and representations of space exist in 

contradiction. Consumers negotiate a balance between self-expression in the home while 

maintaining an acceptable configuration for market value, which can be at odds with one 

another. Second, consumers’ ideal lived space is often influx, changing as they change 

throughout their lives. Representations of space, and the aesthetics that represent the logics of the 
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right configuration for the ideal life and the logic of the market, are vast and changing. 

Television shows and magazines constantly introduce “new looks” (aesthetics) for the season, 

and new tips on what the home should be for the ideal life. There are constantly new television 

shows and media outlets representing how the home should be. Therefore, the way homeowners 

perceive their spatial practice, or the physical enactment of their daily life, is also in flux as it is 

mediated by visions for their ideal lived space and representations of space. Thus, the 

contradictory nature, the fluidity of space, and the constant flux of all these ‘moments’ in the 

creation of space leads to the misalignments discussed in Chapter Five. Through the process of 

home renovations, consumers strive to keep all three moments of space in alignment. While 

homeowners may be able to pinpoint which ‘moments’ are out of alignment, keeping them in 

alignment is a constant struggle. In this context, my research reveals that consumers strive to 

maintain harmony in space, not resistance. The sometimes contradictory and fluid nature of the 

moments of space, however, challenge the quest for harmony.  

 

My research reveals that soliciting the help of an outside person is one way that consumers work 

toward achieving harmony in space. This person is instrumental in aligning the moments of 

space. I turn now to elaborate on the role of this person, and the process in which they engage in 

order to achieve alignment, and therefore harmony, in the creation of the space of home. 
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6.4 Space Orchestrator  

Balancing the array of misalignments in the creation of space has given way to a new role in the 

market. The logics in the ideal lived space convey to consumers that the home is a site for 

identity building and self-expression. However, the logics underlying representations of space 

confront this identity-based logic through scrutiny and criticism. This gives way to an 

anonymous gaze in the home that consumers feel scrutinizing their homes. Consumers, therefore, 

invite someone who understands the anonymous gaze, and what would appease it, to guide them 

in decisions for their home renovations. As discussed in Chapter Five, homeowners often draw 

upon the guidance of an outside person to help orchestrate alignment between the various 

moments of space in the creation of home. Thus, I define the characteristics and role of a market 

intermediary I call a Space Orchestrator. I position the role of the Space Orchestrator against 

existing consumer literature on market mavens (Feick and Price 1987) and brand managers as 

cultural intermediaries (Cayla and Eckhardt 2008; Holt 2004; Humphreys 2010). I extend an 

understanding of the market maven’s role and I extend an understanding of the role cultural 

intermediaries play in consumer meaning making.  

 

6.4.1 A Vision for Making Symbols Material 

A Space Orchestrator is instrumental in helping homeowners align their idealized lived space 

with their perceived spatial practice. Based on reports from consumers and service providers, this 

person is adept at developing a “vision” for what small-scale samples of materials will look like 

on a large scale. Recall, interior designer, Pat, who claimed she had a gift to envision what a 
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home would look like once the renovation was complete. Thus, as one characteristic of this role, 

the Space Orchestrator is adept at understanding how to materialize the images and symbols that 

homeowners envision for their ideal lived space. The Space Orchestrator understands how to 

configure the constellation of products to arrive at consumers’ idealized lived space.  

 

Part of Space Orchestrators’ visioning ability relates to their ability to make material the symbols 

and images consumers envision for their ideal lived space. Recall Denise who envisioned her 

home as portraying a “sophisticated, independent and career-oriented woman.” These are 

symbols and images that she then struggled to materialize without the guidance of a Space 

Orchestrator. In Lefebvre’s lived space, signs, symbols and images are made material. This is 

also the moment in the production of space that is felt more than thought. Denise’s chandelier 

makes material these abstract feelings, which she describes as “…a chandelier in my room as a 

touch of femininity.” A Space Orchestrator is adept at taking abstract feelings a consumer holds 

for their ideal lived space, and translating them into material representations of those feelings, 

which integrate to form homeowners’ spatial practices. Cayla and Eckhardt (2008) explain how 

brand managers act as cultural intermediaries to shape a collective imagined space. They argue 

that brand managers as cultural intermediaries are instrumental in shaping representational space, 

or space as individually or collectively imagined (Cayla and Eckhardt 2008). My study extends 

the notion that cultural intermediaries are instrumental in helping with the production of space to 

show that a Space Orchestrator is also instrumental in physically enacting this imagined space. 

Thus, the Space Orchestrator as a cultural intermediary mediates the production of space by 
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helping consumers shape their actual spatial practices that meets the vision they hold for their 

imagined space. 

 

Another important characteristic of this role is that the Space Orchestrator understands the 

homeowner, their envisioned ideal lived space, and the way they perceive their spatial practices. 

This Space Orchestrator is uniquely positioned to understand both the homeowner and the 

representations of space. It is this position that differentiates Space Orchestrators from market 

mavens (Feick and Price 1987) and from media lifestyle experts (Rosenberg 2011). Like a 

market maven who understands the variety of products available in the market, how to get the 

products, and who diffuses this information amongst consumers (Feick and Price 1987), the 

Space Orchestrator also understands these parts of the market. Moreover, they understand the 

homeowner, their identity, their desires, their ideal life, who they hope to be, and how they hope 

their home will align with these ideals. Unlike Rosenberg’s (2011) media lifestyle experts who 

proliferate a common taste regime across clients, Space Orchestrators work with consumers to 

configure a home that meets their unique idealized lived space with representations of space. 

Thus, this Space Orchestrator has a deep understanding of both the market and the consumer. It 

is their ability to use their understanding of the market and the consumer to align the ideal lived 

space and spatial practice with representations of space that makes their role unique. 
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6.4.2 Appeasing the Anonymous Gaze 

A Space Orchestrator is also instrumental in guiding homeowners regarding how to align their 

home with expectations of others, or how to align spatial practices with representations of space. 

The misalignment of these two ‘moments’ of space brings to light the finding of an “anonymous 

gaze” in the home. Akin to Foucault’s panopticon as a mechanism to establish discipline, in this 

case, the threat of the anonymous gaze creates the discipline for consumers to establish their 

home in a way the surveyor would approve—consistent with the logics underlying 

representations of space. Thus, in another facet of the role of the Space Orchestrator, this person 

helps guide home renovations in a way that appeases the anonymous gaze. In other words, the 

Space Orchestrator helps align consumers’ spatial practices with representations of space. They 

do so by understanding both the processes and logics portrayed by representations of space. 

 

First, to help homeowners arrive at a spatial practice that appeases the anonymous gaze, I find 

that Space Orchestrators use a process informed by representations of space. This was the case 

for Elizabeth whose interior designer used a process commonly portrayed on television shows 

where the designer presents the homeowner with a few design ideas from which to choose. In 

doing so, the Space Orchestrator aligns the process of home renovations with the process that 

representations of space portray. Using a process found in representations of space legitimates 

that the anonymous gaze would deem it acceptable. Second, the Space Orchestrator chooses an 

image from representations of space that also aligns with homeowners envisioned spatial 

practice. As discussed in the case of Elizabeth, by virtue of choosing a magazine image for 
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Elizabeth’s condo, Annika ensures alignment with representations of space, thus, appeasing the 

anonymous gaze.  

 

6.4.3 Aligning of Logics 

A Space Orchestrator is also instrumental in guiding homeowners to align their ideal lived space, 

or their vision for their ideal life, with the logics of the market and logics of the right 

configuration for the ideal life (i.e. representations of space). In other words, they are adept at 

helping homeowners align representations of space with their ideal lived space, where their ideal 

lived space comes to embody logics of the market and logics of the right configuration for the 

ideal private life.  

 

One way that the Space Orchestrator guides this alignment is by counselling against 

configurations that do not align with the logics found in representations of space. As discussed in 

Chapter Five, there were two cases in which this type of counselling occurred. One in which a 

real estate agent counselled in favour of renovating a young family’s house to open concept 

because it aligned with their ideal lived space and with representations of space. By contrast, an 

interior designer refused to renovate the main bathroom bathtub into a shower only because it 

misaligned with the logics of market value in representations of space. Thus, Space Orchestrators 

are in tune with what representations of space deem acceptable and guide homeowners to align 

their lived space to these representations. Unlike Rosenberg’s (2011) “lifestyle media experts,” 

who he argues fuel taste anxiety through encouraging homeowners to sacrifice self-expression in 
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order to meet market demands, I find that Space Orchestrators guide homeowners to enact a 

spatial practice that represents their ideal lived space in a way that also meets the logics of 

representations of space. Instead of the logic of market value (as found in representations of 

space) dominating consumers’ spatial practices, the Space Orchestrator finds a way to align both. 

 

A second way in which the Space Orchestrator aligns the consumer’s vision for their lived space 

and representations of space is by aiding with the sacralisation of the materials consumers use to 

build their homes (Belk, Wallendorf, and Sherry 1989). In the case of home renovations, these 

market intermediaries play a role in helping consumers to imbue their materials with meaning 

that align with their lived space. Recall Annika, who, in guiding Elizabeth’s chandelier choice 

explained, “you’re a lady,” and recommended a different chandelier over the one Elizabeth had 

chosen. Annika, in her role as a Space Orchestrator, helps to imbue the chandelier she 

recommends with the meanings associated with a sophisticated lady. Recommending, and 

insisting on certain materials, and describing how they align with the homeowner’s ideal lived 

space becomes the process by which the market intermediary contributes to the sacralisation of 

the materials consumers use to configure their home. Similar to work that shows how cultural 

intermediaries shape consumer understandings (Humphreys 2010; Thompson and Haytko 1997), 

in my work, I show that the process of encouraging consumer understandings occurs through 

aiding with the sacralisation of the materials consumers choose for their respective homes. 
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Thus, as a market intermediary, the Space Orchestrator is embedded in the market in that they 

understand the representations of space, but they are also deeply embedded in understanding the 

individual consumer and their vision for their lived space. The sophistication of this market 

intermediary extends beyond a market maven, who is adept at understanding a market’s offerings 

(Feick and Price 1987), to also deeply understand the consumers—their dreams and aspirations, 

their vision for their ideal life and the experience of their spatial practice. Thus, the Space 

Orchestrator is adept at bringing together their understanding of representations of space with 

their understanding of the consumer. They have a visionary capacity of how to best enact the 

vision consumers have for their lived space that also meets the logics of the representation of 

space.  

 

Overall, through aligning the various moments in the creation of space, the Space Orchestrator 

helps bring alignment, and therefore, harmony to space. It is for their ability to do so that 

consumers draw upon their guidance in the creation of the space of home.  

 

6.5 Limitations and Paths for Future Research 

6.5.1 Limitations: Purposeful Sampling 

In this study, I focus on understanding the creation of space from the perspective of people who 

are deliberately engaging in transforming their space. This purposeful sampling contributes to 

finding that consumers are on a quest for harmony in the creation of the space of home. By virtue 

of interviewing a sample of people who have made a conscious decision to engage in home 
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renovations, I am necessarily focused on people who have a dream that aligns with certain logics 

portrayed by representations of space. However, there are people whose identities lead them to 

push back against these norms. Consider the Tiny House Movement, a movement in which 

people deliberately choose to downsize the space they live in to “enable simpler living in a 

smaller, more efficient space” (The Tiny Life 2017), which is a branch off the Voluntary 

Simplicity movement that rejects high consumption and materialistic lifestyles. Investigating 

how they understand space, and the creation of space, may generate different insights into how 

they balance, and potentially, resist the three elements of space identified in Lefebvre’s model of 

the production of space. Since the way they configure their home is in resistance to the dominant 

home configuration in our culture, their construction of space may be more emblematic of 

conflict than harmony. However, by examining this purposeful sample of home renovators, I 

extend our understanding of space to see how quests for alignment and harmony, rather than 

resistance, can also occur.  

 

6.5.2 Paths for Future Research 

The scope of my research focuses on how consumers navigate the multiple forces, social actors 

and contradictions as they create the space of home through home renovations. Using this 

context provides rich insights into the complications of creating the space of home. While the 

goal of my methodological approach is not to seek generalization to other contexts, the 

implications of extending these findings to other contexts does provide two avenues for future 

research. 
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First, as discussed, my research reveals the role of harmony in the creation of space. Consumer 

literature provides a rich examination of the role of resistance in public spaces (Bradford and 

Sherry 2015; Castilhos, Dolbec, Veresiu 2016; Maclaran and Brown 2005; Visconti et al. 2010). 

In the context of home renovations, consumers focus their energy and efforts on achieving and 

maintaining cultural alignment and harmony in the creation of space. Better understanding 

alignment in the creation of the space of home lends to insights into the outcome of 

misalignments (i.e. conflicting logics, the anonymous gaze), and the process by which consumers 

achieve alignment amongst moments of space (i.e. Space Orchestrator). Thus, one avenue for 

future research would be to consider the role that alignment plays in other spaces, such as a 

public space. In some cities, community organizations come together to tear down abandoned 

homes to turn them into a space for community gardens. Just as my research attunes us to the 

cultural work consumers engage in when establishing alignment in space in the home, what 

cultural work do we reveal in bringing alignment to a public space such as a community garden, 

park or a market square? 

 

Second, my research reveals elements such as the presence of the sense of an anonymous gaze in 

people’s homes. A stream of consumer research, that mainly examines public spaces or 

servicescapes, suggests that in a postmodern, fragmented society, consumers seek marketer-

structured spaces that offer elements of domesticity in public (Aubert-Gamet and Cova 1999), 

such as coffee shops that offer a comforting sense of community and camaraderie (Oldenberg 

1989; Thompson and Arsel 2004). My research reveals that certain elements, such as the 
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anonymous gaze, operate in domestic spaces. Thus, another avenue for research would be to 

consider if, and how, these elements transfer to, and manifest in, public spaces that offer 

elements of domesticity. For example, do the dynamics of an anonymous gaze play out when 

elements of domesticity are present in public spaces. If so, how do they play out in public 

spaces? If not, why do they not operate in public spaces? Such research avenues would further 

enrich an understanding of the dynamics of consumers and space. 
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Appendix A 

Interview Protocol 

The interviews will be unstructured, relying on the responses of the participant to guide the flow 
of topics discussed. Since the questions will be specific to the particular informant and their 
story, this protocol describes my intended approach to interviews and provides some sample 
questions that I may draw upon. 
 
The goal with all informants is to build trust their trust in me so they feel comfortable to share 
with me their experiences. At the start, there are a number of “grand tour” questions that I will 
use; these questions are intended to get the discussion underway and to provide boundaries 
around which topics will be discussed in the interview. 
 
Rapport-establishing questions: 

- Standard conversation starts, which will vary depending on how well I know the informant (e.g., 
introduction, weather, family, work). 

- Typically, I will be introduced to them through someone, so we may talk about that person, or 
anything we have in common. 

- Thank you and tell them about the project. 
- (e.g., “Thank you very much for welcoming me into your home and for taking the time today to 

chat with me. Through the interviews I am conducting, I am trying to gain a better understanding 
of how people make consumption decisions around home renovations.”) 

- Tell them about my homeownership experience and my experience with home renovations. The 
goal of this point of introduction is to establish rapport with my informants, and also to establish 
that they are the expert regarding renovations from whom I have a lot to learn. 

- Explanation of the interview process (e.g., semi-structured interview questions, permission to 
record, note-taking, the right to withdraw at any point, etc.) 
o The interview will last approximately one hour.  
o With your permission, I would like to record the interview so I can refer back to it in the 

future, and so I can converse with you during the interview rather than take extensive notes. 
Your interview will be confidential and your name will not be associated with the data in any 
way.  

o Would that be okay with you? (Make sure everyone has agreed).  
o I want to remind you that you may refuse to answer a question or stop participation at any 

time. Feel free to do so at any point during the interview. 
- If you would like a copy of the study once it is complete, please let me know and I will be happy 

to provide you a copy. 
- Any questions about the interview process? 
- I am going to start the audio recorder. 

 
Background questions about the informant: 

- Is this your primary residence? 
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- Have you lived here a long time? 
- Who do you live here with? (This question, as with many questions, will likely be asked in more 

of a conversation fashion depending on the direction of the conversation, I may say something to 
the effect of, “Oh, so you have kids, do they live here with you?”) 

 
Once I have established a bit of background information, I will move on to talking about the 
renovation. Typically, before the interview, I will have an idea of the extent of the renovations. 
In this case, I would likely say, “So, you are renovating your kitchen. Tell me about it.” Other 
potential questions about the renovation that may be repurposed to fit the conversation: 

- Tell me about the parts of your home you are renovating. 
- Had you been planning on renovating for a while?/Tell me about when you first started thinking 

about doing renovations. 
- Which aspects of your home/the room you are renovating? 
- Are you keeping any of the current structure/room? 

 
- How did you get the ideas to renovate your home in these ways? (Further prompt, did you use 

any magazines, television shows or websites?) 
- Have you ever attended a home exhibition show to get ideas? 

 
- Have you hired a contractor? 
- How did you choose this contractor? 
- Do you make trips to the store to pick out materials/appliances? 
- Does your contractor help you pick things out? 
- Have you consulted a designer? (Or another professional to help with choosing aspects of the 

renovation?) 
  

- When choosing between product/material A and B, what factors made you choose product A (or 
B)?  

- Were there a lot of choices? 
- Did you research these products?  

 
- How do you feel about your renovations so far? 
- Are they working out as you had hoped? 

 
Identity work (here I am trying to understand if they are renovating with different goals than in 
another renovation), this gets integrated with taste questions: 

- Tell me about your experiences with home renovations. So, you are currently engaging in 
renovations, is this your first home renovation project? 

- Did you renovate similar rooms in previous renovations? 
- Did those renovations work for you and your family at the time? 
- Are you undertaking similar renovations with your current project? 
- What are you doing differently in your current project than you have done in past projects? 
- Do you find that the things you like now have changed a lot since your last renovation? 

 
Group Questions (gets at status building, cultural capital, self-presentation): 
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- Do you have a lot of friends/colleagues/neighbours who are engaging in similar renovation 
projects? 

- How often do your friends/colleagues/neighbours renovate their homes? 
- Do you like their renovations? 
- Have you incorporated any ideas from their renovations into your own? 
- Would guests see [the part of the home under renovation]? 
- Are other aspects of your home (that guests don’t see) renovated? 

 
Identity work/family: 

- Who mainly lives in the home? 
- Who mainly uses the rooms you are renovating? (Trying to understand if these rooms are for the 

family—e.g., do the kids use the master bathroom? Or is this just for the parents?) 
- Do the kids play in/use the room you are renovating? 
- Is this new for your family? 
- Does it provide more space/different use for the family? 

 
Aesthetics: 
Aesthetics may manifest in the discussions in different ways I am not sure what may emerge 
here, but I want to try delve into understanding how they come to like certain products more than 
others, and what the tensions are surrounding these decisions. 

- Did you see/consider other products that you liked as much as this one? 
- Is this product/colour/style popular? Have you seen it in magazines or on TV? 
- What aspects of this product/colour/style helped you decide on this one? 

 
Budget: 

- Do you have a budget for this project? Have you been able to remain within that budget? 
- Are there things that you have had to compromise on to remain within your budget? 
- Are there things that have made you go beyond your budget? 
- Could you give me an example of something you ended up spending more on than you expected? 
- Could you give me an example of something you were able to save money on? 

 
House value: 
In the course of the story, the idea of raising the house value may come up. Consumers often 
have to balance making changes they want, and making changes that they think will increase 
their house value. Sometimes they couch the idea of renovations as a way to raise the value of 
their home even though they do not have immediate plans to sell the home. Other times, they 
say, this is what I want, I don’t care about the house value. Again, I am not sure what may 
emerge here, but I am aware that this sometimes creates a tension that is worth exploring. Often, 
this emerges as they tell their story, but in case it needs prompting, here are example questions: 

- Is house value something you consider when making these decisions? 
- Do you plan on living in the house for a few years? 
- Do you have any plans to sell the home? 
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